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Abstrat
We investigate the issue of regularization/renormalization in the presene of a non-
trivial bakground in the ase of 1+1-(supersymmetri) solitons. In partiular we study
and ompare the ommonly employed regularization methods (mode- energy/momentum-
uto and derivative regularization). We show that the main point for a onsistent reg-
ularization/renormalization is to nd a relation between the utos in the vauum and
the nontrivial setor so that they an be related in a onsistent manner. For eah sheme
we give a priniple to derive this relation and to perform alulations in a onsistent
way. These priniples are simple and not restrited to two dimensions or supersymmetri
theories.
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1 Introdution
1.1 Historial
In August 1834 the tehniian and marine-engineer John Sott Russell rode along the Edinburgh-
Glasgow-hannel and wathed a boat whih was pulled by two horses. Ten years later (1844)
he desribed his observations in a report to the British Assoiation for the Advanement of
Siene [1℄. He wrote that as the boat stopped a large single wave-amplitude with large ve-
loity and onstant shape was running down the hannel. He followed the wave on his horse
and lost it after two miles. This was his rst enounter with this singular and beautiful
phenomena whih he alled wave of translation. This is the rst known (at least to me)
mention of what we today all soliton or a solitary wave and it was forgotten for more
than a entury. In 1895 Diederik Korteweg and his PhD-student Hendrik de Vries disovered
a nonlinear equation, desribing water waves, the so alled KdV-equation. They showed that
their equation posses a solitary wave as solution. But at this time it was seen as an aident
that nonlinear equations ould be solved expliitly and therefore their disovery was almost
forgotten.
In the twentieth entury the invention of omputers made it possible to investigate nonlin-
ear problems with prospet of suess. In 1965, seventy years after its disovery, Norman
Zabusky and Martin Kruskal [2℄ investigated the KdV-equation, whih was found to desribe
dierent systems. In numerial alulations they disovered that a solitary wave an overtake
a slower one and after a ompliated, nonlinear interation the two waves ontinue moving
with unhanged veloity and shape. The residual eet of the interation is a phase shift in
the relative position of the two waves, an eet whih is impossible for linear waves. Beause
of the individual harater of these nonlinear waves Zabusky and Kruskal oined the notion
soliton.
After this work an intensive investigation of nonlinear soliton-bearing equations began and rih
onnetions between dierent branhes of physis and mathematis - sattering theory, lattie
dynami, Ka-Moody-algebras, Verma-modules, ohomology, topology, Pontrjagin numbers -
were found.
1.2 Current status of researh
During the last deade an enormous urry of ativity and also substantial progress has taken
plae in understanding non-perturbative eets in both supersymmetri eld theories and su-
perstring theories [4℄. Central to this is the ourrene of extended objets suh as solitons and
instantons [3℄, whose masses and ations, respetively, are inversely proportional to oupling
onstants so that they gain importane in the strongly oupled regime. As rst observed in
the two-dimensional sine-Gordon theory ([7℄,[25℄,[26℄), there is the possibility of an intriguing
duality between the ordinary elementary quanta of quantum eld theory and bound states of
solitons.
The onsistent regularization and renormalization in the quantization of (supersymmetri)
solitons is still an ative area of researh (see [33℄,[34℄,[35℄ and referenes therein) with a
number of not ompletely resolved issues. In some speial ases ertain properties of the
quantum theory in the presene of a non-trivial bakground an be deided without doing
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expliit alulations of the quantum orretions, suh as the saturation of the BPS bound in
two-dimensional minimal supersymmetri theories with kink-solitons (SUSY- sine-Gordon and
φ4 model) by the use of the residual supersymmetry [36℄ or the quantum mass of the kink in the
ase of the minimal SUSY-sine-Gordon model obtained from Yang-Baxter equation assuming
fatorization of the S-matrix [37℄,[38℄. These methods provide highly non-trivial ross-heks,
but depend on speial properties of the onsidered theories and give no general insight into
the impat of the presene of a nontrivial bakground on the renormalization proedure and
thus dierent aspets of the Quantum Field Theory assoiated to nontrivial lassial solutions.
These aspets are overruled by higher knowledge suh as supersymmetry.
In this work we deliberately do not make use of supersymmetry at eah step (whih does
not mean that we neglet or violate it unneessarily). We mostly arry out the alulations
for bosons and fermions separately to point out the dierent aspets of the inuene of the
nontrivial bakground on fermions and bosons. We investigate dierent regularization shemes
(mode-, energy- uto and derivative regularization) within the renormalization proedure
whih are well known in standard perturbation theory and adapt it to the requirements of
the presene of a non-trivial bakground. Besides the resolution of various subtleties we
are able to show that the onsidered regularization shemes, whih are very suessful and
popular in standard perturbation theory, with the neessary modiations are still well working
tehniques even in the presene of a non-trivial bakground. The investigations demonstrate
that dierent shemes emphasize dierent aspets of the nontrivial bakground for quantum
orretions but all of them eventually give the same unambiguous results. We thus are able
to solve ertain outstanding problems in the omputation of the quantum mass of (SUSY)
solitons. Over a long period of time dierent methods gave dierent answers ([39℄, [5℄) and
there seemed to be no onvergene in the results. More reent works [38℄,[39℄ leared up a lot
of things in this disussion but also posed new questions, whih are still in disussion [33℄,[34℄.
Clearly, the resolution of the remaining open points is an important step for reliable further
investigations.
The modiations that have to be applied to the dierent regularization shemes are based on
very simple priniples whih are not restrited to two dimensions or supersymmetri theories.
The generality and simpliity of these priniples thus pave the way for further investigations in
more general ases than 2D-SUSY solitons. Nevertheless minimal 2D-SUSY solitons are still of
partiular interest. Firstly, the disussion on the onsistent renormalization in the presene of
exat stati lassial solutions is onentrated on these models, seondly there exists a higher
knowledge due to supersymmetry or exat S-matries whih makes it possible to verify these
priniples a posteriori and above all beause of their simpliity, so that one an fous on the
problem of onsistent regularization and renormalization in the presene of a stati nontrivial
bakground.
The new priniples are formulated and used for the alulation of the quantum orretion to
the soliton mass. When they are respeted, all onsidered methods give the (one loop) mass
orretions, now aepted by all workers in this eld [34℄, (m =
√
lµ, where µ is the minimal
renormalized mass parameter and l = 1, 2 for SG, φ4):
(susy)− SG : ∆MB = −~m
π
∆MF =
~m
2π
∆Msusy = ∆MF +∆MB = −~m
2π
2
(susy)− φ4 : ∆MB = ~m
(
1
4
√
3
− 3
2π
)
∆MF = ~m
(
1
π
− 1
4
√
3
)
∆Msusy = ∆MF +∆MB = −~m
2π
Although in the supersymmetri ase the bosoni and fermioni orretions ∆MB , ∆MF have
no physial meaning by themselves we have alulated them separately due to the reasons
mentioned above. Only the sum ∆Msusy has a physial meaning and that it is the same in
both theories is related to its supersymmetri origin.
1.3 Organization of this work and onventions
In setion 2 we review some properties of solitons. This setion mostly follows referene [3℄.
In setion 3 we rst disuss general priniples of the quantization of (stati) solitons and
renormalization. This will be used to alulate the (one loop) quantum orretions to masses
of the φ4- and sine-Gordon- kink-soliton solutions in setion 4. The main point of this setion
is a onsistent regularization in dierent topologial setors. In setion 5 we onsider solitons
oupled to fermions. Espeially the supersymmetri extensions of the bosoni theories of the
foregoing setions are onsidered and the additional (one loop) fermioni quantum orretions
to the kink masses are alulated.
Throughout this work we use, exept stated otherwise, units so that c = 1 and ~ 6= 1, beause
~ will be our main perturbative parameter. The metri signature is (+,−).
2 Classial Solitons
2.1 Introdution
1
First we onsider the massless Klein-Gordon equation in 1+1 dimensions
φ(x, t) = (
1
c2
∂2t − ∂2x)φ(x, t) = 0
This equation and its solutions have well known properties
* It is linear and dispersionless.
* Eah well behaved funtion of the form f(x± ct) is a solution.
* It is a seond order equation, and the plane waves cos(kx + ωt) and sin(k ± ωt)
with ω = kc form a basis in the spae of general solutions.
1
This is the only setion where we use units in whih c 6= 1.
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Thus eah well behaved funtion an be expanded aording to this basis:
f(x− ct) =
∫
dk[a(k) cos(kx− ωt) + b(k) sin(kx− ωt)]. (1)
For proper funtions a(k) and b(k) this is a wave paket traveling in positive x -diretion with
the veloity c and sine all modes have the same veloity the shape of the wave paket is
stable, i.e. onstant in time, and thus dispersionless.
Beause of the linearity of the massless Klein-Gordon equation a linear ombination of solutions
is again a solution. Thus one an onstrut a solution built of several wave pakets whih an
travel with dierent (opposite) veloities. Consider, for instane, two wave pakets:
f3(x, t) = f1(x− ct) + f2(x+ ct)
This solution has following properties:
t→∞ : Two widely separated wave pakets.
t = finite : Collision of the wave pakets.
t→ −∞ : Again two widely separated wave pakets with the same shapes and veloities as
before the ollision.
Solutions with several wave pakets have analogous properties. For the massless Klein-Gordon
equation we onlude, that it is linear and dispersionless and from this follows:
(i) Shape and veloity onservation of a wave paket.
(ii) Asymptoti shape and veloity onservation after ollision of several wave pakets.
2.1.1 Klein-Gordon equation in D=1+1
The Klein-Gordon equation,
(+m2c2)φ(x, t) = 0,
is also linear and a solution basis is again given by plane waves
cos(kx± ωt) and sin(k ± ωt). (2)
But now for (2) being a solution ω and k must fulll the following equation:
ω2 = k2c2 +m2c4.
From this follows that dierent modes (dierent k's in (1)) of the wave paket move with
dierent (phase)veloities
v(k) =
ω(k)
k
= c
√
1 +
m2c2
k2
and a wave paket with a ertain shape at time t = 0,
f(x, 0) =
∫
dk[a(k) cos(kx) + b(k) sin(kx)],
will spread as time moves on. The Klein-Gordon-equation is dispersive. Thus solutions of
the Klein-Gordon- equation have neither property (i) nor property (ii) of the solutions of the
massless Klein-Gordon-equation.
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2.1.2 Nonlinear equations
If we neglet the dispersive mass term of the Klein-Gordon-equation and add a nonlinear term
instead to get something new, for example
φ(x, t) + φ3(x, t) = 0, (3)
we also get wave paket solutions whih spread with time. For (3) this an be observed by
numerial alulations.
In equations with dispersive and nonlinear terms, these two eets an balane eah other,
so that speial solutions our that have the property (i) or even the properties (i) and (ii).
Solutions of nonlinear equations with property (i) are alled solitary waves. Solutions of
nonlinear equations with properties (i) and (ii) are alled solitons. It is ommon to all both,
solitons and solitary waves, solitons (or lumps [8℄). We will give a more preise denition
in the next hapter. These non-dissipative solutions whih do not spread out with time form
lumps of energy holding themselves together by their own self-interation.
2.1.3 Solitons and solitary waves
The denition of solitons and solitary waves vary from author to author, but the several
denitions are very similar, they dier only for speial ases in the haraterization of solutions
of nonlinear wave equations. We give a denition whih is appropriate for our interests and
equivalent to other denitions in the ases treated here.
We haraterize loalized solution by the energy density (Hamiltonian density) of the eld
onguration (omposite funtion of the elds)
ε(x, t) = F (φi(x, t)).
Conneted to the energy density is the total energy (Hamiltonian) of the system by
E[φi] =
∫
space
dxε(x, t)
For physial systems the energy is bounded below and we an shift the minimum to zero, i.e.
Emin = 0 . With this normalization we dene loalized solution as follows:
Denition We all solutions of nonlinear wave equations loalized solutions if the assoiated
energy densities ε(x, t) have following properties:
ε(x, t) is loalized in spae for nite times t, i.e.
(i) lim
x→∞
ε(x, t)→ 0 fast enough to be integrable
(ii) ε(x, t) is nite in nite regions of spae
For systems with E[φi] = 0 i φi(x, t) ≡ 0 this denition of loalized solutions is equivalent
to loalized elds, i.e. if one requires lim
x→∞
φ(x, t) = 0 = lim
x→∞
∂µφ(x, t).
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Denition A solitary wave is a non-singular loalized solution of nonlinear eld equations
whose energy density has a spae-time dependeny of the form
ε(x, t) = ε(x− ut)
where u is an arbitrary veloity(vetor).
This means that the energy density moves with onstant veloity and onstant shape, i.e.
undistorted. From this follows that any stati loalized solution is a solitary wave with u = 0.
For relativisti or Galilean invariant systems one obtains moving solutions by boosting the
stati ones. Therefore stati nontrivial solutions with loalized and nite energy will be of
entral interest for us.
Denition A solution of nonlinear eld equations with N solitary waves with energy densities
ε0(x− ut) is alled a soliton if the energy density has following properties:
(i) ε(x, t)→
N∑
i=1
ε0(x− ai − uit) as t→ −∞
(ii) ε(x, t)→
N∑
i=1
ε0(x− ai − uit + δi) as t→ +∞
Where ai and ui are the initial positions and veloities and δi are onstants or onstant vetors
for higher dimensions.
So solitons are solitary waves whose veloities and shapes of energy densities are asymptotially
(t→ +∞ ) restored to their initial, i.e. pre-ollision, ones. The onstants (vetors) δi represent
the displaement of the pre-ollision trajetories and should be the sole residual eet of the
ollision. It is lear that all solitons are solitary waves but not vie versa.
2.2 General properties of salar solitons in D=1+1
We give a qualitative disussion of possible solutions of nonlinear eld equations for salar
elds. We onsider the simplest ases, i.e. only one eld in D = 1 + 1 dimensions. Of
speial interest are stati solutions with loalized energy, whih are transformed by a boost
into moving loalized energy-lumps. This ts to the onept of a partile, but with nite
extension. The quantum theory of these objets (see part 2) will validate the partile-piture
of these extended objets.
The dynamis of suh a simple system is desribed by the Lagrangian (density),
L = 1
2
(∂φ)2 − U(φ) = 1
2
φ˙2 − 1
2
φ′2 − U(φ) (4)
for whih we set up following assumptions
(i) L is 2D-Lorentz-invariant
(ii) U(φ) is a positive semidenite funtion of φ and does not depend on the derivatives
∂φ of the eld.
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(iii) absolute minima of U are zero, i.e. Umin = 0
The equations of motion (e.o.m.) are obtained by a variation priniple:
δ
∫
dx2L = 0 ⇒ φ(x, t) + ∂U
∂φ
(φ) = 0. (5)
In this ase the variation of the elds and its derivatives vanish per denition at possible
boundaries of the onsidered spae-time interval (for an unbounded spae-time R
n
this is
always automatially true). This variation priniple is onsistent with the seond order e.o.m.
This is not true for rst order systems like fermions, where one needs a modied variation
priniple (see below).
The Hamiltonian (energy) of systems like (4) is given by
E[φ] =
∫
dxε(x, t) =
∫
dx(
∂L
∂φ˙
φ˙−L) =
∫
dx[
1
2
φ˙2 +
1
2
φ′2 + U(φ)] (6)
where time independent Lagrangian's give time independent Hamiltonians,i.e.
∂L
∂t
= 0 ⇒
dE
dt
= 0.
From (6) one an see that the energy E[φ] is the sum of positive denite terms. Thus to get
the minimum of the energy, i.e. the ground state (the vauum in the quantized theory) of
the theory, eah term must be minimal. This is ahieved by onstant elds φ(x, t) = g(i) for
whih the potential U(φ) has an absolute minimum, i.e. U(g(i)) = Umin = 0 beause of our
assumptions.
2.2.1 Boundary onditions
The requirement of loalized and nite energy solutions implies strong restritions on the
spatial boundary onditions for these elds. For a loalized energy density ε(x, t) i.e. for
nite energy E[φ] the energy density ε(x, t) must vanish (fast enough) with |x| → ∞ for the
onsidered eld-onguration. From (6) one an see that this is only possible if asymptotially
(|x| → ∞) ∂µφ ≡ 0 and U(φ) ≡ 0, sine all quantities in ε(x, t) and E[φ], respetively, are
positive.
Let φ = g(i), i = 1...M ≥ 1 be the absolute minima of potential, i.e. U(φ = g(i)) = 0.
A neessary ondition for ε(x, t) to vanish asymptotially is that φ approahes one of the
(onstant) minima g(i) . Thus the loalized energy ondition ε(x→ ±∞)→ 0 implies for the
eld the following solitary wave-boundary onditions:
lim
x→±∞
φ(x, t) = g(i
±)
(7)
lim
x→±∞
∂µφ(x, t) = 0 (8)
One has to distinguish between the ase of one minimum (M = 1) and the ase of several
minima (M > 1). If M = 1 then for both limits (x→ +∞ and x→ −∞) the eld onverges
to the same value g(i
±) = g. For M > 1 one an have dierent limits gi
+ 6= gi− or the equal
ones, gi
+
= gi
−
.
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Figure 1: The potential U(φ) (solid) of the eld theory and its (one degree of freedom)-mehanial
analogue V (q) (dashed) in the ase of stati elds in D = 1 + 1 dimensions. (a) For a eld theory
with a unique ground state and (b) for degenerated absolute minima of the potential U(φ).
2.2.2 Stati solutions and the mehanial analogue
For stati solutions the e.o.m. (5) simplify, in our D = 1 + 1 ase, to an ordinary dierential
equation:
φ(x, t)|static = −φ′′(x) = −∂U
∂φ
(x). (9)
This equation is analogous to the Newton equation of motion of a unit mass in a potential
V = −U (see g.1), if one onsiders φ as the oordinate and x as the time, i.e. φ(x) ≡ q(t).
Therefore we disuss the familiar mehanial analogue instead of the original eld system and
solve the e.o.m. (9) simply by quadrature. This is only possible in D = 1+1 dimensions . At
the end of this setion we make some omments on the situation in more general ases. The
mehanial analogue has the following properties:
Energy : W =
q˙2
2
+ V (q) ≡ 1
2
(
dφ
dx
)2 − U(φ) = constant (10)
Boundary onditions : lim
x→±∞
W = 0 (11)
Ation : S[q] ≡
∫
dx[
1
2
(
dφ
dx
)2 + U(φ)] = E[φ]|static (12)
The boundary ondition (11) follows from (7) and (8), (12) follows from (6).
Virial theorem. Integrating (9) with
∫ y
−L dxφ
′(x) gives:
1
2
φ′2 = U ⇒ φ′ = ±
√
2U(φ). (13)
This is the virial theorem for the mehanial analogue and in onnetion with non-trivial stati
eld ongurations it is alled the Bogomol'nyi equation.
Thus stati solutions of the eld system are trajetories with nite ation, (12), and zero
energy, (10) and (11), of the mehanial analogue. We onsider these trajetories for two
lasses of potentials:
a) From g.1 one an see that for potentials U with a unique minimum there exists no non-
singular, nontrivial trajetory with boundary ondition (11). A partile starting at the time
x = −∞ at φ1 = 0 will never return. The only solution is the trivial one φ(x) ≡ φ1, i.e. there
exists no stati solitary wave (the eld is onstant in spae).
b) In the ase of several degenerated minima of U aording to (11) the partile must start at
one of the minima of U , φi, and move to one of the neighboring minima φi±1(the eld varies in
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spae). It annot return or go further sine all derivatives of φ, i.e. veloities, aelerations,
et, vanish at the φi's due to the equation of motion (9) and (13) and boundary the onditions
(11):
U(φi) = 0⇒ φi′ = 0
∂U
∂φ
(φi) = 0 = φi
′′
a.s.o.
From the mehanial analogue one onludes for the existene of stati solitons for theories of
the form L= 1
2
(∂µφ)
2 − U(φ) (one eld):
1. U(φ) has an unique minimum ⇒ ∃ one trivial stati solution φ1 and ∄ stati solitary
waves.
2. U(φ) has n minima⇒ ∃ 2(n− 1) nontrivial stati solutions with φ(x→ −∞) = φk and
φ(x→∞) = φk+1 or φk−1, and n trivial solutions φi.
From the mehanial analogue one an also see that the partile moves monotonially from
one minimum of U (top of the hill) to a neighboring one. Therefore the stati solitary wave is a
monotonily inreasing or dereasing funtion. The above onsiderations are not restrited to
a speial shape of the potential U(φ). The main point is the existene of several (at least more
than one) degenerated ground states (absolute minima of U(φ)) whih an be aompanied
by spontaneous breakdown of a symmetry (see below).
Solving by quadrature. As mentioned above, in the simple D = 1+ 1 ase stati solutions
are obtained by quadrature. Integration of the virial theorem gives
x− x0 = ±
∫ φ(x)
φ(x0)
dφ√
2U(φ)
(14)
Beause of the boundary onditions the integrand is regular exept for x0 → −∞ and x→∞,
where x0 is the integration onstant.
Next we onsider two speial models and investigate further features of solitons (solitary waves)
on the basis of them. These two models will also be onsidered in the quantization proedure
(setion 3).
2.3 φ4 - theory, the kink
We onsider the φ4 - theory in D = 1 + 1 dimensions (not dimensionally redued) with a
mass (quadrati) term whih auses spontaneous symmetry breaking. The φ4-model with
the opposite sign of the mass term generates only one unique minimum so that there exist
no stati solitary solutions, as mentioned above. The Lagrangian, whih also fullls our
assumptions (2.2) is given by
L = 1
2
(∂µφ)
2 − U(φ) , (15)
U(φ) = λ
4
(φ2 − µ2
λ
)2. (16)
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The potential (16) has the shape of the potential (b) in g.1. The e.o.m. of this system are
φ(x, t)− µ2φ+ λφ3 = 0, (17)
and for stati solutions they read
−φ′′ − µ2φ+ λφ3 = 0. (18)
The minima of the potential have the value zero for φ±, where the ground state ongurations
φ ≡ φ± of the system are
dU
dφ
= 0⇒ φ± = ± µ√
λ
. (19)
From our solitary waves- (loalized energy) boundary onditions (7) follows that the eld must
asymptotially approah these values, i.e. φ(x → ±∞) → φ±. Thus we have two possible
non-trivial stati solutions. One evolving with x from φ− to φ+ and a seond one in the
opposite diretion.
Integration, stati loalized solutions With the potential (16) the general integral (14)
reads (σ = ±1)
x− x0 = −σ
∫ φ(x)
φ(x0)
dφ√
λ/2(φ2 − µ2/λ) .
This is a standard integral. For elds satisfying |
√
λ
µ
φ |< 1 and by setting the integration
onstant φ(x0) = 0, one obtains by elementary integration and solving for φ:
φKσ(x) = σ
µ√
λ
tanh[
µ√
2
(x− x0)]. (20)
For later onsiderations we have introdued the sign variable σ. One an easily prove by
inserting in (18) that this is a solution. For elds satisfying |
√
λ
µ
φ |> 1 one gets funtions
involving coth. These annot satisfy the boundary onditions. Thus we have two nontrivial
stati solutions whih are alled kink (σ = +) and antikink (σ = −), and shown in g.2.
These two solutions an be traed bak to the two signs of the Bogomol'nyi equation (13):
φ′Kσ = −σ
√
2U(φKσ).
As one an see, these solutions are singular for λ → 0. Thus they annot be obtained by
perturbation theory starting from the linear equations (λ = 0). Thus the kink φK+ and the
antikink φK− are non-perturbative results.
2.3.1 Spontaneous symmetry breaking
We give some omments on the symmetry and its spontaneous breakdown of this model.
Spontaneous symmetry breaking will be of importane in the quantization proedure but it
is a feature whih is already present at the lassial level and does not ome from quantiza-
tion. In (quantum) perturbation theory one generally expands the Lagrangian around a xed
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Figure 2: kink and antikink
(lassial) eld-onguration φcl (see below). Thus the Lagrangian beomes a funtion of the
perturbations η around the xed onguration φcl, i.e.
2
L(φ) = L(φcl + η) = L˜(η).
Now assume that the theory has a linear symmetry, so that the Lagrangian is invariant (up
to total divergenes) under the linear transformations Tφ of the eld, i.e
L(Tφ) = L(φ) = L(φcl + η) = L˜(η). (21)
On the other hand, if the ground state φcl is not invariant under this transformation (if the
boundary onditions do not respet the symmetry), i.e Tφcl = φ¯cl 6= φcl, one has
L(Tφ) = L(Tφcl + Tη) = L(φ¯cl + Tη) 6= L˜(Tη) =⇒ L˜(Tη) 6= L˜(η).
This eet is alled spontaneous symmetry breaking. Atually it is just hidden symmetry, sine
by writing the Lagrangian as a funtion of the perturbations η the symmetry of the system
is no longer visible although still present as one an see in (21). The eet of spontaneous
symmetry breaking gives rise to a rih struture in quantum eld theory and partile physis
(Higgs eet, Goldstone theorem). In the quantum theory the ground states φcl are usually
one of the minima of the potential, i.e. the onguration with the lowest energy, and the
assoiated quantum mehanial state is the vauum |0〉. Therefore in quantum theory on alls
a symmetry spontaneously broken if the vauum state is not annihilated by the symmetry
transformation, i.e.
T |0〉 6= 0.
A less trivial ground state is a non-trivial lassial solution like our kinks. Their quantum
theory will be the main part of this work.
Let us return to the φ4 model. The Lagrangian (15) and the assoiated ation is symmetri
under the parity transformations x → Px = −x and separately for the Z2 (gauge) transfor-
mation φ → Zφ = −φ. By the Z2 (gauge) transformation the two minima φ±(19) are not
invariant but transformed into eah other, i.e. Zφ± = φ∓ . This is the lassial situation
of spontaneous symmetry breaking. But from (20) one an see that for the kink and antikink
φKσ both symmetries transform the two solutions into eah other:
parity : φKσ(Px) = φKσ(−x) = −φKσ(x) = φK−σ(x)
Z2 : ZφKσ(x) = −φKσ(x) = φK−σ(x)
2
All equations resp. inequalities are to be understood modulo total divergenes.
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Figure 3: The energy density for the kink and antikink. It is loalized around the enter x0 of the
(anti)kink an haraterized by its half-width d 1
2
= 1µ .
This is typial for systems with spontaneous symmetry breaking, sine the loalized energy
solutions onnet the dierent vaua. That the (anti)kink is not invariant also under parity
transformation (antisymmetri), will have interesting onsequenes for the fermioni boundary
onditions in the quantum theory of supersymmetri solitons.
Energy density, lassial kink mass By the use of the virial theorem (13) and the
(anti)kink-solution one obtains for the energy density
ε(x)|static =
1
2
φ′2 + U(φ) = 2U(φ) = φ′2 =
µ4
4λ
1
cosh4[ µ√
2
(x− x0)]
,
whih is regular for real x and satises the onditions of the denition for solitary waves (see
g 3). So the kink and antikink are solitary waves. In analogy to the rest mass of a partile
the total energy E[φ] for the (anti)kink is alled the lassial kink mass, sine they are stati.
It is given by
Mcl =
∫
dxε(x)|static =
µ4
4λ
∫
dx
cosh4[ µ√
2
(x− x0)
=
2
√
2µ3
3λ
. (22)
2.3.2 Moving kinks
By a 2D-Lorentz boost to a system moving with veloity u one obtains a moving (anti)kink.
Sine φ is a salar eld we only have to transform the oordinate:
x→ γ(x− ut) = x− ut√
1− u2 .
In these new oordinates the kink reads as follows
φu(x, t) =
µ√
λ
tanh[
µ√
2
(x− x0)− ut√
1− u2 ] , u ∈ (−1, 1) (23)
It is easy to hek that this is a solution of the equation of motion (17). The energy density
and kink mass are obtained by inserting (23) into (6):
ε(x, t) =
2
1− u2 [
µ4
4λ
− µ
2
2
φ2u +
λ
4
φ4u].
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For the total energy this gives with a variable substitution x→ µ√
λ
(x−x0)−ut√
1−u2 in the integral of
(22):
E[φu] =
2
√
2µ3
4λ
√
1− u2
∫
dx[
1
cosh2 x
− sinh
2 x
cosh4 x
] =
1√
1− u2
2
√
2µ3
3λ
=
Mcl√
1− u2 .
This is a very nie result, sine it is the relativisti energy-mass-relation for a partile. So one
an expet that the quantized theory will give one partile states assoiated with the lassial
extended objet.
2.4 Topologial indies and topologial onservation laws
It is often possible to make a topologial lassiation of the solutions of a system. Speially
if one an dene a topologial index whih is onserved in time it will play an important role
of a quantum number in the quantum theory as other onserved quantities. But its origin
is dierent from that of familiar onserved quantities. Again we onsider a speial lass of
theories in 2D, namely
L = 1
2
(∂µφ)
2 − U(φ),
where U(φ) has a disrete set of absolute minimaU(φ)min = 0.We are interested in nonsingular
solutions with nite energy whih also inlude solitary waves and solitons. The requirement
of nite energy at any time t0 implies the following boundary onditions:
lim
x→±∞
φ(x, t0) ≡ φ(±∞, t0) = φ± (24)
where at φ± the potential U has an absolute minimum, i.e. U(φ±) = 0. Sine this must
be true for all t0 (all terms in E[φ] are positive, see (6)) and the disrete minima of U are
separated, the eld φ(∞, t) = φ± must be stationary, i.e. onserved:
∂tφ(±∞, t) = 0. (25)
Thus we an divide the spae of all non-singular nite-energy solutions into setors, hara-
terized by two time independent indies, namely φ(−∞) and φ(∞). These setors are not
topologial onneted. Fields of one setor annot be deformed ontinuously into elds of
another setor without violating the nite-energy-ondition. This emphasizes the dierene
between the onserved indies (25) and familiar onservation laws whih are a onsequenes
of ontinuous symmetries of the theory. The fat that dierent setors are not onneted is
a onsequene of the topologial property of the spae of non-singular nite energy solutions.
For this reason (25) is alled a topologial onservation law.
One an show that the existene of a topologial onservation law is suient for the existene
of non-dissipative solutions. This is important in more ompliated theories, for whih the
diret integration is not so easy as for a single salar eld in D = 1 + 1 dimensions (this will
be shortly disussed in setion 2.7). By means of the φ4 model we want give an idea how this
works. Instead of nonsingular solutions of nite energy we onsider non-singular initial-value
data φ(x, t0) and ∂tφ(x, t0) at some xed time t0 (for the existene of nonsingular solutions for
this initial value problem we refer to the referene in [8℄). For these initial-value data, just as
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for the time-independent solutions (the kinks) the nite energy ondition implies the relations
(24) and (25). If U has more than one absolute minimum equation (25) is non-trivial. Now
one an show [8℄ that any solution with the onserved indies
φ(∞, t) = −φ(−∞, t),
is non-dissipative, i.e. that the energy density does not spread indenitely with time ( lim
t→∞
max
x
ε(x, t) 6=
0). By ontinuity in x, for any t, there must be some x0 for whih φ(x0, t) = 0. At this point
the energy density (6) is
ε(x0, t) ≥ U(0) = µ
4
4λ
.
Thus for all times the maximum of the energy density is unequal zero,
max
x
ε(x, t) ≥ µ
4
4λ
,
and therefore the energy density does not dissipate but stays loalized. In an analogous way
the existene of nontrivial topologial onservation laws an be used to prove the existene of
non-dissipative solutions.
Topologial indies of the (anti)kink
The potential U(φ) = 1/4λ(φ2 − µ2/λ)2 has two minima at φmin = ±µ/
√
λ . This gives rise
to four topologial setors of non-singular nite-energy solutions with the following indies set
(writing only the signs)
{(φ(∞), φ(−∞))} = {(−,+), (+,−), (−,−), (+,+)}.
The kink, the antikink and the two trivial solutions φ = ± m√
λ
are elements of the four se-
tors respetively. Another example is a kink from x → −∞ and a antikink from x → ∞
approahing eah other. This eld onguration lies in the (trivial) (− m√
λ
,− m√
λ
) setor. Even
though one annot easily alulate the ollision, we know that the resulting eld will always
stay in that setor. In fat the (anti)kink is only a solitary wave and not a soliton. These
topologial onstraints also stabilize the (anti)kink and beause of this these nontrivial solu-
tions will beome fundamental partiles in the quantum theory, sine they annot deay. For
a deay the (anti)kink would be deformed into a trivial topologial setor, whih would need
an innite amount of energy. For the existene of suh topologial solutions it is neessary
that the quantum orretions do not lift the degeneration of neighbouring ground states and
thus spoil the requirements for theire existene. This eet usually ours in the ase of an
aidental degeneration, i.e. if the minima of the potential are not related to a spontaneously
broken symmetry. Sine the lassial theory is just a limit of the quantized theory no suh
solutions exists in that ase [6℄.
This fat, that the (anti) kink annot be deformed ontinuously into the trivial setor without
violating the nite energy ondition is the origin of misunderstandings in the use of boundary
onditions in the trivial and nontrivial setor during the quantization proedure. Also beause
of this one temporarily uses the kink-antikink onguration for the quantization proedure
whih is an intratable trik in more ompliated ases ([33℄,[34℄,[48℄). This will be laried
up later.
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2.4.1 Topologial harge and onserved urrent
Although the onserved topologial indies ome from the nite-energy-ondition and not
from a ontinuous symmetry, one an dene a onserved urrent and a orresponding harge
onneted to the topologial indies
Q := c [(φ(x =∞)− (φ(x = −∞)] , kµ := c εµν∂νφ (26)
where εµν is the antisymmetri epsilon symbol and c is an arbitrary onstant. This is trivial
in D=1+1. With these denitions one has
∂µk
µ = 0 and Q =
∫
dxk0. (27)
Note that plane waves eipµx
µ
do not hange the topologial harge. Assume a eld onguration
φtop with a denite topologial harge Qtop, like the kink or the vauum. Then the topologial
urrent kµ in (26) and the topologial harge Q (27) get an additional ontribution from the
plane wave for the eld φtop + e
ipµxµ
as follows
δkµ = εµν∂ν(e
ipµxµ) = εµνipν(e
ipµxµ) (28)
δQ = ip1 e
ip0t
∫
dx e−ip1x = p1δ(p1)2πi eip0t = 0. (29)
Thus small (quantum) utuations will not hange the topologial harge and the topologial
setor of the lassial nite energy eld onguration with a ertain topologial harge.
To lassify the topologial setor one needs φ(x =∞) and φ(x = −∞), so that the knowledge
of Q is not enough, but for quantities whih depend only on the dierene of the onserved
indies Q is suient.
For our φ4-theory we set c =
√
λ/m so thatQ ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. Solitary waves are alled topologial
if Q 6= 0 , otherwise non-topologial. This terminology says that the nontrivial solutions of the
φ4-theory are topologial.
Symmetry breaking and topologial indies. Suppose the Lagrangian L is invariant
under some transformation T of the elds. Then one an distinguish two ases:
1. U has a unique minimum at φ0 ⇒ φ0 itself must be invariant under T , i.e. Tφ0 = φ0,
sine a symmetry transformation does not hange the energy of a solution.
2. U has several degenerated minima at φi , i = 1, ...M > 1 ⇒ the full set {φi} must be
invariant under T , i.e. Tφi ∈ {φi}, but not eah φi itself. If not eah φi itself is invariant
under T one alls this a spontaneously broken symmetry (see above).
In order to get non-trivial topologial setors the existene of more than one degenerated
minimum of U is neessary and suient (see ref. in [8℄ for the existene of nonsingular
solutions for nonsingular initial-value data of nite energy). Thus a spontaneous symmetry
breaking gives rise to nontrivial topologial setors. The onverse is not always true, sine the
φi
′
s ould nevertheless be invariant under T .
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2.5 The sine - Gordon system in D=1+1
The φ4 - theory disussed above yields only solitary waves, but not solitons. The sine - Gordon
system also yields solitons, as we will see. The sine-Gordon equation has a long story. In the
last quarter of the nineteenth entury it was extensively studied by geometers sine it desribes
a two dimensional Riemann-surfae of onstant negative Gaussian urvature K = −1 [10℄. It
entered partile physis through works of Skyrme (1958,1960) who studied simple nonlinear
eld theories. Its name is a pun and seems to belonging to either Finkelstein and Rubinstein
(Klein-Gordon → sine-Gordon) or Kruskal who investigated numerial solutions of nonlinear
eld equations and also disovered solitoni solutions of the Korteweg-de Vries equation (see
[11℄ and referenes therein. The history of this name is not ompletely lear but it has prevailed
over other names). A mehanial system whih is also desribed by the sine-Gordon equation
is realized by a ontinuous hain of elasti onneted pendular on a horizontal line in a onstant
gravity eld (or an innite ribbon with a load at one edge [11℄). The eld φ(x, t) in this ase
desribes the angular amplitude of the pendulum. The sine-Gordon equation also desribes an
innite Jeerson ontat [12℄. As one an see a lot of systems are desribed by the sine-Gordon
equation.
The Lagrangian of the sine-Gordon system is given by
L = 1
2
(∂µφ)
2 +
µ2
γ
[cos(
√
γφ)− 1] .
A series expansion shows that approximations of this Lagrangian are well known systems
L = 1
2
(∂µφ)
2 − 1
2
µ2φ2 + µ2
γ
4!
φ4 +O(γ2).
For γ → 0 this is just the free Klein - Gordon eld and inluding the O(γ) - term one has the
(attrative) φ4 - theory. The equations of motions are
φ+
µ2√
γ
sin(
√
γφ) = 0.
With a hange in variables xα → 1
µ
xα and the resaling φ→ 1√
γ
φ the Lagrangian and equation
of motion writes as
L = µ
2
γ
[
1
2
(∂φ)2 + cosφ− 1] (30)
φ+ sin φ = 0. (31)
As one an see, in priniple the system an be desribed by only one parameter β := µ
2
γ
, whih
does not enter the lassial e.o.m. It is a generi property that the lassial eld equations are
independent of the oupling γ. Also for the φ4 theory (15) this an be ahieved by resaling
the eld as φ¯ = λφ. This an also be seen by the fat that in lassial physis γ (λ) is a
dimensionful parameter and thus an be used to set the sale. Of ourse, γ (λ) is relevant in
quantum physis, sine quantum physis ontains a new onstant, ~, and the important objet
in quantum theory is
1
~
L and the relevant dimensionless parameter is ~
β
or ~λ, respetively
(see setion. 3).
Energy and energy density are given by (note that dx→ 1/µ dx)
E[φ] =
∫
dxε(x, t) =
∫
dx
µ
γ
[
1
2
φ˙2 +
1
2
φ′2 + (1− cosφ)] (32)
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The Lagrangian L and so the equations of motion have the following disrete symmetries
φ→ −φ and φ→ φ+ 2πN,N ∈ Z (33)
Sine the overall fator µ2/γ does not enter the lassial e.o.m. (31) we onsider the potential
U(φ) = (1− cos φ),
whose minima are given by (note that U ≥ 0)
dU
dφ
= sin φ
!
= 0⇒ φM = 2πM,M ∈ Z
Thus we have a ountably innite set of absolute minima for whih the energy E[φM ] vanishes,
sine U(φM) = 0. The minima φM are transformed into eah other by the disrete symmetries
(33) and therefore this symmetry, exept for a Z2 transformation, is also spontaneously broken.
For nite energy - solutions, i.e. lim
x→±∞
ε(x, t) = 0, we get the following boundary ondition
φ(x→ ±∞) = 2πM± (34)
Thus, aording to (34) we an haraterize our topologial setors by the onserved pair of
integer indies (M+,M−). If only elds modulo 2π are physially relevant (this depends on
the interpretation of the partile states [8℄), then only the topologial harge
Q ≡ M+ −M− = 1
2π
∫
dx∂xφ
matters.
From our analysis of the mehanial analogue we know that a nontrivial nite-energy solution
must move with x from one absolute minimum of U to a neighboring one, i.e. they must arry
the harge Q = ±1. From (14) we get the stati solution as follows:
x− x0 = ±
∫ φ(x)
φ(x0)
dφ√
2(1− cos φ)
with
1
2
(1 − cos y) = sin2 y
2
and setting the integration onstant φ(x0) = π one obtains by
solving for
3φ
φS±(x) = 4 arctan[e
±(x−x0)] + 4kπ , k ∈ Z (35)
The solution φS+ with the (+) sign is alled the soliton, the solution φS− with (−) sign is
alled the antisoliton of the system. Their graphs are plotted in g.4 and are very similar to
the kink and antikink of the φ4 model (for both models we will often all them simply kinks
φK). As one an see, for both, φS and φS−, there exists an innite set of solutions whih
onnet dierent neighboring minima φM of the potential. Their topologial harges are
QS+ =
1
2π
[φS+(x =∞)− φS+(x = −∞)] = (2k + 1)− 2k = 1
QS− =
1
2π
[φS−(x =∞)− φS−(x = −∞)] = 2k − (2k + 1) = −1.
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Figure 4: The fundamental (k = 1) soliton φS+ and antisoliton φS−of the sine-Gordon system.
For the mehanial realization this solution desribes a hain of pendular whih is turned
around one at the position x0. The sign of the topologial harge desribes the orientation of
the winding and is opposite for soliton and antisoliton. one obtains the lassial mass of eah
(anti)soliton using the virial theorem (13) and (32) :
MScl =
∫
dxε(x)|static =
µ
γ
∫
dx[
1
2
φ′2 + U ] =
4µ
γ
∫
dx
1
cosh2(x− x0)
=
8µ
γ
(36)
2.5.1 Time dependent solitons
Again one obtains moving solutions by a 2D Lorentz-boost, i.e. a oordinate transformation
(the γ used here has nothing to do with oupling, it is the usual parameter of relativisti
kinematis):
x→ γ(x− ut) = x− ut√
1− u2 .
From this we get the moving (anti)soliton
φS±,u(x, t) = 4 arctan[e
±γ(x−x0−ut)] + 4kπ , k ∈ Z.
We already alled these solutions (anti)solitons beause the sine - Gordon system provides
several soliton-solutions aording to our denition of solitons. We only an mention some
examples here:
Soliton-antisoliton-sattering. This solution of (31) is
φSA(x, t) = 4 arctan[
u cosh(γx)
sinh(γut)
] = 4 arctan[
sinh(γut)
u cosh(γx)
]± 2π
where γ is dened above and the sign in the seond form depends on the quadrant of the
argument of arctan. That this is an exat solution an be proved by insertion in the e.o.m.
The asymptoti behavior shows that this is a soliton solution (with the abbr. δ = lnu
γu
):
φSA(x, t) −→
t→−∞
4 arctan[2u cosh(γx)eγut]
−→
x→∞
4 arctan[eγ(x+u(t+δ))] = φS+(γ[x+ u(t+ δ)])
−→
x→−∞
4 arctan[e−γ(x−u(t+δ))] = φS−(γ[x− u(t+ δ)])
3
In the old literature one uses dierent branhes of the inverse tangens. We follow [9℄ and use the unique
arctan to avoid misunderstandings.
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Figure 5: Soliton-antisoliton sattering at the times t << 0, t ≈ 0− and t >> 0
Thus for t→ −∞ we have a soliton moving with veloity −u from x→∞, i.e. to the enter
x = 0, and a antisoliton moving with veloity u from x→ −∞, i.e. an soliton and antisoliton
approahing eah other. For the asymptoti future we have
φSA(x, t) −→
t→∞
4 arctan[ 1
2u
eγut
cosh(γx)
] + 2π
−→
x→∞
4 arctan[e−γ(x−u(t−δ))] + 2π = φS−(γ[x− u(t− δ)])
−→
x→−∞
4 arctan[eγ(x+u(t−δ))] + 2π = φS+(γ[x+ u(t− δ)])
whih are again a soliton and antisoliton with the same shape and veloities, but now departing
from eah other. The only hange from the initial ondition is the time delay δ whih remains
the sole residual eet of the ollision. Sine in our units u < 1, the delay δ is negative. This
indiates that the soliton and antisoliton attrat eah other. This an be seen very illustrative
by the mehanial realization, where the two dierent windings attrat eah other.
At t = 0, φSA vanishes (the two opposite windings ome together and unwind eah other),
i.e. the approahing (anti)solitons tend to annihilate eah other until t = 0, but the eld
re-emerges for growing t and asymptotially restore the soliton and antisoliton (g.5). Sine
every solution of the sine-Gordon system is a solution modulo 2π the graph an be shifted up
and down by 2π-steps.
Soliton-soliton sattering. This solution is given by
φSS(x, t) = 4 arctan[
u sinh(γx)
cosh(γut)
]
An analogous proedure as above shows that asymptotially two solitons approah eah other
for t → −∞ and departing from eah other with same shape and speed, but with opposite
veloity and a time delay. Thus they boune bak (bakward sattering). At any instant of
time the eld ranges from −2π to +2π as x goes from −∞ to ∞. So the solution lies in
the Q = 2 -setor (= total winding number of the pendular-hain). If we do not distinguish
between elds modulo 2π, then there is no dierene asymptotially between bakward and
forward sattering (see g.6). The disrete symmetry under φ → −φ gives us an analogous
solution for two antisolitons, namely φAA = −φSS.
The doublet or breather solution. This solution is obtained by setting u = iv in the
solution φSA (omitting the modulo-onstant 2π)
φv(x, t) = 4 arctan[
sin( vt√
1+v2
)
v cosh( x√
1+v2
)
] (37)
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Figure 6: The soliton-soliton sattering at t < 0, t = 0, i.e. their maximum approah and t > 0.
After this they disappear from eah other again in the opposite diretion of their approah.
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Figure 7: The famous sine-Gordon breather for dierent times t1 > t2 > t3 > t4. It is periodi in
time with the period τ .
this is still a real exat solution of sine-Gordon system. The parameter v is now not a veloity
but it is onneted to the period τ of this periodi solution
τ = 2π
√
1 + v2
v
.
The breather solution an be onsidered as a soliton and antisoliton osillating about eah
other (see g.7). In ontrast to the sattering solution φSA the soliton and antisoliton input
does not separate arbitrarily far apart as t → ±∞ but rather separate only up to a nite
distane and never beome fully free and undistorted. Thus this an be seen as a bound
solution. The solution is given in its rest frame, i.e. it is entered around x = 0 for all time.
Moving breather-solutions are again obtained by a 2D-Lorentz boost. But also in its rest
frame the breather has nontrivial time dependene in ontrast to the former solutions whih
are stati in their rest frame. The breather does not t into our denition of solitary waves
but the eld and the energy density is loalized.
2.6 Stability and zero modes
2.6.1 Stati non-trivial solutions
We have already mentioned that the stati nite energy solutions will beome new fundamental
partiles(states) in the quantum theory. Therefore we investigate the stability of these objets
to see if they survive the quantization proedure. We have already seen that the existene of
a topologial onservation law leads to non-dissipative solutions, i.e. solutions for whih the
energy density does not dissipate to zero. Now we investigate the solutions expliitly aording
to their behavior under small perturbations. The equations of motion for our models are
φ + U ′(φ) = 0. (38)
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Next we onsider a small perturbation of a stati solution φcl(x) of this e.o.m.
φ(x, t) = φcl(x) + η(x, t), (39)
and investigate the development with time of the perturbation η(x, t), whih is determined by
e.o.m. Inserting (39) into (38) one gets the following e.o.m for the perturbation η:
η + U ′′[φcl(x)]η = 0 +O(η2). (40)
The linearized e.o.m. for the perturbation is separable for stati solutions (invariant under
time translations) and the general solution for η is a superposition of normal modes:
η(x, t) = Re
∑
an e
iωntξn(x) (41)
The sum has to be treated as an integral for ontinuummodes. The oeients an are arbitrary
omplex numbers and the frequenies ωn and modes ξn have to solve the eigenvalue problem
(inserting the ansatz (41) into the linearized equation (40)):(−∂2x + U ′′(φcl)) ξn = ω2nξn. (42)
This is a Shrödinger equation with the potential U ′′(φcl) and in this ontext alled stability
equation. If one an expliitly solve this equation, as it is possible for the SG - and φ4- model,
one obtains (in the linear approximation) a rih set of solutions of the e.o.m. In (41) one an
make the following lassiation for the perturbation w.r.t. the eigen-values ω2n of (42):
ω2n > 0 : The mode ξn stays osillatory in time.
ω2n < 0 : The mode ξn grows exponentially with time and thus also the perturbation, the
linearized equation is only valid for short times.
ω2n = 0 : The mode ξn is a so alled zero mode, the perturbation is onstant in time.
First of all we an see that the stati solution φcl(x) an only be stable if all eigenvalues of
the stability equation (42) are positive, i.e. ωn ≥ 0 for all n. The ourrene of zero modes is
onneted with symmetries of the system. In our speial ase it is the translation symmetry
of the φ4 and the SG- kinks4. The expliit solution of the stability equation of the φ4 and
the SG- kink are given in the appendix (setion 7.1). In general one an show that beause
of the spatial translation invariane all eigenvalues are positive and therefore the solution φcl
is stable [8℄. Beause of the spatial translation invariane, also the boundary onditions (7,8)
are translational invariant; also φcl(x + x0) is a solution if φcl(x) is one. For innitesimal
translations one has
φcl(x+ x0) = φcl(x) + x0∂xφcl(x) +O(x
2
0),
inserting this into the e.o.m. (38) one gets as zero mode of the stability equation (42), i.e.
the eigen-funtion to the eigen-value ω2 = 0, the funtion ∂xφcl(x). As mentioned above the
stati nite energy solutions φcl, onneting neighboring minima of the potential U(φ), are
monotoni funtions. Therefore the derivative ∂xφcl has no nodes. It is well known that for
one-dimensional Shrödinger equations with arbitrary potentials the eigen-funtion with no
4
Here we use as mentioned above for both models the notion kink for the stati nite energy solutions.
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nodes is the eigen-funtion with the lowest energy. Sine this eigenvalue is equal to zero, all
eigenvalues ω2 are positive, and thus the perturbation η stays osillatory in time and the stati
nite energy solutions are stable.
The ourrene of the zero mode will ause troubles in the quantization proedure. Another
way of writing the stability-operator in (42) and (40) is to express it through the ation
S[φ] =
∫
dtdxL. For the lassial solution φcl(x) the ation is stationary, thus the e.o.m.
writes as:
δS
δφ
|φcl = 0. (43)
Expanding the ation around φcl one obtains
5
S[φcl + η] = S(φcl) +
1
2
∫
dtdx η
[
δ2S
δφ2
|φcl
]
η +O(η3). (44)
The linear term is absent beause of the e.o.m. (43) and the spatial part of the operator
δ2S
δφ2
|φclis exatly the operator in (42). The seond term in (44) will be the entral objet in
the quantization proedure.
To see that the ourrene of zero modes is in general onneted with symmetries we onsider
a very general theory with an arbitrary number of elds {φi}:
L = Aµνij ∂µφi∂νφj + Bµijφi∂µφj − U(φi). (45)
For speial onstant matries Aµνij ,Bµij and potentials U(φi) this theory also inludes fermions
and gauge elds . The equations of motion are given as
Dijφj + ∂U(φk)
∂φi
φi = 0, (46)
where Dij is the matrix-valued dierential operator, inluding rst and/or seond order deriva-
tives in general, of the oupled system (46). For fermions (Grassmann elds) one has to take
are of signs of ourse. Assume that the eld vetor {φcli (x)} = ~φcl is a stati solution of the
e.o.m. (46) for ertain boundary onditions, i.e.
Dijφclj +
∂U(φk)
∂φi
|φclφcli = 0 with ~φcl(±∞) = ~C±,
where
~C± is some onstant vetor in the eld-spae. Now assume the existene of a ontinuous
(internal or spae-time) symmetry R of the theory (45) whih does not involve the time and
leaves the boundary onditions invariant. Sine under a symmetry transformation the e.o.m.
are invariant, the eld onguration φ˜i = Rφclk is also a stati solution. SineR is a ontinuous
symmetry it is also possible to onsider innitesimal transformations. By an innitesimal
transformation one obtains a stati solution of the form
φ˜i = Rφclk = φcli + δRφclk .
Sine φ˜i is a lassial solution, the deviation δRφclk fullls the full stability equation (40), and
sine φ˜i and φ
cl
i is stati also the deviation δRφ
cl
k must be stati and therefore the frequeny of
5
For the moment we neglet subtleties onneted with surfae terms. For the exat treatment see setion
3.
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this mode in (41) must be zero. Thus δRφclk is a zero mode of the Shrödinger equation (42).
The invariane of the boundary ondition
~C± ensures that φ˜i is also a nite energy solution.
This restrition is not really needed sine beause of the topologial onservation law it is
impossible for a ontinuous (symmetry) transformation to hange the topologial setor of a
eld onguration. If there are more, independent symmetries present whih fulll the above
requirements, then eah of them has its own zero mode. We all two symmetries independent
if the Poisson braket of their Noether harges vanishes. It is lear that in the presene of
suh a symmetry one does not only have one lassial solution but a ontinuous set of suh
lassial solutions.
If the lassial solution φcli is an absolute minimum of the potential U(φi), i.e. the trivial
(vauum) solution, the assoiated zero-mode δRφclk is the Goldstone mode, whih is onneted
with spontaneous symmetry breaking and arises from the valley of ontinuous degenerated
vaua. We want to distinguish this ase from the ourrene of zero eigen-values onneted
with nontrivial solutions. Therefore we reserve the notion zero modes for the nontrivial ase.
For our stati kinks the ontinuous symmetry is the spae-translation invariane and the
ontinuous family of solutions is parametrized by the position (enter) of the kink x0. As an
be seen in the appendix this leads to a zero mode and the fat that the lassial solution is
not isolated will spoil some requirements in the quantization proedure (see below).
2.6.2 Periodi time dependent solutions
For time-dependent solitons things are not as simple as for the stati ones and therefore one
needs somewhat more advaned mathematial tehniques. We onsider non-trivial solutions
φT (x, t) whih are periodi in time, even in their rest-frame, with the period T :
φT + U
′(φT ) = 0 with φT (x, t + T ) = φT (x, t). (47)
For a small perturbation η(x, t) the linearized e.o.m. again gives the stability equation
[+ U ′′(φT )] η(x, t) = 0, (48)
but now the stability operator in (48) is no longer separable (invariant under time translations),
sine the potential U ′′(φT ) is now time-dependent through φT (x, t). Beause of the periodiity
of φT the stability equation (48) is periodi with the same period T and thus invariant under
time translations t→ t+T . Therefore (48) is the eld theoretial analogue of the Hill equation,
known from point-mehanis in onnetion with the stability of periodi orbits [13℄. Beause
of the residual time translation invariane the solutions of the stability equations have speial
properties, desribed by Floquet's theorem [15℄. The solutions of the stability equation are of
the form (no summation over indies)
e±iµntξn(x, t) with ξn(x, t+ T ) = ξn(x, t) (49)
where T is the period of the stability operator. Beause of the reality of the stability equation
the solutions ome in omplex onjugated pairs. A perturbative mode (49) after a time T has
the form
ηn(x, t + T ) = e
±i(µnt+µnT )ξn(x, t) =: e±iνnηn(x, t)
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The phases νn := µnT are alled stability angles [26℄, harateristi exponents [15℄ or phase
advane [13℄, and in general onsist of a disrete and a ontinuous set, like the eigenvalues ω2n
in the stati ase. They are the generalized analogue of the frequenies ω and haraterize the
periodi orbit φT (x, t). If one knows all stability angles νn, this means to know all solutions
of the stability equation, and one an deide for the stability of the periodi solution as follows:
νn = real: The mode ξn stays osillatory in time.
νn = omplex: The mode ξn grows exponentially with time and thus also the perturbation,
the linearized equation is only valid for short times.
νn = 0 : The mode ξn is a so alled zero mode, the perturbation
is onstant in time.
This lassiation is quite analogous to the above one for stati solutions. As one an see,
for the lassial solution φT (x, t) to be stable all stability angles νn must be real. Modes with
vanishing stability angles νn = 0 are alled zero modes and their ourrene again leads to
problems in the quantization proedure. As in the stati ase, these zero modes are onneted
with the symmetries of the system:
Assume the existene of a ontinuous symmetry R of the theory whih leaves the e.o.m. and
the boundary onditions (47) invariant. Thus if φT (x, t) is a solution of (47) then φ˜T = RφT
is also a solution, i.e.
φ˜T + U
′(φ˜T ) = 0 with φ˜T (x, t + T ) = φ˜T (x, t).
Sine R is a ontinuous symmetry there exists an innitesimal transformation of φT whih is
again a solution of (47) and has the form
φ˜T (x, t) = RφT = φT (x, T ) + δRφT .
Sine φ˜T is a lassial solution the deviation δRφT fullls the stability equation (48) and sine
φ˜T and φT are periodi with the period T the deviation δRφT is also periodi with the period
T . By Floquets theorem δRφT must be of the form (49) and sine it is periodi with period
T the phase µ must be zero. Thus δRφT has a zero stability angle ν = µT and is therefore
a zero mode. For all independent symmetries fullling the above requirements there exists a
separate zero mode. In the presene of suh a symmetry there exists not an isolated but a
ontinuous set of periodi solutions of periodiity T.
An illustrative example is the Kepler problem (the above statements are of ourse also true
for disrete systems). Beause of the rotational symmetry one an rotate the Kepler ellipse
in the plane and eah ellipse is a periodi solution with the same period and same angular
momentum. So one has a ontinuous set of ellipses and not an isolated periodi orbit of
given period. With the time translationally invariant lassial e.o.m. and BC (47), the time
derivative ∂tφT (x.t) is always a zero mode.
As a summary one an say that if one an expliitly solve the stability equations one has a
rih set of solutions of the (linearized) equations of motions. For the stati ase the expliit
solutions for the φ4- and SG- model are given in the appendix. For the periodi time-dependent
SG- breather solution (37) this was done by Dashen, Hasslaher and Neveu in [26℄. Of speial
interest are solutions with disrete eigenvalues ω2 (or stability angles ν), other than the zero
mode. The assoiated solution φcl + η yields a solution to the (linearized) e.o.m. whih is of
nite energy and periodi in time, also for stati solitons. In quantum theory one an think of
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this situation as a meson bound to a soliton. From the ontinuum eigen-funtions one an only
form a solution of nite energy by forming a wave paket (this is possible for the linearized
e.o.m.). In quantum theory this wave paket an be seen as a meson sattering o a soliton.
2.7 Existene of non-singular nite-energy solutions
An obvious extension of the models investigated above is to onsider salar eld theories in
more then one spatial dimension and perhaps with more than one salar eld. Unfortunately
this does not lead to new stati non-trivial solutions whih is expressed in the no-go theorem
[8℄:
Derrik's theorem. Let
~φ = {φi} be a set of salar elds in D = 1 + d dimensions whose
dynamis is desribed by
L = 1
2
∂µ~φ · ∂µ~φ− U(~φ),
and let U be positive and zero for the ground state(s) (minima) of the theory. Then the only
non-singular time-independent solutions of nite energy are the ground states.
Proof. Dene
V1 =
1
2
∫
ddx(~∇φ)2
V2 =
∫
ddxU(~φ).
Both funtionals V1 and V2 are non-negative and are simultaneously zero only for the ground
states. Let
~φ(x) be a stati solution. Consider the one-parameter family of eld ongurations
dened by
~φλ(x) := ~φ(λx),
where λ is a positive number. For this family the energy is given as
Eλ = λ
(2−d)V1(~φλ) + λ−dV2(~φλ).
Sine φ(x) is per assumption a solution oft the e.o.m., it follows by Hamilton's priniple that
the energy Eλ must be stationary at λ = 1. Thus,
(d− 2)V1(~φ(x)) + dV2(~φ(x)) = 0.
For d > 2 this implies that both V1 and V2 vanish, whih is only possible for the trivial ground
states
~φ(x) = const. For two spatial dimensions only V2 must vanish. Sine U is per denition
a positive funtion this implies again that
~φ(x) is the trivial ground state for whih U and
thus V2 vanishes, q.e.d.
Well, Derrik's theorem only denies the existene of stati nite energy solutions in more
than one spatial dimension. But these kind of solutions are of speial interest sine they
appear as new partile states in the quantum theory, as mentioned above. For salar elds the
D = 1 + 1 dimensions are very speial6. The existene of nonsingular nite energy solutions
6
1+1 dimensions are of ourse in general very speial.
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is also onneted with the existene of topologial onserved quantities (see above). In one
spatial dimension there is no way out for the spatial asymptoti eld values and thus leads
to onserved topologial indies.
A way to irumvent Derrik's no-go theorem is to onsider gauge elds. For ompleteness
we just give some omments
7
, but for the rest of this work this topi is beyond our sope. As
disussed in set. 2.4, the existene of non-trivial nite energy solutions an be proved by the
use of topologial onservation laws and is onneted with spontaneous symmetry braking.
The main results for gauge theories in three dimensions are:
1. If the theory has no spontaneously broken gauge symmetry, the spae of non-singular
nite-energy solutions has only one omponent, and there are no non-trivial topologial
onservation laws.
2. The same situation as in (1) is present if the symmetry breakdown is total, i.e. if no
massless gauge mesons survive.
3. If only one massless gauge boson survives (photon), the spae of non-singular nite-
energy solutions has an innite number of omponents and there are non-trivial topo-
logial onservation laws, exept when the gauge group ontains a U(1) fator whose
generator enters into the expression of the eletrial harge (e.g. Weinberg-Salammodel).
4. Similar results as in (3) hold if many massless gauge bosons survive symmetry break-
down.
Note that topologial onservation laws enable us to establish the existene of non-dissipative
solutions, not neessarily time-independent ones. Also topologial onservation laws are su-
ient but not neessary onditions for the existene of suh solutions. It is quite possible that
there exist non-dissipative solutions even when there are no non-trivial topologial onserva-
tion laws. Nevertheless topologial onservation laws give us important informations without
exatly solving the e.o.m., whih in higher dimensions is generally not as simple as for a stati
D = 1 + 1 salar eld, where it an be obtained by quadrature.
3 Quantization of Solitons
In standard quantum eld theory the perturbative approah starts with solutions of the free
eld equation, i.e. solutions of linear equations. Quantum eets around these free solutions
are alulated order by order. In the ase of solitons we start even lassially with solutions
of the non linear equations and then quantize around these non-perturbative solutions. The
appropriate formalism to implement any lassial elds into the quantization proedure is the
path integral. In standard perturbation theory, by this point of view, one quantizes around
the trivial lassial solution, i.e. the solution of lowest energy alled the vauum.
7
For more see for example [3℄ and [8℄.
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3.1 The path integral
To alulate the quantum orretions to the energy spetrum of lassial nontrivial solutions
we will use for stati solitons the trae of the time-evolution operator or the propagator. For
periodi time-dependent solitons one uses the trae of the Green funtion (WKB method).
Therefore we shortly review some fundamental relations.
3.1.1 Green funtions, propagators and the spetral funtion
The time evolution of a quantum system is determined by the time dependent Shrödinger
equation (Shrödinger piture)
H |ψ(t)〉 = i~∂t |ψ(t)〉 . (50)
Equivalent to the knowledge of the states |ψ(t)〉 is the knowledge of the unitary time-evolution
operator U(t, t0) of the system, whih fullls the initial data problem
(H− i~∂t)U(t, t0) = 0
U(t0, t0) = 1,
and the omposition law
U(t′′, t′) = U(t′′, t)U(t, t′). (51)
Knowing U(t, t0) means having a solution of the time-dependent Shrödinger equation (50) in
the sense that for a given initial state |ψ(t0)〉, the state of the system at the time t is given by
|ψ(t)〉 = U(t, t0) |ψ(t0)〉 . (52)
Closely related to the time-evolution operator is the propagation kernel (short: kernel) K =
θ(t− t0)U , whih fullls the inhomogeneous equation
(H− i~∂t)K(t, t0) = −i~δ(t− t0)1
lim
t→t0
K(t, t0) = 1 .
Thus the kernel K is a Green-operator of the Shrödinger equation (50). Sine K and U dier
only by a step funtion, the following relations are very similar for U . For time independent
Hamiltonians
8 H for the kernel one immediately obtains the expliit solution
K(t, t0) = θ(t− t0)e− i~H(t−t0). (53)
For time-dependent Hamiltonians K is a time-ordered produt of innitesimal versions of (53).
For time-independent Hamiltonians, K or U only depends on the dierene T := t− t0. There
are many systems for whih it is more omfortable to work with the Fourier transformed kernel
(ǫ > 0)
G(E) := i
~
∫
dT e
i
~
(E+iǫ)TK = i
~
∫ ∞
0
dT e
i
~
(E+iǫ−H)T =
1
(H− E − iǫ) , (54)
8
In the Shrödinger piture H is always time-independent for fundamental theories. This not true for the
Dira piture.
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whih fullls the inhomogeneous Shrödinger equation
(H− E)G(E) = 1.
In mathematis, the operator (A − z)−1, z ∈ C \ spe(A), is alled the resolvent of a given
operator A. Therefore G is the resolvent kernel of H and its analytial struture gives the
spetrum of H. We have added a small imaginary part to the energy (pole-presription) to
ensure onvergene of the integral. The singularities of G are at ǫ = 0, whih means that the
spetrum spe(H) of the Hamiltonian is real. In view of (54) G an equivalently be obtained
by a Laplae transformation of the time-evolution operator U .
Coordinate-representation. For notational simpliity and sine the generalization to more
degrees of freedom (DOF) is obvious, we rst onsider a one-dimensional quantum mehanial
system, desribed by the Hamiltonian
H = 1
2m
pˆ2 + V (qˆ). (55)
For pratial alulations one works in the so alled oordinate- or q- representation of the
abstrat Hilbert spae. In this representation the spetrum of the operator qˆ is dened as
qˆ |q〉 = q |q〉 q ∈ R, and 〈q|1 |q′〉 = δ(q − q′) (56)
where we have assumed that the one-dimensional motion of the partile takes plae on the
whole real line, without additional topologial onstraints
9
. Beause of the normalization
in (56), both K and U fulll rst-order equations with distributional initial onditions. This
representation of the kernel gives the (retarded) Feynman kernel also alled propagator (this is
not the Feynman propagator whih ours in eld theory) as follows (q′ = q(t′), q′′ = q(t′′)):
K(q′′, T |q′) = θ(T ) 〈q′′| U(t′′, t′) |q′〉 = θ(T ) 〈q′′| e− i~HT |q′〉 (57)
= θ(T )H 〈q′′, t′′|q′, t′〉H . (58)
In the last equation we have expressed the kernel in terms of Heisenberg oordinate-states,
whih are eigen-states of the time-dependent Heisenberg operators
qˆH(t) |q, t〉H = qH(t) |q, t〉H .
Thus K(q′′, T |q′) is the amplitude that a partile starting at the position q′ at the time t′ is at
the position q′′ at the time t′′. With (52), the time evolution of the Shrödinger wave funtion,
dened by
ψ(q, t) := 〈q|ψ(t)〉 (59)
is given by the kernel as follows (T = t′′ − t′ > 0)
ψ(q′′, t′′) =
∫
dq′K(q′′, T |q′)ψ(q′, t′).
The omposition law (51) implies for the kernel K (t′′ > t1 > t′)
K(q′′, t′′|q′, t′) =
∫
dq1K(q
′′, t′′|q1, t1)K(q1, t1|q′, t′),
9
In the regularization proedure of the eld theory we will onsider suh topologial onstraints.
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the law for the omposition of amplitudes for events whih our suessively in time [24℄.
One an derive the path integral representation of the kernel (amplitude) K by multiple
insertion of unity ∫
dq(ti) |q, ti〉 〈q, ti| =:
∫
dqi |qi〉 〈qi|
between the Heisenberg states in (58) on a time-lattie {ti}. With the abbreviation ti+1−ti = ε
and Nε = T and after renaming positions, i.e. the initial (q0 = q
′
) and the nal (qN = q
′′
)
one, (58) an be written as (for details see e.g. [22℄,[23℄)
K(q′′, T | q′) = lim
N→∞
BN(T )
∫
dq1...dqN−1 exp{ i
~
N−1∑
i=0
ε[
m
2
(
qi+1 − qi
ε
)2 − V (qi)]}
=:
∫ q′′,t′′
q′,t′
Dq(t) e
i
~
∫
T
dt[ 1
2
q˙2−V (q)]
=
∫ q′′,t′′
q′,t′
Dq(t) e i~S[q(t),T ]. (60)
The fator B(T ), whih determines the measure of the path integral, will be adjusted to
make the integral nite and suitably normalized as N → ∞. Thus the path integral is
dened as a limiting proess of a disrete lattie alulation. This derivation suers from
ertain problems (for details see [23℄). (i) The H(p, q)-symbol [23℄ in general depends on the
ordering-presription for the operators qˆ and pˆ (this is no problem for Hamiltonians of the form
(55)) and an dier from the lassial Hamiltonian and therefore the lassial ation, by terms
proportional to ~. This problem exists already in the operator formalism where the derivation
starts. (ii) There also exists a time ordering ambiguity for the momentum integrations, whih
are already arried out in (60). For a dierent presription of the integrations one would have to
hange the ordering presription for the operators, i.e. hoose a dierent H-symbol, to get the
same amplitude. Thus the ordering ambiguities when passing from the lassial Hamiltonian
H to the operator H do not disappear. (iii) The existene of the (omplex) measure for the
funtional integration. The problem an be skipped by evaluating the Eulidean path integral
and analyti ontinuation, if it exists, to the (real-time) Minkowski spae. But the existene
of the measure is still in question.
Nevertheless we will see that the path integral is a omfortable tool for our alulations.
The theories whih we onsider here do not suer from the operator ordering problem in the
derivation above and thus are free from the evaluation presription problems on the lattie.
The q- representation of the Fourier transformed kernel, whih depends on the period T instead
of the energy E, gives the (outgoing) Green funtion (also alled propagator)10
G(q′′|q′, E) = 〈q′′| 1
(H− E − iǫ) |q
′.〉 (61)
Thus the singularities (for ǫ→ 0) are poles of the Green funtion. The kernel K is related to
the Green funtion G by the inverse Fourier transformation of (61):
K(q′′, T |q′) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dE
2πi
e−
i
~
ETG(q′′|q′, E).
10
The names for K and G are author dependent. We use the notion kernel for K and Green funtion for the
Fourier transformed version G.
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Spetral representation and energy levels. In general the spetrum of the Hamiltonian
will onsist of a disrete part (bound states) and a ontinuous part (sattering states), i.e
H |n〉 = En |n〉 n = 0, 1, 2 . . .N (62)
H |p〉 = E(p) |p〉 p ∈ B, (63)
where the domains N and B will depend on the onsidered system, usually is B = R . The
states in (62, 63) are orthonormal and fulll the ompleteness relation
N∑
n
|n〉 〈n|+
∫
B
dp |p〉 〈p| = 1 (64)
with the wave funtions
un(x) := 〈q|n〉 and ϕ(p, x) := 〈q|p〉 .
By inserting the ompleteness relation (64) into the expressions for the kernel (58) and the
Green funtion (61) one obtains a sum of the disrete and the ontinuous part:
K(q′′, T |q′) =
N∑
n
un(q
′′)u∗n(q
′) e−
i
~
EnT θ(T ) +
∫
B
dpϕ(p, q′′)ϕ∗(p, q′) e−
i
~
E(p)T θ(T ) (65)
G(q′′|q′, E) =
N∑
n
un(q
′′)u∗n(q
′)
E(p)− E − iǫ +
∫
B
dp
ϕ(p, q′′)ϕ∗(p, q′)
E(p)− E − iǫ . (66)
As one an see, for the disrete spetrum we identify the poles with the bound state energies
and the residues with the bound state wave funtions. For the ontinuous spetrum of H the
Green funtion G has a branh ut. In the following we will use a more symboli notation and
write a single innite sum for both, the disrete and the ontinuous spetrum.
The generalization of the above formulas to more DOF is straightforward. The oordinate q,
q(t) simply beomes qm, qm(t). For the Shrödinger wave funtions (59) this means
ψ(q1, . . . , qN , t) = 〈q1, . . . , qN |ψ(t)〉 . (67)
In eld theory, whih an formally be obtained by the limit lim
N→∞
{q1(t), . . . , qN(t)} → φ(x, t),
the wave funtion (67) beomes a funtional of the eld φ (state funtional), an exeedingly
ompliated objet, espeially for nontrivial eld ongurations suh as solitons. Therefore
we will not alulate the kernel K (U) or the Green funtion G, but their trae, so one never
has to onstrut any state funtionals. These methods are based on the work of Dashen et.al
[25℄.
Spetral funtion and Feynman-Ka-formula. We are interested in the energy-spetrum
of a system, espeially the lowest energy in the presene of a nontrivial lassial solution, to
alulate the orretion to the lassial (kink) masses. In the ase of stati lassial solutions
this is done by investigating the trae of the time-evolution operator U or the kernel K (note
that for T > 0, whih we assume in the following, U = K). If in (65) we set q′′ = q′ := q0, i.e.
we onsider losed paths, and integrate over all possible initial onditions q0, one obtains for
the trae
11
, using (65)
Tr e−
i
~
HT =
∫
dq0K(q0, T | q0) =
∑
n
e−
i
~
EnT
∫
dq0 | un(q0) |2 . (68)
11
We use the symboli notation for the disrete and ontinuous spetrum, as mentioned above.
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This is the spetral funtion of the theory, dened byH. Analyti ontinuation, whih is related
to the Eulidean path integral, to omplex variable τ = i
~
t and taking the limit τ →∞ piks
out the ground state energy of the sum in (68), thus
lim
τ→∞
eE0τ
∫
dq0K(q0,−i~τ |) = k,
where k is the multipliity of the ground state, i.e. the degree of degeneration. For a non-
degenerated ground state (k = 1) one obtains for the limit of the logarithm
E0 = lim
τ→∞
1
τ
ln
∫
dxK(q0,−i~τ | q0) = lim
τ→∞
−1
τ
lnTr e−Hτ .
This is the Feynman-Ka-formula and it allows to alulate the ground state energy without
detailed knowledge of K. Nevertheless we will diretly alulate the spetral funtion (68), in
a perturbative alulation, and read o the energy spetrum.
The trae in (68) an be written as a path integral (60) for losed paths with an additional
integration over the initial=nal position q0 = qN :
K(T ) := Tr e−
i
~
HT =
∫
dq0K(q0, T | q0) =
∫
dq0
∫ q0,t′′
q0,t′
D q(t)e i~ S[q(t),T ]. (69)
To evaluate the trae we use approximation tehniques for the path integral and obtain in this
way approximate energy levels of the system.
3.1.2 Stationary phase approximation (SPA) and perturbation theory
In general it is not possible to exatly evaluate the kernel K. Thus one has to use some
approximation tehniques (perturbation theory) to alulate K. As an be seen from the path
integral representation of K, one has to deal with funtional generalization integrals of the
form:
F (β) =
∫
dx eiβf(x). (70)
This is also true in eld theory. The idea is to get the dominant ontribution of these integrals
for β →∞. In quantum theory the perturbation parameter is β = 1
~
or by a resaling of the
elds the dimensionless parameter
1
λ~
, respetively (see setion 2.5). The limit β →∞ either
orresponds to limit ~ → 0, whih means that the ation S ≫ ~ (semi-lassial expansion)
or λ → 0 (weak oupling), whih is the situation in standard perturbation theory, and there
is no need for the ation to be S ≫ ~. In this limit the integrand osillates very fast and by
the lemma of Riemann-Lebesgue the integral vanishes. The leading ontribution omes from
the stationary region of the phase f(x) (this orresponds to δS = 0), i.e. from those values of
x near x0, with f
′(x0) = 0. In a rst approximation we expand f(x) around x0 and neglet
terms of O((x− x0)3). This gives for (70)
F (β) = eiβf(x0)
√
2πi
βf ′′(x0)
+O(
1
β
), (71)
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where we have assumed that f ′′(t0) 6= 0. The f ′′(t0) = 0 - ase needs an extra examination12.
That regions of x for whih f ′(x) 6= 0 only give ontributions of O( 1
β
) an be seen as follows:
Let f ′(x) 6= 0 for a < x < b, then we an hange to the variable z = f(x) in (70). Thus
Fab =
∫ b
a
dx eiβf(x) =
1
iβ
[
1
f ′
eiβz|f(b)f(a) −
∫ f(b)
f(a)
dz eiβz
d
dz
(f ′)−1
]
.
Hene Fab goes to zero like
1
β
as β → ∞, where regions having f ′ = 0 are of order 1√
β
and therefore dominate in this limit. To illustrate the dierene and the onnetion between
standard perturbation theory, respetively, i.e. perturbation theory around the vauum, and
perturbation theory around a nontrivial stationary point (soliton) we examine exponents of
the form
f(x) = x2 + v(x;λ) with v(x;λ) =
1
λ
v(λx) and v = O(≥ x3).
v(x;λ) is the interation-term (for example v(x;λ) = −λx4). We assume that f(x) has two
stationary points. The trivial one (vauum), x = xV = 0 with f(xV ) = 0 being the absolute
minimum and a nontrivial one, xs 6= 0 and xs = O( 1√λ) (soliton), for whih f(xs) is large
relatively to the sale β ( 1
~
). Expanding the exponent around the trivial stationary point
x = 0 (the vauum) one obtains (y = x− xV )
F ∼
∫
dy eiβy
2
∞∑
n=0
(iλβ)n
n!
(P (x))n , (72)
where P (x) is a polynomial whih one gets by expanding the interation v(x;λ) around xV
and fatoring out the oupling λ. This is a perturbative expansion in the oupling λ whih
is reasonable in the weak-oupling regime (
β
λ
≪ 1) for whih also the integrand is osillating
very fast, although the ation f(x) for the vauum is zero as mentioned above, and thus the
stationary phase approximation is appliable. The symbol ∼ indiates that this perturbative
expansion is in general only an asymptoti series and not a onvergent one [22℄. Expanding
now the ation around the nontrivial stationary point xs one obtains (y = x− xs)
F ∼ eiβf(xs)
∫ ∞
0
dy eiβ
1
2
f ′′(xs)y2
∞∑
n=0
in
n!
(
βP˜ (y)
)n
,
where P˜ (y) is a polynomial of O(≥ y3), obtained by expanding the interation v around xs.
Again this perturbative expansion is in general only an asymptoti series. This expansion is
reasonable if βP˜ is small, i.e. the ontributions of the deviations y of the nontrivial lassial
solution xs to the ation are small relative to the sale β (
1
~
). That the integrand osillates
very fast is due to the nontrivial solution xs for whih the ation f(xs) is large relative to the
sale β ( 1
~
), i.e that βf(xs)≫ 1⇔ β →∞.
We an ollet the ingredients of these perturbation expansion as follows
1. Standard perturbation theory (= weak oupling). The ation is expanded around the
trivial lassial solution xv = O(λ
0), the ation f(xv) and the energy of this solution is
12
This ase is related to the zero mode problem.
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zero ⇒ xv is the vauum. For a weak oupling λ (dimensionless λβ ≪ 1⇔ β →∞) the
integrand is osillating very fast ⇒ both, stationary phase approximation (expansion
around f(xv) ) as higher order perturbative expansion (= expansion in λ) is reasonable.
The perturbative expansion is an expansion around the free eld modes (the Gaussian
integration in (72) respets only the quadrati ation (λ = 0) whih gives the free
Feynman propagator in eld theory).
2. Non-trivial perturbation theory (= large ation). The ation is expanded around a
nontrivial lassial solution xs = O(
1√
λ
) ⇒ non perturbative, the ation f(xs) is large
relative to the sale β ≡ 1
~
⇒ f(xs)β ≫ 1 ⇔ β → ∞, therefore the stationary phase
approximation is reasonable. The ontributions of the paths nearby the non-trivial
lassial solution to the ation are small, i.e with f(x) = f(xs) + f
′′(xs)y2 + ∆f(y) is
β∆f(y) ≡ ∆f(y)
~
≪ 1, therefore the semi-lassial perturbative expansion (= expansion
in ~) is reasonable, even in a strong oupling regime as long as this does not violate the
above requirements. The asymptoti states are not free elds as in standard perturbation
theory.
3. SPA, semi-lassial approximation. For the quadrati term f (2)(y) := f ′′(xs)y2 being
the dominant orretion, it should be of order
1
β
≡ ~, i.e. βf (2) = O(1). In this ase
(71) gives the leading orretion and is alled stationary phase approximation (SPA) or
semi-lassial approximation
13
.
We will be mostly interested in the seond ase, where the nontrivial stationary points of the
ation will be the solitoni solutions of setion 2.
In the ase of multiple integrals where f depends on N variables qi the expansion of f around
an extremum at ~q = ~a writes as (yi = qi − ai)
f(~q) = f(~a) +
1
2
yiAijyj +O(y
3) , Aij =
∂2f
∂qi∂qj
(~a) (73)
and the integral gives∫
dq1...dqNe
iβf(~q) = eiβf(~a)(2πi)N/2(
1
β
)N/2
1√
detA
+O(
1
β
)N .
Here again we have assumed that no eigen-value of the matrix A is zero. Closely related to the
method of stationary phase is Laplae's method for integrands of the form exp(−βg(t)), where
g(t) is bounded from below. Laplae's method takes the plae of the SPA in the Eulidean
path integral formulation.
Stationary phase approximation for the path integral. The phase in the path integral
is the ation S[q]. Thus an approximation around the stationary phase means an approxima-
tion around lassial paths qcl(t) for whih the ation is stationary,
δS|qcl = 0 with qcl(t′) = q′ and qcl(t′′) = q′′,
13
In the literature also the notion WKB method is used, but we want to reserve this notion for speial ases
of the SPA.
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and the values q′, q′′ are the initial and the nal position for the kernel (60). For simpliity we
onsider D = 1 quantum mehanis with the partile-ation
S[q] =
∫ T
0
dt[
1
2
q˙2 − V (q)].
Expanding this ation around the lassial path qcl(t) (shifting method) gives
S[q] = S[qcl + η]
= S(qcl) + q˙η|T0 +
[
1
2
∫ T
0
dtη
(−∂2t − V ′′|qcl(t)) η + ηη˙|T0
]
+
N∑
k=3
∫ T
0
dt
1
k!
V (k)|qcl(t)(η)k
=: S(qcl) + δS|qcl +
1
2
δ2S|qcl +
N∑
k=3
1
k!
δkS|qcl = S(qcl) + δS|qcl +
1
2
δ2S|qcl +∆S
The surfae terms
1
2
ηη˙|T0 and q˙η|T0 vanish if the lassial path onnets the initial and nal
position q′, q′′ in the kernel (60), sine in this ase is η(0) = 0 = η(T ). This is not always
true
14
. The lassial ation S(qcl) is the ation evaluated for the lassial path qcl and thus an
ordinary funtion of T . Therefore we will often write Scl(T ) for this term. The rst variation
δS is of ourse zero (up to possible boundary terms) for the lassial path. The operator
O = −∂2t − V ′′(t) is the analogue of the matrix Aij of (73). The term ∆SI gives higher order
orretions. Thus we approximate the path integral of the kernel (60) as follows:
K(q′′, T | q′) =
∫ q′′,t′′
q′,t′
Dq(t)e i~S[q,T ] ≈ e i~Scl(T )
∫ 0,t′′
0,t′
Dη(t) e i~ 12
∫
T
dtηOη
(74)
= e
i
~
Scl(T )B′(T )
1√
detO . (75)
The pre-fators and the measure onstant B(T ) are absorbed in the new onstant B′(T ).
This approximation is also alled semi-lassial approximation sine the sum over all paths is
approximated by the sum over the lassial path qcl(t) and paths in its neighborhood. The
quantum eets (orretions) are inluded in the fator
B′(T )
1√
detO
When alulating the determinant detO one has to respet boundary onditions, in this ase
the homogeneous one, η(0) = η(T ) = 0. In more general ases, i.e. if the lassial path does
not exatly onnet the positions q′, q′′, one has to hoose the boundary onditions in a way,
so that the set of utuations {η} form a linear spae, in whih the operator O ats. This is
the advantage of the shifting method, that the path integration domain (PID) beomes a
linear spae. If no lassial solution is available, the PID an be turned into a linear spae
by the following variable transformation in the path integral [21℄
qˆ(t) := q(t)− [q
′′(t− t′) + q′(t′′ − t)
(t′′ − t′) ].
14
When using funtional derivatives one has to be very areful if they really exist, this is only true if suh
boundary terms do not our. Otherwise one loses automatially these boundary terms. This is also dierent
from a variation priniple, whih is dened by xing the variation at the endpoints and orresponds to the
boundary onditions for the e.o.m. In standard perturbation theory one does not have to are about surfae
terms, sine one onsiders an unbounded time interval (−∞,∞).
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Again for this approximation we have assumed that no eigen-value of the operator O vanishes.
Vanishing eigenvalues will lead us to the zero-mode problem and spoil the onditions for the
validity of the SPA.
If the ation has several stationary points then eah gives an additional separate ontribution,
provided the paths whih make the ation stationary are not too lose to eah other, sine
otherwise the ondition for the SPA, that paths near the lassial one, the utuations η,
give only small ontributions to the ation (
∆S
~
≪ 1, see point 2. above), is not fullled. A
harateristi length for the validity of the SPA is heuristially obtained as follows:
If the quadrati term dominates, then we have
δ2S[η]
~
= O(1) as ~→ 0
This means that η is on the order of
√
~, i.e.
η = O(
√
~) as ~→ 0
This is a relevant length for the SPA. Assuming that there exist several lassial paths qα, qβ, ...,
their distane must be larger than the harateristi length. Well, the distane is measured
by the ation. Let be q = qα + η = qβ , then an expansion of the ation gives
S[qα + η] = S(qα) + δ
2Sα +∆Sα = S(qβ).
In order not to spoil the onditions of the SPA, for the dierene in the ations of two lassial
paths must satisfy:
S(qβ)− S(qα) = δ2Sα +∆Sα ≫ ~ (76)
⇒
∫
dt(qα − qβ)δ
2S
δq2
|qα (qα − qβ)≫ ~. (77)
Otherwise the paths are near a foal point whih also leads to the zero-mode problem. Espe-
ially in the presene of ontinuous symmetries these problems our (see setion 2.6), sine
an innitesimal transformation of a lassial path qα an give a ontinuous set of neighboring
paths with the same ation.
Higher order orretions. The higher order orretions one gets from perturbation theory
using the rest of the ation. The interation whih is treated perturbative reads
∆S =: S[q]− SSPA =
N∑
k=3
1
k!
δkS =
N∑
k=3
∫ T
0
dt
1
k!
V (k)|qcl(t)(η)k (78)
With this denition the path integral an be written as
K(q′′, T | q′) =
∫ q′′,T
q′,0
Dq(t) e i~ SSPA e i~∆S
=
∫ qb,T
qa,0
Dq(t) e i~ SSPA
∞∑
m=0
1
m!
(
i∆S
~
)m
.
Thus for further perturbation theory∆S < ~must be valid. This leads to generalized Feynman
graphs, but of ourse more ompliated sine the ouplings V (k)|qcl(t) are time dependent.
In eld theory this was done in [25℄.
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3.1.3 One exatly solvable problem, the harmoni osillator
We now alulate the spetral funtion (69), i.e. the trae of the kernel, for the harmoni
osillator. Although this is a well known and trivial system we treat it in some more detail.
Espeially we are interested in the expliit expression of the measure, sine we will end up
with the harmoni osillator every time. The Lagrangian and the e.o.m. (obtained by a
variation priniple, i.e. an extremum of the ation, with vanishing variation of the endpoints
δq(0) = δq(T ) = 0) are given by:
L = 1
2
(q˙2 − ω2q2)
..
q + ω2q = 0
The lassial solution with the losed path BC q(0) = q(T ) = q0 for the trae, and the
assoiated ation-funtion Scl(q0, T ) for these trajetories are given by (assuming ωT 6= nπ, n ∈
N)15
qcl(t) = q0
(
cosωt+
2 sin2 ωT
2
sinωT
sinωt
)
(79)
Scl(q0, T ) =
1
2
∫ T
0
dt(q˙2cl − ω2q2cl) = −2ωq20 sin
2(ωT
2
)
sinωT
(80)
Here and and in the following we use a mode-expansion method to evaluate the path integral,
rather than a lattie alulation. For this we expand the exponent in (69), i.e the ation
S[q] =
1
2
∫ T
0
dt[q˙2(t)− ω2q2(t)] (81)
around the lassial solution (79), i.e. q(t) = qcl(t) + η(t). The expansion terminates after the
seond order sine (81) is quadrati in q(t). So the following is exat and so is the semi-lassial
alulation
16
:
S[q] = S[qcl + η] = S
cl(q0, T ) +
1
2
∫ T
0
dtη(t){−∂2t − ω2}η(t) (82)
with η(0) = 0 = η(T ) . . . losed path BC (83)
Beause of the losed path BC the utuations fulll Dirihlet boundary onditions. The
advantage of the shifting of the path integration over the paths q(t) to a path integration over
utuations η(t) around the lassial path is that the set of utuations η(t) form a linear
spae, as long the boundary onditions are linear relations, in ontrast to the lass of paths
from q(0) = q0 to q(T ) = qT (the sum of two paths goes from 2q0 to 2qT ). This is neessary
for the funtional integration of the exponent (83), sine this is done by diagonalization of
the dierential operator O = −∂2t − ω2 in the path integration domain PID. Thus the path
integration domain must be a linear spae.
The diagonalization is done by solving the homogeneous (BC) eigenvalue problem for the
dierential operator O. O is a Shrödinger-like operator and thus has an ordered spetrum
(λ1 < λ2 . . . ) and a omplete orthonormal set (in the sense of the spae L
2(R) ) of eigen-
funtions. The homogeneous (BC) eigenvalue problem reads
(−∂2t − ω2)ψn = ǫnψn , ψn(0) = ψn(T ) = 0 (84)
15
For our purposes this singular situation an always be avoided, sine we an hoose the period T arbitrary.
16
Surfae terms again vanishes beause of the losed path BC
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The solution is easily obtained:
ǫn = k
2
n − ω2 kn =
nπ
T
n = 1, 2, . . . (85)
ψn(t) = θ(T − t)
√
2
T
sin knt
∫ T
0
dtψnψn′ = δn,n′ (86)
The set of utuations PID = {η ∈ C[0, T ] | η(0) = η(T ) = 0} is larger than the spae
{L2([0, T ], homogenous B)} in whih the set {ψn | n = 1, 2, . . . } forms a basis, sine one
has to onsider all utuations η, even those whih are not square-integrable on the interval
[0, T ]. Anyhow, we expand eah deviation η(t) aording to the basis {ψn(t)}. The orretness
of the nal result seems to say that the set of utuations not inluded in this expansion is
of measure zero. The reason for this is that the paths far away from the stationary point
interfere destrutively (see also the omments on the harateristi length of the SPA, whih
is exat here). To have well dened expressions we make a nite expansion, whih is alled a
mode regularization:
η(t) =
N∑
n=1
anψn(t) =⇒ η(0) = η(T ) = 0. (87)
As one an see, beause of the implementation of the (linear) BC on the individual modes ψn
the full utuation eld η automatially fullls the required BC. The oeients are ompletely
free sine the information on the BC is enoded in the eigen-values ǫn. By this expansion
aording to the xed basis {ψn} a variation in the funtion η(t) means a variation in its
oeients an. Thus a path integration over η(t) means an integration over the oeients
an. For the ation (82)we get
S[q] = S[qcl + y] = S
cl(q0, T ) +
1
2
N∑
n=1
ǫna
2
n.
For the trae of the time-evolution-operator (=Kernel for T > 0) one obtains
Tre−
i
~
HT =
∫
dq0
∫ q0,T
q0,0
Dq e i~S[q] =
∫
dq0e
i
~
Scl(q0,T )
∫ 0,T
0,0
Dη(an) e i~
∑
n ǫna
2
n .
The measure Dη is given as
Dη := BN(T )
N∏
n=1
dan
where B(T ) is an appropriate normalization onstant whih will be dened below. It is
important to note that the mode-expansion-evaluation is independent of the lattie alulation
although there exists a one-to-one orrespondene at least for bosons, between them. But the
expansion (87) is not an ordinary variable transformation from the lattie points q(ti) = qi
to the mode oeients an [24℄. Therefore the measure B(T ) must be dened by proper
normalization onditions independent of the measure given on the lattie; it annot be obtained
by the Jaobian of a transformation qi → an . The trae is now
Tre−
i
~
HT =
∫
dq0 e
i
~
Scl(q0,T )BN (T )
N∏
n=1
∫
dan e
i
~
ǫna2n =
∫
dq0e
i
~
Scl(q0,T )BN (T )(iπ~)
N
2
N∏
n=1
1√
ǫn
.
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The nite produt of eigen-values ǫn of the operator −∂2t − ω2 is the regularized funtional
determinant of this operator in the spae spanned by {ψn}. For the eigenvalues of the harmoni
osillator (86) the produt an written down in losed form
BN(T )(iπ~)
N
2
N∏
n=1
1√
ǫn
=
BN(T )(iπ~)
N
2√
detOBC
= BN (T )(iπ~)
N
2
N∏
n=1
(
n2π2
T 2
− ω2
)− 1
2
= BN (T )
(
i~
π
)N
2 TN
N !
N∏
n=1
(
1− ω
2T 2
n2π2
)− 1
2
−→ lim
N→∞
[
BN(T )
(
i~
π
)N
2 TN
N !
]√
ωT
sinωT
For the limit N → ∞ we have used that both fators exist by themselves. For the seond
produt, involving the dynamis through ω, this is a standard formula [9℄. For the rst produt
we have assumed that the measure BN (T ) is hosen in suh a way that the produt also exists,
and in the nal normalization we will see that this is true. Finally one obtains for the trae
Tre−
i
~
HT = lim
N→∞
[
BN (T )
(
i~
π
)N
2 TN
N !
]∫
dq0e
−i 2ωq
2
0
sinωT
sin2(ωT/2)
√
ωT
sinωT
= lim
N→∞
[
BN (T )
(
i~
π
)N
2 TN
N !
]√
2πiT
1
2i sin(ωT/2)
.
Writing the sine as exponentials and using the formula for the geometri series one obtains
Tre−
i
~
HT = lim
N→∞
[
BN (T )
(
i~
π
)N
2 TN
N !
]√
2πi
∞∑
ν=0
e−iω(ν+
1
2
)T . (88)
Finally we have to x the measure by a normalization ondition. For obvious reasons we
hoose
lim
N→∞
[
BN(T )
(
i~
π
)N
2 TN
N !
]√
2πi = 1 ⇒ BN(T ) = 1√
2πi
( π
i~
)N
2 N !
TN
. (89)
Here we an see that the suggestive notation B(T ) for the measure onstant is justied,
sine it does not depend on the dynamis, i.e. on ω, and is thus purely kineti and for all
harmoni osillators (dierent ω's) the same. With this normalization we an read o the
energy spetrum of the harmoni osillator from its spetral funtion (88) as follows
Eν = ~ω(ν +
1
2
) , ν = 0, 1, . . .
This is the well known spetrum of the harmoni osillator. The normalization-ondition
for the measure (89) is unique up to fators of the form e−icT , where c is a onstant, sine
this would shift the energy spetrum by the onstant c whih orresponds to the freedom
of hoosing the ground state energy. Up to this freedom the normalization is unique and
orresponds to the wave-funtion normalization, as an be seen from (68). As one an also see
the measure onstant B(T ) does not exist by itself, but this is a well known situation whih
also ours in Wiener integrals and the reason for this is that the exponential of the veloity
term in the ation is part of the funtional measure [32℄.
We have treated these fundamental, perhaps trivial aairs like 1D quantum mehanis and
the harmoni osillator in suh detail beause the more ompliated (eld) systems, whih we
will onsider in the following, will always be traed bak to these simple foundations.
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3.1.4 Field theory
In eld theory one hanges from funtions q(t), depending on one parameter, to funtions
φ(~x, t), depending on the parameters {~x, t}. Or one an say that instead of the orrelation of
one number q(t) for eah t one has an innite set of numbers φ(~x, t) for eah t. This view of
quantum eld theory is sometimes very helpful (see e.g. the lattie resp. the mode-expansion
formulation of the path integral). But of ourse relativisti eld theory is more than the formal
limit to an innite number of degrees of freedom (DOF).
Field representation. The formulas of the above setions are straightforward to generalize
to eld theory. The analogue of the oordinate representation (56), dened by eigen-states of
the position operators in the Shrödinger piture, is the eld representation, dened by the
eld operator in the Shrödinger piture (i.e. at a xed time):
φˆ(~x) |φ(~x)〉 = φ(~x) |φ(~x)〉 ,
or alternatively one ane use (time-dependent) Heisenberg operators
φˆH(~x, t) |φ(~x), t〉H = φ(x, t) |φ(~x), t〉H
These two pitures are onneted as usually by
|φ(~x), t〉H = e
i
~
Ht |φ(~x)〉 .
The kernel (propagator) is now the amplitude that the system evolves from a eld onguration
φa(~x) at t = t
′
to a eld onguration φb(~x) at a (later) time t = t
′′
(T = t′′ − t′), and reads:
K(φb(~x), T |φa(~x)) = 〈φa(~x)| e− i~HT |φb(~x)〉 =
∫ φb(~x),t′′
φa(~x),t′
Dφ(~x, t)e i~S[φ,T ] (90)
=H 〈φ(~x), t′′|φ(~x), t′〉H (91)
where the ation is given by
S[φ, T ] =
∫ T
0
dt
∫
space
dxL(φ(~x, t))
The eld representation is useful only for general (formal) onsiderations. For a lattie al-
ulation the path integral is now dened on a spae-time lattie. To show that there exists
a unique Lorentz-invariant limit on the spae-time lattie is of ourse a nontrivial problem,
sine there are a lot of possible kinds of lattie-strutures in D > 1 dimensions. We will again
use the mode-expansion method and assume that the funtional integral exists uniquely.
For the following paragraph we use ~x = x.
Spetral funtion. For the trae formula (68) one needs one more integration over the
initial=nal eld onguration. This is again a funtional integral in the ase of elds. For
the trae we again evaluate the kernel for losed paths. In eld theory this means φ(x, t′) =
φ(x, t′′) =: φa(x), and integrate in addition over the initial=nal eld onguration φa(x). As
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before we insert a omplete set of energy eigen-states (symboli notation) in (90). So we get:∫
Dφa(x)
∑
n
〈φa(x)|n〉 〈n|φa(x)〉 e− i~EnT (92)
=
∑
n
〈n|
(∫
Dφa(x) |φa(x)〉 〈φa(x)|
)
|n〉 e− i~EnT (93)
=
∑
n
e−
i
~
EnT = Tr e−
i
~
H. (94)
Here we have used the ompleteness relation∫
Dφa(x) |φa(x)〉 〈φa(x)| = 1, (95)
whih an be obtained by the limit lim
N→∞
of the unit in the Hilbert spae of N degree of freedom
1 =
∫
dq1...dqn|q1...qN >< q1...qN | for all t
by identifying the qi's with the values φi on the spae lattie and the ontinuum state |φ(x)〉 =
lim
N→∞
|φ1...φN〉. One an also read this in a dierent way. (93) also shows the normalization
of the state funtional, i.e. the wave funtion in the eld representation, the exeedingly
ompliated objet whih one wants to get rid of:∫
Dφ(x)Ψ∗[φ(x)]Ψ[φ(x)] = 1.
Thus one obtains for the spetral funtion:
K(T ) = Tr e−
i
~
H =
∫
Dφa(x)K(φa, T |a, 0) =
∫
Dφa(x)
∫ φa,T
φa,0
Dφ(x, t)e i~ S[φ,T ]. (96)
For the alulation of the funtional integral we again use the stationary phase approximation.
By the integration over the eld spae one also has to respet spatial boundary onditions for
the elds.
Spatial boundary onditions. We shortly examine the inuene of the spatial boundary
onditions on (96) for theories in D=1+1 of the form
L = 1
2
(∂µφ)
2 − U(φ) (97)
where for all minima Umin = 0 is valid.
(i) unbroken symmetry:
In the ase of a unique minimum of U the minimum should lie at φ ≡ 0, whih an always
be reahed by shifting the eld. From (6) one an see, that for φ ≡ 0 also the energy is zero.
Thus we expet the quantum vauum state |vac〉[φ] at φ ≡ 0, i.e. |vac〉[φ] = |φ(x, t) ≡ 0〉. The
boundary onditions for nite energy solutions are (7)
φ(x→ ±∞, t) = 0 (98)
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and so the Fok spae should only exists over funtions satisfying (98), i.e. we have (Fok)
states |ψ〉[φ] whih are loated around funtions φ(x → ±∞) = 0. Correspondingly in the
funtional integral one has to integrate only over utuations around a stationary point sat-
isfying (98) for all t. Thus in the ase of an unbroken symmetry one an only perform a
perturbation theory around the vauum, i.e. standard perturbation theory in our framework.
(ii) spontaneously broken symmetry:
In this ase one has several minima U(φi) = 0 , i = 1...M whih gives rise to nontrivial
topologial setors (see setion 2.4). The boundary onditions for nite energy solutions
lassify the elds topologial and are denoted by (7)
φ(x→ ±∞, t) = φi±.
Sine the dierent topologial setors are not onneted the trae and thus the funtional
integral (96) has to be evaluated for eah setor separately. The topologial harge, whih is
not hanged by "quantum utuations" (see (29)), ats as a super-seletion quantum number.
One has to integrate over elds appropriate to the setor, i.e. over utuations around a
stationary point of denite topologial harge. The ompleteness relation (95) holds in the
subspae aording to the topologial setor. This will be justied below, where we onstrut
the Hilbert spae of the nontrivial setor.
3.1.5 Quantum energy levels for stati solitons
We now onsider the SPA for theories of the form (97) whih permits one stati soliton solution
φcl = φcl(x) in a topologial setor S, i.e. we neglet the zero-mode problem17. We also restrit
our onsiderations to a nite spae region, whih has to do with the regularization proedure
(see below). Thus the ation is given by
S[φ] =
∫
B
dtdxL(φ),
where B = LxT is the nite spae-time region. The spetral funtion is given by the
Trae-um-path integral
K(T ) = TrS e−
i
~
HT =
∫
D[φa(x)]
∫ φa,T
φa,0
top. sector
D[φ(x, t)]e i~S[φ].
The rst integration sums up all ontributions of losed paths with start- and end- point
φa(x) in the onsidered topologial setor. The seond one adds all these ontributions for
all starting (end) points in the topologial setor. The SPA will pik out the ontribution
of elds in the neighborhood of φcl. This set is haraterized by the losed path ondition
φ(x, 0) = φ(x, T ) = φa(x) and that only seond order deviations O(φ(x, t)− φcl)2 ount.
Stationary phase approximation. We approximate the ation (the phase), whih is sta-
tionary for φcl(x), around this lassial solution to evaluate the funtional integral and the
trae. Therefore we onsider elds
φ(x, t) = φcl(x) + η(x, t).
17
If there are more, well separated lassial solutions in a topologial setor, the spetral funtion is the sum
of eah ontribution. This ase has to be distinguished from the existene of zero modes.
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Sine φcl(x) is stati, the losed-path ondition implies for the utuations η:
φ(x, 0) = φ(x, T ) = φa(x) ⇒ η(x, 0) = η(x, T ) = ηa(x).
The spatial BC will be determined below. They are essential ingredients of the regularization
proess. Expanding the ation around the stationary point φcl, aording the onsidered
topologial setor, one obtains
S[φ, T ] = S[φcl + η] = S(φcl, T )− 1
2
∫
LxT
dtdx η (+ U ′′(φcl)) η (99)
+
[
(
1
2
∂η + ∂φcl)η
]
|∂B +O(||η||3). (100)
The boundary terms are not vanishing, in ontrast to the above setions, sine the lassial
solution φcl are not exatly idential with the initial=nal eld onguration φa(x). Sine φcl
is stati, the lassial part of the ation gives (using (6))
S(φcl, T ) = −
∫ T
0
dt
∫
dx[
1
2
φcl
′2 + U(φcl)] = −
∫ T
0
dtE[φcl] = −E[φcl]T = −MclT. (101)
With the translation φ(x, t)→ η(x, t) = φ(x, t)− φcl of the integration variable we get for the
trae
K(T )SPA = e
i
~
S(φcl)
∫
D[ηa(x)]
∫ ηa,T
ηa,0
D[η(x, t)] e− i~ 12
∫
LxT
dtdx η(+U ′′)η+.... (102)
The dots stands for the boundary term. The operator in the exponent,
O(x, t) = ∂2t − ∂2x + U ′′|φcl(x) =: ∂2t + SO(x)
is separable sine φcl depends only on x. Therefore we expand, analogous to the harmoni osil-
lator, the paths aording to eigen-funtions of the spatial part, but now with time dependent
oeients. So we have(−∂2x + U ′′(φcl)) ξn(x) = ω2nξn(x) with
∫
L
dxξ∗mξn = δm,n (103)
η(x, t) =
∑
n
cn(t)ξn(x) and ηa(x) =
∑
n
ca,nξn(x). (104)
The operator in (103) is a Shrödinger operator, and thus the eigen-funtions {ξn} form a
omplete set. The spatial BC i.e., ξ(−L/2), ξ(L/2), will be speied below. Also we leave
the expliit form of the sums in (104) open, sine this will also be part of the regularization
proedure. So we get for the spatial part of the exponent in (102)∫
dxη(x, t)Oη(x, t) =
∑
l,k
c∗l (t)
(∫
dxξ∗l (x)(∂
2
t + SO)ξk(x)
)
ck(t) (105)
=
∑
l
cl(t)(∂
2
t + ω
2
l )cl(t). (106)
18
For the boundary term we assume that the spatial boundary onditions do not introdue
any ontributions, whih will be justied in onrete alulations e.g. by the use of topologial
18
In the seond line we gave set c∗l = cl. From the eigen-funtions in the appendix (7.1) one an see that
the reality ondition for the eld η for the ontinuum modes is c∗l = c−l. But by a unitary transformation
cl → Ulkck, whih leaves the path integral invariant, one gets real osillators cl. In (106) and in the following,
it is assumed that this transformation is already arried out, after the spatial integrations.
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boundary onditions (see below). Nevertheless the time-like boundaries indue ontributions,
beause the utuations are only losed paths and not periodi ones. With this assumption
and the time-independene of φcl the boundary ontribution in (100) is∫
B
dtdx ∂µ[∂
µ(φcl +
1
2
η)η] =
1
2
∫ L/2
−L/2
dxηa(x)[η˙(t
′′, x)− η˙(t′, x)]
=
1
2
∑
l,k
∫ L/2
−L/2
dxc∗a,k[c˙l(t
′′)− c˙l(t′)]ξ∗k(x)ξl(x) =
1
2
∑
l
∫ t′′
t′
dt∂t(clc˙l).
Together with (106) this gives for the exponent in the path integral (102)
−1
2
∑
l
∫
T
dtcl(t)(∂
2
t + ω
2)cl(t) +
1
2
∑
l
∫
T
dt∂t(clc˙l) =
1
2
∑
l
∫
T
dt
(
c˙2l (t)− ω2l c2l (t)
)
.
This is the sum of harmoni osillators, eah with the ation as given by (81) and with the
losed path BC cl(0) = cl(T ) = ca,l whih is the analogue of q(0) = q(T ) = q0 and therefore
no further boundary ontributions our as shown for the harmoni osillator above. The
measure is therefore given by a produt of harmoni osillator measures
Dη(x, t) =
∏
l
Dcl(t) =
∏
l
[
BN (T )
N∏
n=1
dcl,n
]
,
where for eah osillator the measure onstant is the same, sine it is independent of the
osillator frequeny ωl as disussed above. The ourrene of a zero mode, i.e. ωl = 0 must be
treated separately, sine in this ase the ation of this mode is no longer that of an harmoni
osillator but that of a free propagating partile in one dimension.
So we get for the trae (102)
KSPA(T ) = Tr e
− i
~
HT |SPA = e− i~E[φcl]T
∏
l
∫
dcal
∫ cal ,T
cal ,0
Dcl(t) e i~
∫
T dt(
1
2
c˙2l− 12ω2l c2l ), (107)
where the sum in the exponent is now written as produt of exponentials.
Comments: (I) In the SPA the trae is a produt of the lassial part with an innite set
of harmoni osillators. (II) the system was made disrete by the introdution of spatial BC
whih has to be speied and will be an essential part of the regularization proedure. They
should be hosen in suh a way that no spatial boundary ontributions (100) to the ation
our. This means that they should be topologial (see below). (III) The derivation above
is also valid for onstant, i.e. trivial, lassial solutions φcl = φV = const. and therefore the
trae for the vauum setor gives analogous results. The only dierene is the eigen-value
problem (103), whih in the ase of a trivial solution is of ourse muh simpler and gives
dierent eigen-values ω2. (IV) We have exluded the possibility of a zero mode ω2 = 0, whih
leads to subtle problems and must be investigated separately.
Energy levels. Assuming that no eigenvalue vanishes (no zero mode) we get with the result
of the harmoni osillator (88) for the spetral funtion (107) in the topologial setor S
TrS e−
i
~
HT |SPA = e− i~E[φScl]T
∏
l
∞∑
νl=0
e−iω
S
l (νl+
1
2
)T ,
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where l is the mode index and νl is the exitation index of the l'th mode. Thus a general state
|{νl}〉19 has the energy-spetrum20
ES [{νl}] = E[φScl] + ~
∑
l
ωSl (νl +
1
2
) +O(~2). (108)
This energy-spetrum formula is valid for trivial solutions φcl, like the vauum, and nontrivial
solutions, i.e. solitons. In both ases the lowest energy-level is given by the state where no
mode l is exited, i.e. νl = 0 for all l. These are the ground states in the onsidered setors S
and given as
ES = E[φScl] +
~
2
∑
l
ωSl +O(~
2). (109)
We have now all ingredients to alulate the energy orretion for solitons exept the renormal-
ization ontributions to the quantum-ation. As we will see, the semi-lassial approximation
(=SPA) in the nontrivial setor (the soliton) is already a one-loop result, i.e. order ~, and thus
one has to renormalize the theory to get ontrol of UV-divergenes. This will be onsidered
in one of the following setions.
In a last omment we want to outline the quantum nature of the SPA-orretion, beside the
ourrene of ~. Sine the quadrati part of the ation (103) is exatly the stability equation
(42), the funtions φcl + cn(t)ξn(x) are well behaved nearby lassial solutions (see 41) if the
eigen-value ω2n is positive. The quantum nature of these utuations, beside that their ation
ours as a phase, is that the osillations are not lassial osillations ∼ eiωt but treated as
quantum-osillators through the path integral in (107). This an also be seen from the full
stability equation (40), where the lassial nearby-solutions are those with eigen-value zero
of this equation and for the diagonalization of the quadrati ation in the path integral we are
treating the eigen-modes of this equation with non-zero eigen-values.
3.1.6 The zero mode
We have shown above (setion 2.6) that the ourrene of zero modes is onneted with
symmetries of the system and the lassial solution. For our speial models, the SG and φ4
theory, suh a zero mode ours in the kink setor. It is the lowest eigen-value of the stability
equation (7.1). These zero modes are onneted with the translational symmetry of the kink
solutions (35,20). For any position of the kinks x0 the equations of motions are fullled. In
both ases the zero modes are proportional to the spatial derivative of the kinks, i.e.
η0(x) ∼ ∂xφK(x),
and thus are a result of a small translation of the kink. In the path integral quantization this
results in zero frequeny ω0 = 0 in (107) and thus the assoiated degree of freedom c0 is not a
harmoni osillator but rather like a free partile of unit mass. The reason for this is that the
kink solution is only a loal minimum of the ation and the potential energy(density) U(φ),
19
That also with the nontrivial setor, i.e. for φcl a soliton solution, are quantum states assoiated will be
onsidered below.
20
The notion energy-spetrum should make lear that this is not the energy of the state |{νl}〉, sine there
are some more ingredients for the energy like renormalization and zero-point energy (see below).
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respetively. Thus a utuation in the symmetry diretion does not hange the energy and
feels no restoring fore. Flutuations transverse to this symmetry diretion (in eld spae)
feel the restoring fore of the inreasing potential, whih is in rst order that of a harmoni
osillator.
The trae integration of the zero mode gives a divergent result. The only losed path with
initial = nial position ca0 for a free propagating partile is the onstant solution ccl = ca0 .
The lassial ation
∫
dt
c˙20
2
is zero for this solution. Thus the trae integration of the zero
mode c0 in (107) gives
B˜N(T )
∫
dca0 →∞.
The fator B˜N (T ) is the measure onstant of a free unit mass partile. The breakdown of the
SPA is no surprise, sine for its validity we had required that two lassial solutions are not
too lose to eah other (77). But beause of the translational invariane of the kink solutions
we have a ontinuous family of solutions, parametrized by the kink position x0. The free
propagation of the zero mode degree of freedom orresponds to a olletive motion of the
kink and its internal quantum utuations. It is ustomary to treat the zero mode by the
use of appropriate oordinates to desribe the symmetry, alled olletive oordinates. This is
analogous to for example atomi physis where the olletive enter of mass motion is separated
from the internal motions desribed by relative oordinates. The idea is to nd oordinates
whih desribe the motion in the symmetry diretion, i.e in the valley (surfae) in eld spae
whih forms the relative minimum of the ation, these are the olletive oordinates. The
method of SPA is only appliable to the residual oordinates, whih desribes the internal
motion. The integration for the olletive oordinates has to be arried out exatly. We
demonstrate this for a simple integral:
I =
∫
dnx e~x
2−λ(~x2)2 . (110)
The exponent is stationary for the lassial solution
~xcl(1− 2λ~x2cl) = 0 ⇒ |~x| =
1√
2λ
.
This is an n − 1 parameter family of solutions, eah vetor with the length 1√
2λ
. This or-
responds to the O(n) symmetry of the exponent in (110). If we single out one stationary
(saddle) point and evaluate its ontribution in a Gaussian approximation we would get n− 1
zero eigenvalues and thus a atastrophi, divergent result. The solution to this problem is to
use angular variables and integrate them exatly. Only for the radial variable one expands
around the stationary point. Thus one obtains
I =
∫
dΩn−1rn−1dr er
2−λr4 = VSn−1
∫
drrn−1 er
2−λr4.
The radial integral an now be evaluated using Gaussian approximation. The angular integral
is evaluated exatly and gives the volume of a n − 1 dimensional sphere. Here the angular
variables are the analogue of olletive oordinates or yli oordinates, as they are alled in
lassial mehanis.
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The proper olletive oordinate for the kinks is of ourse the position of the kink, whih
we will all X(t). This means that we hange from the oordinates {cl(t); l = 0, . . . } to
oordinates {X(t), cl(t); l = 1 . . . } to get rid of the problemati zero mode c0(t). This is done
by expanding the eld aording to
φ(x, t) = φK(x−X(t)) +
∑
l=1
cl(t)ξl(x−X(t)), (111)
where φK and ξ are the same funtions, i.e. the kink funtions and the eigen-funtions of
the stability equation exept for the zero mode, as before. That the new oordinate X(t)
onsistently replaes c0 and is thus independent of the other oordinates an be seen as follows:
A small variation of X(t) adds to φ(x, t) a term proportional to ∂xφK(x−X(t)), i.e.
δXφ(x, t) ≈ ∂xφK(x−X(t))δX.
But the derivative of the kink is proportional to the zero mode ξ0, and thus∫
dx∂xφK(x−X(t))ξl(x−X(t)) = 0 ∀ l.
Therefore a variation in the olletive oordinate X(t) is orthogonal to the other oordinate
diretions and the set {X(t), cl(t); l = 1 . . . } onsists only of independent variables. Beause
of the translational invariane the new expansion (111) only hanges the kineti part of the
ation and the Lagrange funtion, respetively, i.e. the spatial integral of the Lagrangian:
L =
∫
dxL =
∫
dx
[
(∂tφ)
2 − (∂xφ)2 − U(φ)
]
= LKin(X˙, c˙l) + LPot(cl).
Thus the Lagrange funtion is independent of the oordinate X(t), it depends only on the
veloity X˙(t). This is true for the full Lagrange funtion and ation. Espeially the quadrati
part of LPot gives the same quadrati ation as in (107) exept for the zero mode c0(t). Sine
L depends only on the derivative X˙(t), the olletive oordinate is a yli oordinate [16℄ and
thus the proper oordinate to desribe symmetries of the system. From the Euler-Lagrange
e.o.m. it follows that the anonial momenta of yli oordinates are onserved, i.e. on a
lassial trajetory (on shell):
∂L
∂ϕi
= 0⇐⇒ ϕi cyclic⇐⇒ d
dt
(
∂L
∂ϕ˙i
)
=
d
dt
pϕ,i = 0.
Thus the anonial onjugated momenta of yli oordinates are the Noether harges of the
assoiated symmetries. And as expeted the anonial momentum of X(t) is equal to the
onserved total eld momentum P [3℄, i.e. the Noether harge of the spatial translation
symmetry:
ΠX =
∂L
∂X˙
= P with
d
dt
P = 0.
Sine we are onsidering relativisti theories the lassial energy of the kinks has the form
E(P ) =
√
M2cl + P
2. (112)
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Therefore the integration of the olletive oordinate in the path integral gives only kineti
ontributions whih one an neglet in the onsidered order in (107) [3℄. This means that the
kink is eetively at rest. This is a reasonable approximation espeially for the alulation
of the quantum mass of the kink in this order . In higher orders the dierent modes in the
spetral funtion are no longer independent. For (107) this means that the utuations for
l > 0 interat with the zero mode utuation whih is then no longer a free (zero) mode.
But for the one-loop (= SPA) alulation of the kink masses we simply omit the integration
over this mode. Thus, beause of the translational zero mode, one has one mode less in the
kink spetrum. This has a ompletely dierent origin than the disrete exited mode ξ1 of the
φ4-kink (see appendix (7.1)) but an similar onsequenes in the bosoni ase, as we will see.
The interplay between yli (olletive) oordinates and the onserved assoiated momenta is
to be expeted to be more subtle in the ase of onstrained systems like fermions. And indeed
we will see that this naive ounting of the zero mode in the energy spetrum leads to wrong
results in the ase of fermions.
3.2 Standard perturbation theory and renormalization
We shortly survey the main points in the renormalization proedure. For simpliity we do
this mostly for the φ4 - model. One ruial point for a onsistent renormalization is that one
renormalizes the theory only one (at a given perturbation order) and uses this then xed
renormalized theory to alulate the desired quantities also in dierent topologial setors. It
is ustomary to renormalize the theory by setting up renormalization onditions in standard
perturbation theory, i.e. relations between sattering proess ontributions. This assoiates
the parameters of the theory with ertain measurable physial proesses. So one an (must!)
determine them by experiments. In renormalizable theories a nite number of suh onditions
also eliminates the divergenes in the standard perturbation theory.
The standard perturbation theory is tailored for alulation of amplitudes in sattering pro-
esses, whih are related to (vauum) n-point orrelation (Green) funtions or their Fourier
transformation, respetively, whih are given as (x = xµ)
Gn(x1, . . . , xn) = 〈Ω| TφH(x1) . . . φH(xn) |Ω〉 = 〈0|TφD(x1) . . . φD(xn) S |0〉〈0| S |0〉 . (113)
The index H/D stands for the Heisenberg/ Dira -piture and T is the time-ordering symbol.
S is the S-matrix (operator) whih is related to the time-evolution operator of the Shrödinger
equation (50), ánd reads in the Dira-piture as follows
S := lim
ε→0+
U(−∞,∞) = lim
ε→0+
T e−
i
~
∫∞
−∞
dtHεD(t).
The limit ε→ 0+ indiates the adiabati swith on of the interation, i.e. HεD := HDe−ε|t|,
and orresponds to the boundary onditions (preparation) for sattering proesses (asymptoti
free partiles (elds)). For details see e.g. [28℄. This is the reason why in standard perturbation
theory soliton ontributions are not seen. Of partiular interest is the two-point funtion
G(x, y) = 〈Ω| TφH(x)φH(y) |Ω〉:
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Figure 8: The spetrum of H plotted against the spetrum of P. At the origin sits the vauum state
|Ω〉. On the ordinate lie the masses of the disrete one-partile- and bound- states, as well as a
ontinuum of multi-partile- states (above the highest hyperboloid). For non-zero momentum they
form hyperboloids aording to the relativisti energy relation E(p) =
√
~p2 +m2λ , whih asymptoti-
ally approah to light ones. There may be also more bound states bellow the threshold of two free
partiles-reation.
3.2.1 Analytial struture of G(x, y) and eld strength renormalization
First we onsider the spetrum of the Hamilton operator H and the momentum operator Pi
(we onsider a D = 1 + 3 spae-time, so that Pi is a three-vetor and Pµ = P = (H,Pi)T ).
Sine they ommute, i.e. [H,Pi] = 0, they have ommon eigen-states. The vauum state |Ω〉
is the eigen-state to the eigenvalue zero, i.e. H |Ω〉 = 0 = Pi |Ω〉. Let |λ0〉 be eigen-states of
zero momentum, i.e.
H |λ0〉 = mλ |λ0〉 (114)
Pi |λ0〉 = 0, (115)
then the boosted states Uboost(~p) |λ0〉 = |λ~p〉 are also eigen-states, but with momentum ~p and,
beause of relativisti invariane, energy E(~p) =
√
~p2 +m2λ . Thus the eigen values mλ are
the energies in the rest-frame. In general the spetrum onsists of the vauum, the one-
partile state (mλ = m, partile mass), possible bound states (mλ = mB) and a ontinuum of
multi-partile states (see g.8). Thus the ompleteness relation, expressed in relativistially
normalized states, in the Hilbert spae reads as [30℄
1 = |Ω〉 〈Ω|+
∑
λ
∫
dp3
(2π)3
1
2Eλ(~p)
|λ~p〉 〈λ~p| . (116)
For the following we assume that x0 > y0. Inserting the unit (116) we thus get for the
two-point funtion
G(x, y) = 〈Ω| φH(x)φH(y) |Ω〉 (117)
=
∑
λ
∫
dp3
(2π)3
1
2Eλ(~p)
〈Ω| φH(x) |λ~p〉 〈λ~p| φH(y) |Ω〉 , (118)
where we have dropped the uninteresting onstant 〈Ω| φH(x) |Ω〉 〈Ω| φH(y) |Ω〉, whih is usually
zero [30℄. The matrix elements in (118) an be written as follows
〈Ω|φH(x) |λ~p〉 = 〈Ω| eiP·xφH(0)e−iP·x |λ~p〉
= 〈Ω|φH(0) |λ~p〉 e−ip·x|p0=E(~p)
= 〈Ω|φH(0) |λ0〉 e−ip·x|p0=E(~p).
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Figure 9: The spetral density for a typial interating theory. The one-partile states ontribute
a delta funtion at m2. Multi-partile states have a ontinuous spetrum, starting at (2m)2. There
may also disrete ontributions of bound states.
In the rst line we have written the eld operator at spae-time position x as a translation
of the operator at the spae-time origin. In the seond line we have used the translational
invariane, 〈Ω| eiP·x = 〈Ω| e0, of the vauum and the Lorentz invariane of φH(0) and 〈Ω|, i.e.
Uboost(~p)φH(0)U
−1
boost(~p) = φH(0)
21
, so that 〈Ω| φH(0)Uboost(~p) |λ0〉 = 〈Ω|Uboost(~p)φH(0) |λ0〉 =
〈Ω| φH(0) |λ0〉.
Källén-Lehmann spetral representation. By introduing an p0 -integration the momen-
tum p beomes o-shell and the two point funtion an be written as (x0 > y0)
〈Ω| φH(x)φH(y) |Ω〉 =
∑
λ
∫
d4p
(2π)4
i e−ip·(x−y)
p2 −m2λ + iǫ
| 〈Ω| φH(0) |λ0〉 |2. (119)
Here the Feynman propagator DF (x−y,m2λ) appears but with mλ instead of only the partile
mass m. An analogous expression holds for x0 < y0 so that the full two point funtion is given
by
G(x, y) = G(x, y) = 〈Ω| TφH(x)φH(y) |Ω〉 =
∫ ∞
0
dM2
2π
ρ(M2)DF (x− y,M2).
This is the Källén-Lehman spetral representation, where ρ(M2) is a positive spetral density
funtion,
ρ(M2) =
∑
λ
2πδ(M2 −m2λ)| 〈Ω| φH(0) |λ0〉 |2,
For a typial interating theory it is given by g.9. Stable one-partile states
∣∣λmp 〉 ontribute
an isolated delta funtion to the spetral density:
ρ(M2) = 2πδ(M2 −m2)Z + terms with M2 ≥ m2B,
where Z = | 〈Ω|φH(0) |λm0 〉 |2 is the eld-strength renormalization fator. The quantity m is
the exat mass of a single partile, sine it is the exat energy eigen-value of the full interating
theory, as an seen by (114). This quantity in general diers from the mass-parameter used
in the Lagrangian (see below) and we refer to it the physial mass of the φ-boson.
21
For elds with spin one has to respet the nontrivial internal transformations of the eld, whih are of the
form UφαU
−1 = Sαβφβ . For spinor elds this gives the matrix struture 6 p+m in the propagator.
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A Fourier transformation of the two-point funtion (119) gives∫
dx4eip·x 〈Ω|TφH(x)φH(0) |Ω〉 =
∫ ∞
0
dM2
2π
ρ(M2)
i
p2 −M2 + iǫ
=
iZ
p2 −m2 + iǫ +
∫ ∞
∼m2B
dM2
2π
ρ(M2)
i
p2 −M2 + iǫ .
The analytial struture of the Fourier transformed two-point funtion is as follows: The rst
term gives a simple pole at p2 = m2 with the residue Z, while the seond term ontributes
a branh ut beginning at p2 = (2m)2 and additional poles for possible bound states below
the ut. Thus ontributions of from one-partile and multi-partile intermediate states an
be distinguished by the strength of their analyti singularities. This analysis relies only on
general priniples of relativity and quantum mehanis , it does not depend on the nature of
interation or on perturbation theory, exept that we have used salar elds due to notational
simpliity. The only input of standard perturbation theory is that we have onsidered the
vauum-orrelation funtion and thus soliton ontributions do not our, sine the Hilbert
spae built around the soliton is not onneted with the vauum Hilbert spae. There
exists no operator whih onnets states between these two setors (see below). This analysis
generalizes to higher order n-point funtions. The analytial struture shows that the (Fourier
transformed) n-point funtions are the multi-partile (eld theoretial) analogue of the kernel
resp. the Green funtion of setion 3.1.1.
In the ase of free elds, or zeroth order perturbation theory, the Fourier transformed two
point funtion writes as∫
dx4eip·x 〈0|TφD(x)φD(0) |0〉 = i
p2 −m2free + iǫ
.
For x0 > 0 this an be interpreted as the amplitude that a partile reated at the spae-
time position y = 0 propagates to x. It is similar to the full two-point funtion exept two
dierenes: There are no multi-partile ontributions sine free elds an only reate single
partile states. The eld strength renormalization onstant Z = | 〈Ω| φH(0) |λm0 〉 |2, i.e. the
probability for φH(0) to reate an exat one partile state, is in the free ase equal to one, i.e.
〈p|φD(0) |0〉 = 1. Note that by a renormalization of the eld strength this probability an be
normalized to one also for the interating theory:
φH → φrenH :=
1√
Z
φH ⇒ | 〈Ω| φrenH (0) |λm0 〉 |2 =
1
Z
| 〈Ω| φH(0) |λm0 〉 |2 =
Z
Z
= 1.
With this renormalization also the residue of the single-partile pole in the two-point funtion
(propagator) is normalized to one:∫
dx4eip·x 〈Ω|TφrenH (x)φrenH (0) |Ω〉 =
1
Z
∫
dx4eip·x 〈Ω| TφH(x)φH(0) |Ω〉 = i
p2 −m2 + iǫ + . . .
3.2.2 The systematis of renormalization
Primarily the renormalization has nothing to do with the ourrene of divergenes (in per-
turbation theory), but to express the theory (ation) in terms of measurable quantities, i..e.
in terms of parameters whih are related to ertain (referene) experiments. In he following
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we assume that the theory is regularized in some way, so that all onsidered quantities are
well dened. This we will indiate with an index Λ. We indiate the unrenormalized (not ad-
justed to the referene-experiments) parameters with an index 0 to distinguish them from the
renormalized ones (parameters whih are related to the referene experiments). The seleted
referene experiments and their relations to the renormalized parameters dene the values of
these parameters in the measurement and are alled renormalization onditions. For simpliity
we onsider the φ4 theory without spontaneous symmetry breaking, The elds an be viewed
as ordinary funtions, sine we will use the path integral for further alulations:
LΛ = 1
2
(∂φ0)
2 − 1
2
m20φ
2
0 −
λ0
4!
φ40. (120)
This Lagrangian and the assoiated ation has all symmetries whih are not destroyed by the
regularization. We have seen that we an renormalize the eld-strength. Therefore we set
φ =
1√
Z1
φ0 ⇔ φ0 =
√
Z1φ, (121)
where the onstant Z1 need not be equal to Z above, although this would be a natural hoie.
Its atual value will be dened by a renormalization ondition. One an also use the freedom
in xing Z1 to make alulations simpler instead of getting a simple relation to the referene
experiment. With this rst renormalization the Lagrangian writes as
LΛ = 1
2
Z1(∂φ)− 1
2
m20Z1φ
2 − λ0
4!
Z21φ
4.
We have just inserted (121) in the Lagrangian, thus it is still the same theory. Next we split
the mass and oupling parameter into a renormalized (measured) part and a part whih will
be xed by the renormalization onditions in onrete alulations, i.e. we divide them into a
part whih will be measured and a part whih will be alulated. We also write Z1 as suh a
sum, i.e we dene
m20Z1 := m
2 + δm2 (122)
λ0Z
2
1 := λ+ δλ (123)
Z1 := 1 + δZ1. (124)
Inserting this into the Lagrangian we get
LΛ = 1
2
(∂φ)2 − 1
2
m2φ2 − λ
4!
φ4 +
1
2
δZ1(∂φ)
2 − 1
2
δm2φ2 − δλ
4!
φ4. (125)
Of ourse this Lagrangian has the same symmetries as (120), i.e. those symmetries whih de-
spite regularization are still present. The Lagrangian onsists of the lassial part, expressed
in terms of the renormalized parameters, and ounter terms (the δ-terms) whih are treated
as interation terms in the perturbation theory. Thus lassial properties, as for example the
lassial kink masses (22) in the model onsidered above, are not aeted. Also the funda-
mental ingredient of the standard perturbation theory, the Feynman propagator (see below),
is not aeted, sine it is derived from the quadrati part of the lassial ation. In this view
the ounter terms are the quantum ontributions to the full quantum ation (125) relative to
the lassial ation whih is expressed in renormalized parameters. The additional interation
terms, the ounter terms, lead to additional Feynman graphs in the perturbation theory:
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= i(p2δZ1 − δm2)
= −iδλ
Until now the splittings of the parameters (122) - (124) are purely formal. To give them a
physial meaning we have to set up renormalization onditions whih relate the renormalized
parameters to ertain sattering proesses so that they an be determined by experiments. As
an example we hoose:
|p2→m2 = ip2−m2+(terms regular at p2 = m2) ⇒ δm2, δZ
|s=4m2, t=u=0 = −iλ ⇒ δλ
These relations for the sattering amplitudes displayed by the graphs above determine the
expliit form of the ounter terms. Espeially the rst renormalization ondition is very
natural, sine it renormalizes the residue (the probability of a single partile reation of the
vauum) to one and sets the renormalized mass parameter m to the pole of the single partile
ontribution of the two point funtion. As we have seen above, this is the exat physial
partile mass, i.e. the eigen-value to the one-partile eigen-state of the full Hamiltonian (114).
But there is no need to hoose these physial renormalization onditions. One an also hoose
less simple relations between the two-point funtion and the renormalized parameters, whih
are more omfortable for other alulations for example. The seond renormalization ondition
has no natural or obviously best denition. The renormalization ondition is set up for the
sattering amplitude at zero momentum, whih means in Mandelstam variables s = 4m2 and
t = u = 0. The values of the variables p, s, t, u at whih the renormalization onditions are
dened are alled renormalization point. Dierent renormalization points leads to dierent
renormalization shemes. They are of ourse all equivalent, sine a dierent renormalization
point only hanges the division between the renormalized parameters and the ounter term
onstants in (122) - (124). One an always put a nite piee of e.g. m2 into δm2. Thus a
dierent renormalization point (dierent renormalization ondition) only results in
m2 + δm2 → m˜2 + δm˜2 = (m2 +∆) + (δm2 −∆).
This of ourse gives the same results but expressed in terms of m˜2.
Renormalizable theories. We were heating as we said that the renormalization proedure
has nothing to do with the ourrene of divergenes, sine this proedure was developed to
ontrol divergenes in the perturbation theory. The lassial part of the Lagrangian (125)
produes divergent ontributions (if the regularization is removed) in the perturbation theory.
Thus also the ounter terms must be divergent (without regularization) to ompensate the
divergent ontributions by the renormalization onditions. A theory is alled renormalizable
if all divergenes in the perturbation theory an be ompensated by a nite number of renor-
malization onditions, thus the results are nite even if the regularization is removed at the
end of the alulation. In a perturbative expansion the ounter terms must be determined
order by order, this means in eah order one has to solve the renormalization onditions, given
above.
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Symmetries. If all divergenes an be ompensated by ounter terms obtained by renor-
malization of the parameters, as above, the quantum orretions do not violate any of the
symmetries whih are left in the regularized theory LΛ. The question is weather the sym-
metries whih are broken by the regularization are reestablished when the regularization is
removed after alulations. If a symmetry an not be reestablished one alls this an anomaly.
In a perturbative expansion in ~ (loop-expansion) eah symmetry of the theory, whih does
not involve ~, is fullled in eah order, i.e. if one respets all ontribution up to the onsidered
order. If not all divergenes are aneled by ounter terms of the form of the Lagrangian
one needs additional ounter terms, whih must be added by hand, e.g. a term Cφ3. The
additional parameters must be determined by experiment and the symmetry of the theory is
probably broken.
3.2.3 Renormalization of φ4- and SG- model
Generating funtional. The n-point vauum orrelation funtions (113) an be written as
a path integral as follows [30℄
Gn(x1, . . . , xn) = lim
T→∞(1−iǫ)
∫ Dφ φ(x1) . . . φ(xn) e i~ ∫ T−T dx4L∫ Dφ e i~ ∫ T−T dx4L . (126)
The denominator is the analogue of 〈0| S |0〉 in (113) , whih onnets the Dira-vauum |0〉
with the Heisenberg-vauum |Ω〉. The path integrals have to be evaluated in the vauum
setor, this means that
lim
T→∞(1−iǫ)
∫
Dφ =
∫ φΩ,T
φΩ,−T
Dφ = lim
T→∞(1−iǫ)
∫ φV ,T
φV ,−T
Dφ. (127)
The n-point funtion (126) an be written as funtional derivatives of a generating funtional
Gn(x1, . . . xn) =
1
Z[0]
(
~
i
)n
δnZ[j]
δj(xn) . . . δj(x1)
|j=0, (128)
where the generating funtional is given by
Z[j] =
∫
Dφ e
i
~
∫
d4x
(
L+jφ+iǫφ2
2
)
, (129)
and must be alulated perturbatively for nontrivial theories. The iǫ-term is the analog of the
small imaginary part of the time in (126) to ensure vauum boundary onditions. It ats as a
damping fator and gives the pole-desription for the Feynman propagator. In the following
we will suppress this term in our notation.
φ4 -model. The full quantum ation of the φ4 model (15) is the Lagrangian expressed in
unrenormalized parameters
LΛ = 1
2
(∂φ0)− λ0
4
(φ20 −
µ20
λ0
)2. (130)
Sine in two dimensions only the mass reeives a divergent ontribution (see below, eduated
guessing) it is enough to hoose a minimal renormalization sheme:
δZ = 0⇒ φ0 = φ, δλ = 0⇒ λ0 = λ, µ20 = µ2 + δµ2.
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Sine we have to evaluate the path integral (126) in the vauum setor, and to fulll the
asymptoti boundary onditions (127), we expand the Lagrangian (ation) around one of the
lassial vaua (19). We hoose φV =
µ√
λ
so that φ = µ√
λ
+ η. Thus by this perturbation
theory one will never see soliton ontributions. Also inserting µ20 = µ
2 + δµ2 we get22
LΛ = 1
2
[(∂η)2 − 2µ2η2]−
√
λµη3 − λ
4
η4 − 1
2
δµ2
(
η2 +
2µ√
λ
η
)
+O(~2). (131)
We have put the onstant
(δµ2)2
4λ
into the higher order terms indiated by O(~2), sine we will
determine δµ2 only in one loop (~) order. The physial boson mass at tree level is m =
√
2µ,
as one an read o the quadrati part of the Lagrangian, and has the orret sign. The vauum
boundary ondition (pole presription) in (129) is respeted impliitly by a small imaginary
part of the squared mass, i.e. m2 ≡ m2 − iǫ. With this Lagrangian we get for the generating
funtional (129), but with the soure oupled to the physial eld η
Z[j] =
∫
Dη e i~
∫
dx4( 12 [(∂η)
2−m2η2]+jη+LI)
(132)
=
∫
Dη
[ ∞∑
k=0
1
k!
(
i
~
)k (∫
dx4LI
)k]
e
i
~
∫
dx4( 12 [(∂η)2−m2η2]+jη). (133)
This is the perturbative expansion, where LI is the quantum interation Lagrangian
LI = −
√
λµη3 − λ
4
η4 − 1
2
δµ2
(
η2 +
2µ√
λ
η
)
+O(~2).
The perturbative expansion an also be written as funtional derivatives of the free generating
funtional
Z[j] = e
i
~
∫
dx4LI( ~i δδj )Z0[j] with Z0[j] =
∫
Λ
Dη e i~
∫
dx4( 12 [(∂η)
2−m2η2]+jη), (134)
where the index Λ indiates that the free generating funtional has to be evaluated in a
regularized way. The regularization takes plae in the set of onsidered utuations η, i.e. the
path integration domain PID. We onsider two possibilities whih are very similar in the
trivial setor.
Energy-momentum uto. We restrit the PID to a regularized one, whih is haraterized
by the uto Λ or the projetor, respetively,
δˆ(x) =
∫
dk2
(2π)2
θ(Λ− |k1|) eik·x,
whih is the (regularized) unit in the regularized domain PIDReg = {η | δˆ · η = η}. Also the
soures j(x) must be funtions in this domain, i.e.
∫
dy2δˆ(x− y)j(y) = j(x). The regularized
set of utuations PIDReg are funtions whih have a ompat support in the spatial Fourier
transformed variable, i.e.
η ∈ PIDReg ⇒ η(x) =
∫
dk2
(2π)2
θ(Λ− |k1|) η˜(k) eik·x.
22
Sine we are onsidering an unbounded spae-time, no surfae terms ontribute to the ation in this
expansion.
The free generating funtional (134) an be evaluated in several ways. One is to expand the
utuations η around the onguration η0, i.e. η → η0 + η, where η0 fullls:
(+m2)η0(x) = j(x) (135)
⇒ η0(x) = −
∫
dy2∆regF (x− y)j(y) with (+m2)∆regF (x) = δˆ(x). (136)
The dierential equation for the free eld in (135) is solved by the method of Green fun-
tions. The Green funtion ∆regF (x) in (136) is alled Feynman propagator and is haraterized
by the vauum boundary onditions whih is enoded in the pole presription. Its Fourier
representation is given by
∆regF (x) =
∫
dk2
(2π)2
θ(Λ− |k1|) e
−ik·x
k2 −m2 + iǫ .
We have written the pole presription expliitly. Inserting (136) into the free generating
funtional (134) one obtains
Z0[j] = N e
− i
~
1
2
∫
dx2dy2 j(x)∆regF (x−y)j(y), (137)
where the onstant N is a number whih will be aneled by the denominator in (128). From
(134) and with the form of the interation Lagrangian (131) a general n-point funtion is a
omposition of Feynman graphs whih are given by:
yx i~∆(x− y) propagator
z i
~
√
λµ
∫
dz2 3-vertex
z − i
~
λ
∫
dz2 4-vertex
z − i
~
δµ2
∫
dz2 seagull-ounter-term
z i
~
µ√
λ
δµ2
∫
dz2 tadpole-ounter-term
Beause of the spontaneous symmetry breaking also a three-vertex interation ours. The
integrations for the verties lead to momentum onservation in momentum spae. The dison-
neted graphs are aneled by the denominator Z[0] in (128). This gives the usual Feynman
rules (see for example [31℄). The order in ~ of an amputated graph is as follows (external
lines are replaed by wave funtions in the S-matrix) [29℄: Beause of the expansion of the
exponential funtion in (133), eah vertex V ontributes a fator ~−1. From eah internal
line I, ∼ ~2 δ2
δj2
1
~
∫
j∆j, omes a fator ~. Therefore i
~
W [j] = O(~I−V ), where Z[j] = e
i
~
W [j]
.
The funtionalW [j] is the generating funtional for onneted Green funtions. Therefore the
ontribution of an onneted amputated graph to W [j] is proportional to
~I−V+1 = ~ℓ,
where ℓ is the loop number of this graph.
Renormalization onditions. With the Feynman rules the two-point funtion has the
following graphial representation:
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G(x; y) =
x x x
y y y
x x x
y y y
+ +
+ + +
+ O(~2) (138)
In two dimensions only the seagull (third graph) and the tadpole-pole (fth) graphs are diver-
gent if the regularization is removed. We x δµ2 by the requirement that the tadpole vanishes
exatly. This means
+
= 0
⇒ i~3
√
λµ∆(0) +
µ√
λ
δµ2
!
= 0 (139)
Thus the mass-ounter term is given by
δµ2 = −i~3λ∆(0) = −i~3λ
∫
dk2
(2π)2
θ(Λ− |k1|)
k2 −m2 + iǫ =
3λ~
2π
∫ Λ
0
dk√
k2 +m2
, (140)
where in the last step we have arried out the k0-integration and set k
1 = k. This is the one
loop ounter term and from (140) one an see that it is of order O(~) and depends on the
regularization uto Λ. By this renormalization ondition also the seagull-self-energy graph is
aneled.The sum of the seagull- and the mass-ounter- graph (graph three and four in 138)
reads as
(i~)23λ∆(0) + i~δµ2 = (i~)23λ∆(0)− (i~)23λ∆(0) = 0.
This renormalization sheme is the most simple one from the tehnial point of view, but one
must not forget that the seond graph in (138), a three verties self energy diagram, gives a
nite ontribution to the pole of the one loop propagator. Thus the renormalized parameter
m, dened by the renormalization ondition (139) is not the pole of the propagator. For the
physial one-loop mass, i.e. the pole of the propagator, one must take this nite ontribution
into aount. Summing up the series in (138) as usual [31℄ the loop of the three vertex self
energy diagram ontributes to the pole. Thus the physial one loop mass is given by [39℄
m2P = m
2 + 9λi~
∫
dk2
(2π)2
m2
(k2 −m2 + iǫ)((k − p)2 −m2 + iǫ) |p2→m2 = m
2 −
√
3
2
~λ.
We also ould have renormalized the oupling, e.g. through low-energy limit of sattering
amplitudes, i.e. an analogous renormalization ondition as in (3.2.2), to get simpler relations
between the renormalized parameters and physial measured quantities. But our renormal-
ization ondition (139) is an equivalent sheme and for onrete alulations is the most
omfortable one.
The renormalization ondition (139) gives the expliit expression for the ounter term param-
eter δµ2 and denes the renormalized parameter µ resp. m =
√
2µ. Its onrete value must be
determined by experiment of ourse. But all quantities expressed through this parameter get
their expliit meaning by the renormalization ondition. With the expliit expression for δµ2
and the denition of µ through the renormalization ondition also the one-loop renormalized
Lagrangian (130) has an expliit meaning (φ0 = φ, λ0 = λ, µ
2
0 = µ
2 + δµ2:
LΛ = L(µ) + δLΛ,
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where L(µ) is the lassial Lagrangian expressed through the renormalized parameter, and
δLΛis the (one-loop) ounter term Lagrangian, the quantum orretions, whih in our sheme
is given by
δLΛ = δµ
2
2
(
φ2 − µ
2
λ
)
+O(~2). (141)
The lassial ation an be thought of as renormalized at zero loop level, with the renormal-
ization ondition δµ2 = 0. Therefore all lassial quantities are expressed through the nite,
regularization independent, parameter µ2. This parameter must of ourse also be determined
by experiment, for example by lassial sattering amplitudes of solitons. In general this is a
hypotheti issue, sine the lassial meaning of a quantum eld theory is not always evident
(see for example fermions).
Mode number uto. The regularized evaluation of the fundamental ingredient of the
perturbation theory, the free generating funtional Z0[j] and thus the Feynman propagator
∆regF , an also be arried out in a disrete manner. For this one ompaties the spatial
dimension to a irle of (large) perimeter L or onsiders a ompat interval of length L and
introdues appropriate boundary onditions (periodi or antiperiodi are proper ones, see
below). The path integration domain PIDReg is then dened by a nite Fourier expansion
aording to the disrete Fourier modes. In the vauum setor there is no big dierene between
an energy momentum uto (EMC) and a mode number uto (MNC). Only the nite spatial
momentum integrations are replaed by nite sums, i.e. one has the orrespondene
∫ Λ
−Λ
dk
2π
f(k) ←→
N∑
−N
f(kn) with Lkn = (2n+ A)π.
he value of A = 0, 1 depends on the boundary onditions. The two expressions oinide up
to order O( 1
L
) and the two utos EMC and MNC are related as
Λ =
(2N + A)π
L
.
These relations between EMC-integrals and MNC-sums are not so simple in the soliton setor
as we shall see. But the ounter term parameter δµ2 (140), dened in the vauum setor is
simply
δµ2 = 3λ~
1
2
1
L
N∑
−(N−A)
1√
k2n +m
2
=
3λ~
2π
∫ Λ
0
dk√
k2 +m2
+O(
1
L
,
1
Λ
).
Therefore we will always write the ounter term in the integral representation, independent of
the used regularization sheme.
Renormalization of the sine-Gordon model. Sine we were so expliit above we an treat
the SG-model relatively quikly. The full quantum Lagrangian, i.e. expressed in unrenormal-
ized parameters, is given by
LΛ = 1
2
(∂φ)2 +
µ20
γ
[cos(
√
γφ)− 1] ,
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where we have used that only the mass gets divergent ontributions (if the regularization is
removed), as we shall see. Thus we have the following minimal renormalization sheme:
δZ = 0, δγ = 0, , µ20 = µ
2 + δµ2.
Expanding the Lagrangian around the vauum φ = 0 and inserting µ20 = µ
2+ δµ2 one obtains
LΛ = 1
2
[
(∂η)2 − µ2η2]+ µ2 γ
4!
η4 − µ2γ
2
6!
η6 · · · − δµ
2
2
η2 + . . . . (142)
Only the seagull loops, whih are for example of the form
,
are divergent [39℄, and thus our minimal renormalization sheme is enough to get rid of the
divergenes. The tree-level boson mass is µ as one an see from the quadrati part of (142).
At one-loop the renormalization ondition, that the seagull loops vanishes reads as
+
!
= 0
⇒ δµ2 = ~µ
2γ
2
∫ Λ
0
dk
2π
1√
k2 + µ2
.
Sine at one-loop order the one-loop seagull graph is the only ontribution, the mass parameter
µ, dened by the above renormalization ondition, oinides at one loop with the pole of the
propagator, i.e. the physial mass of the boson. The one loop ounter term Lagrangian is
given by
δLΛ = δµ
2
γ
[cos(
√
γφ)− 1] +O(~2). (143)
The renormalization ondition that all seagull loops vanish gives the omplete ounter term
as follows [7℄
δLΛ = −µ
2
γ
(
eδµ
2/µ2 − 1
)
[cos(
√
γφ)− 1] .
3.2.4 Quantum ation for solitons
With the ounter term ontributions δLΛ and the expliit expressions the ounter term pa-
rameters δµ we an write down the renormalized (quantum) ation in the soliton setor. The
lassial kink masses (22,36) and all other quantities are expressed through the renormalized
parameters µ, whih are dened by the renormalization onditions from above. It is important
to use the ation renormalized in the vauum setor, also to alulate the desired quantities
in the soliton setor, sine this ensures that if one ompares quantities of the two setors one
talks about the same things, i.e. one uses the same renormalized parameters, dened by the
same renormalization onditions. The one-loop mass ounter terms for the SG- and φ4- model,
as alulated above are given by
δµ2SG = ~
γm2
4π
∫ Λ
0
dk√
k2 +m2
(144)
δµ2φ = ~
3λ
2π
∫ Λ
0
dk√
k2 +m2
, (145)
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where m is the tree-level boson mass, and related to the renormalized mass parameter µ by
(l = 1/2 for SG/φ4)23
m =
√
lµ.
The one-loop ounter term Lagrangians are given by (143), (141)
δLSG(δµ) = δµ
2
γ
[cos(
√
γφ)− 1] +O(~2) (146)
δLφ(δµ) = δµ
2
2
(
φ2 − m
2
2λ
)
+O(~2), (147)
these ounter term Lagrangians lead to additional ontributions to the ation also in the kink
setor. To alulate these ontributions we expand (146),(147) around the kink solutions
(20,35) of the two models (σ = 1/− 1 for kink/antikink),
φ4 : φKσ = σ
m√
2λ
tanh
[
m(x− x0)
2
]
(148)
SG : φKσ =
4√
γ
arctan[eσm(x−x0)], (149)
and keep terms up to order O(~). For the SG kink we have re-introdued the original o-
ordinate and eld relatively to (35). For nontrivial lassial solutions the lassial ation is
non-zero, in ontrast to the vauum solutions, and therefore already gives ontributions of
order O(~0). Thus the quadrati utuations (the semi-lassial amplitude) are already of or-
der O(~). So the nontrivial ontribution of the lassial ation S[φK ] shifts the order by one,
relatively to the vauum setor, in the expansion of quantum utuations. Thus the one-loop
ounter term ontribution in the kink setor is given by
δL(φK + η; δµ) = δL(φK ; δµ) +O(~2).
The interation of the utuations with the ounter term ∼ δµ = O(~) give higher order
ontributions. Thus the one-loop quantum orretions to the ation in the kink setor are
given by
δSSG(δµ) =
δµ2
γ
∫
LxT
dtdx [cos(
√
γφKσ)− 1] +O(~2) = −T
4
mγ
δµ2 +O(~2)
δSφ(δµ) =
δµ2
2
∫
LxT
dtdx
(
φ2Kσ −
m2
2λ
)
+O(~2) = −T m
λ
δµ2 +O(~2).
For SG we have used that δLSG = − δµ2µ2 U(φ) and the mass formula for stati solutions. In
the SPA alulation of the energy spetrum this gives additional ontributions to the mass
of stati solutions. In addition to the lassial mass of stati solutions (101), suh as kinks,
the ounter terms give, besides the quantum utuations, ontributions to the quantum mass.
For SG and φ4 kinks this gives
Scl(φK) + δS(φK) = −T (Mcl + δM(δµ)) with : (150)
SG : δMSG =
4
mγ
δµ2 (151)
φ4 : δMφ =
m
λ
δµ2. (152)
23
For the SG-model it is even the one-loop physial (pole) boson mass.
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Now we have all ingredients to alulate the one-loop quantum orretions to the lassial
masses of stati solitons like the SG and φ4 kinks.
4 Quantum masses of stati solitons
We have now all ingredients to alulate the quantum orretions to the lassial kink masses
(22,36) in a semi-lassial approximation, i.e. at one loop order. The one loop orretions
to the masses, espeially for the supersymmetri extension of the here onsidered models (see
below), are of partiular interest, sine they are onneted with the possible ourrene of
an anomaly in the supersymmetry algebra. The main question is whether the Bogomolnyi
bound stays saturated by N = 1 supersymmetri solitons inluding quantum orretions resp.
whether there exists an anomaly in the entral harge of the SUSY algebra ([39℄,[38℄,[36℄).
This an be deided already at one-loop level.
As one an see from (109) the ground state energies inlude for both, the vauum and the
kink setor, divergent sums over the mode energies ωSl . This orresponds to the ambiguity
(freedom) in the hoie of the energy zero point in ordinary (no gravity) quantum eld theory
(only energy dierenes are measurable). The absolute energy-zero point must be xed for the
vauum ground-state. The natural hoie is to normalize vauum ground-state to zero energy.
Thus we have to subtrat the zero-point energy of the vauum (no state is exited) from the
energy alulated for any state. As long as one onsiders only the (undistorted) vauum setor
this proedure is trivial and respeted by the normal ordered Hamiltonian, i.e.
: H := H− 〈0|H |0〉 〈0| : H : |0〉 = 0.
Thus the vauum ground-state |0〉 has zero energy. The same referene-point for the energy
must be used for all other states, also for the soliton
24
, i.e.
〈sol| : H : |sol〉 = 〈sol| H |sol〉 − 〈0|H |0〉 .
To evaluate this dierene in the presene of a nontrivial bakground suh as a kink is a
highly nontrivial issue and objet of ontroversial disussions for years (see [39℄ and referenes
therein). Thus the one-loop kink ground-state energy is given by
EK −EV ,
where the ground-state energies EK , EV are given by (109). In the disrete version, as given
in (109), one has to evaluate the dierene of two innite, divergent sums. Thus they (the
theory) must be regularized in a onsistent manner. This will be the subjet of the following
setions. The alulation of the dierene of these ground-state energies is very similar to the
Casimir eet but muh more involved, sine the kink bakground is of ourse muh more
ompliated than onduting plates, whih set up ertain boundary onditions.
4.1 Renormalized spetral funtion
To evaluate the spetral funtion (102) in one-loop order one has to do a semi-lassial expan-
sion of the one-loop renormalized ation
25 S =
∫
TxL
dtdx (L(m) + δL(δµ)) around the lassial
24
That with the soliton also a quantum state is assoiated will be disussed below.
25
Here we introdued the interval L for the spatial integration. The range of L depends on the regularization
sheme and will be nite or equal R
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solution, i.e. φ(x, t) = φcl + η(x, t) up to order O(~). The lassial quantities are expressed in
terms of renormalized parameters. For stati solutions φcl one obtains
S[φK + η(x, t)] = − (M(φK) + δM(δµ)) T (153)
−1
2
∫
TxL
dtdx η(x, t) (+ U ′′(φcl)) η(x, t) +O(~2). (154)
The rst two terms in (154) are the lassial energy (i.e. the lassial mass for stati solu-
tions) and the ounter-term ontribution and given by the renormalized Lagrangian with the
ounter terms (141,143). In the vauum setor (φcl = φV = const) both terms vanish. In the
kink setor one obtains the lassial kink mass Mcl and the ounter-term ontribution to the
quantum orretion of the mass (151,152)
δMSG =
4δm2
γm
= 2~
∫ Λ
0
dz
2π
1√
z2 + 1
(155)
δMφ4 =
mδm2
λ
= 3~
∫ Λ
0
dz
2π
1√
z2 + 1
. (156)
In the integrals (156) we have transformed to the variable z = k
m
so that the now dimensionless
uto Λ is large (or small) relative to the sale m. The linear term in (154) is absent sine
φcl is a lassial solution. In dimensionless spatial oordinates z =
m
l
x the spatial part of the
operator in (154) for the vauum and the kink setor, respetively, is given as (l = 1/2 for
SG/φ4) 26
V acuum : OVl(z) = (−∂2z + l2), (157)
Kink : OKl(z) =
(
−∂2z + l2 −
l(l + 1)
cosh2 z
)
. (158)
Therefore in the kink setor one has exatly the stability operator (see appendix). To evaluate
the spetral funtion one has to diagonalize these two operators and one is left with the
following expression
TrS[e
− i
~
HT ] = e−
i
~
(Mcl+δM)T
∫
Dηa
{PIDreg}
∫ ηa,t′′
ηa,t′
Dη e
− i
~
1
2
∫
TxL˜
dtdzm
l
η[∂2t+OS(z)]η
+O(~2) (159)
The exponent of the rst fator in (159) is only non-zero in the kink setor. The only dierene
to (102) is the ounter term ontribution. With {PIDReg} (for path integration domain) we
indiate that the set of onsidered paths and therefore the spetral funtion depends on the
regularization whih will be used. This will be disussed in detail in the next setions. In the
quadrati part of the ation the eld- degrees of freedom are the utuations η, the lassial
solution φcl is a xed bakground whih is nontrivial in the kink setor.
4.2 Mode regularization (MNC) for bosoni kinks
Mode regularization proeeds by making the system disrete by a nite volume L and thus
ountable (so one is not involved with funtional analytial subtleties as in the ontinuum)
26
In priniple there are also surfae terms beause of the nite time interval T (see above). But at the end
they are transformed bak to total derivative to get the harmoni osillator ation. This is a trivial step and
we suppress it here.
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and introdues a mode number uto (MNC) to regularize otherwise divergent expressions.
This is very analogous to a lattie regularization and, at least for bosons, there exists a one-
to-one orrespondene even though both shemes are not related by an ordinary oordinate
transformation in the path integral [24℄. There a two main points in a MNC-sheme that
beome ruial in the presene of a nontrivial bakground: (I) the boundary onditions should
not indue eets that do not vanish in the limit L→∞. (II) The number of disrete states
and the orret evaluation of the sums over mode energies. The relation between the utos
in dierent topologial setors is given by the requirement that in both setors an equal number
of modes is taken into aount. Thus the two Hilbert spaes PIDV acReg and PID
Kink
reg have the
same dimension and therefore this two spaes are isomorphi. Thus the orret ounting of
the disrete states is essential for mode regularization.
(I) Boundary Conditions
In those ases where boundary onditions are essential in the regularization proess, we adopt
a new priniple, whih is losely related to but less restritive than the topologial boundary
onditions of [38℄. To ensure that the BC do not introdue a fore whih ontributes to
the energy we ompatify the spatial diretion to a irle of perimeter L (L˜ = m
l
L in our
oordinates). The elds must therefore fulll a mathing ondition whih leads to ertain BC,
depending on the topology of the line bundle one hooses. Aording to (159) the elds that
have to fulll this mathing ondition are the utuations η. First of all the resulting BC must
be a linear relation so that the onsidered set of paths in (159) form a linear spae. We require
now that the BC must be hosen in a way that the transport of the quadrati Lagrangian
L(2)(η) around the ompatied dimension leaves L(2)(η) invariant. This means
z → z + L˜ : L(2)(η)→ L(2)(η)⇒ δL(2)(η) = 0
Otherwise the ation would get an additional ontribution ∼ ∫
L˜
dzδL(2) by the spatial integra-
tion. Thus the topology of the line bundle on whih η lives must be hosen in a way so that a
surrounding of the ompat dimension (z → z+ L˜) indues a linear symmetry transformation
of δL(2). In both topologial setors the inuene of the lassial solution (158) is symmetri,
thus on the irle one has OS(z + L˜) = OS(z). Therefore in both setors one an use the
following line bundles:
z → z + L˜ ⇒ η(z + L˜) = (−)Aη(z) A = 0, 1
The values of A = 0, 1 orresponds to periodi P and antiperiodi AP BC. This is the Z2
symmetry whih is despite spontaneous symmetry breaking onserved in the quadrati part
of the Lagrangian. The BC an be hosen independently in both setors, all ombinations
(V ac|kink) = (P,AP |P,AP ) are allowed sine our symmetry priniple ensures that no ontri-
butions due to the BC our. There is no need to use ommon BC in both setors (in ontrary
to [33℄,[34℄). This is the physial priniple for mode regularization. It is rather simple and not
restrited to two dimensional theories. In the ase of fermions it will beome more exiting.
27
27
Also homogeneous BC are allowed is by the symmetry priniple although they are not topologial. For
the sake of simpliity we do not onsider them here although in priniple possible.
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4.2.1 Regularized kink mass
To arry out the path integral in (159) one has to diagonalize the quadrati ation. In a
mode regularization sheme this is done by a nite expansion of the utuations aording to
eigen-funtions of the operator OS(z). For this one has to solve the eigen-value problem(−∂2z +OS(z)) ξn = ω2nξn (160)
with proper boundary onditions. A nite expansion of the utuations aording to the
eigen-funtions of (160)
η(x, t) =
M+∑
−M−
cn(t)ξn(x) (161)
leads to a nite, ountable set of harmoni osillators with eigen-frequenies ωn (see above).
The mode number utos M−, M+will be determined for eah speial ase below. Therefore
the path integral in (159) redues to a nite produt of harmoni osillators of frequeny ωn:
M+
Π
M−
∫
dcan
∫ can ,t′′
can ,t
′
Bn(T )Dcn(t) e i~
∫
T dt(
1
2
c˙2n− 12ω2nc2n)
(162)
The measure Bn(T ) is the same for eah osillator n, independent of the setor: the measure of
a harmoni osillator. Thus for an equal number of modes in the vauum- and kink setor one
has the same measure in both setors. There is a subtlety onneted with possible zero modes.
For the zero mode integration one has to use olletive oordinates. In the purely bosoni ase
this is a fairly trivial thing and onneted with breaking of the translation invariane by a
given kink position. As showed above, in the onsidered order one an omit the integration of
the zero mode.
28
The residual integration is easily performed. Putting all things of (159) together one obtains
for the dierene between the kink ground state energy and the vauum ground state energy
the following one loop kink mass
MK = EK −EV = M clK +
~
2
∑
bound
ωKb +
~
2

 M+∑
−M−
ωKn −
N+∑
−N−
ωVn

+ δM(δm) +O(~2). (163)
The mode energies ωK,Vn are given by the eigen values of (160) for the kink (K) and vauum
(V ) setor.
28
In the supersymmetri ase this issue is muh more involved, sine fermioni zero modes have the same
origin and should be treated by a ommon olletive oordinates (see below).
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4.2.2 Vauum ontribution
For the vauum the alulations and results are rather simple and in both ases given by
(AV = 0/1 for P/AP BC):
BC− quantization Lmkn = (2n+ AV )π (164)
groundstate energy : EV =
~m
2
N∑
−(N−AV )
√(
(2n+ AV )π
Lm
)2
+ 1 (165)
mode number : #V = 2N + 1 + AV (166)
energy uto : ΛA = k
A
N =
(2N + AV )π
Lm
:= Λ +
AV π
Lm
. (167)
In the vauum the onversion of the sum (167) into an integral is straightforward. Nevertheless
we use the Euler-MaLaurin formula whih will be the appropriate tehnique in the kink setor.
So one obtains
EV =
~m
2

(1−AV ) + 2
Λ+
AV pi
Lm∫
(2−AV )pi
Lm
dz
2π
Lm
√
z2 + 1 +
(
1 +
√
Λ2 + 1
)

+O(
1
L
,
1
Λ
). (168)
In the last term within braes, the surfae term, we have already arried out the limit L→∞.
4.2.3 Kink setor
In the kink setor all alulations beome muh more involved. First we outline the general
priniples. In the following subsetions we arry out the alulation for the onsidered models.
A very sensitive point is the evaluation of the (potentially) innite sum. The appropriate and
mathematially exat tool to do this is the Euler-MaLaurin formula, whih is given in the
appendix (318).
In both ases the ontinuum states (314),(315) are asymptotially of the form
ξ(q, z → ±∞) = Z±(q) eiqz = |Z±|ei[qz+ϕ±(q)] (169)
where Z±(q) are omplex valued funtions of the momentum q. For SG and φ4, respetively,
they have the expliit form
Z±sG(q) = ±1− iq (170)
Z±φ4(q) = (2− q2)∓ i3q. (171)
The absolute values |Z±| are not interesting (an be absorbed in the normalization) but the
argument funtions arg[Z±(q)] =: ϕ±(q) will beome very important. Their expliit forms
depend in a ruial way on the position of the branh ut hosen for the argument funtion.
From the asymptoti form (169) one an see that going one around the (large) spae-irle
one piks up a total phase
qL˜+ [ϕ+(q)− ϕ−(q)] =: qL˜+ δ(q). (172)
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Figure 10: The Sine-Gordon sattering phase δ(q) for dierent branh uts. (a) cut = Im+, arg(z) ∈
(−3π2 , π2 ]. (b) cut 6= Im±, arg(z) ∈ (α,α + 2π]. () cut = Im−, arg(z) ∈ (−π2 , 3π2 ].
where L˜ is the perimeter in z-oordinates from above, i.e. L˜ = m
l
L . The analytial struture
of the sattering phase δ(q) := ϕ+(q)−ϕ−(q) and its asymptoti values depend on the position
of the branh ut. By setting up boundary onditions the momenta get quantized as follows
qnL˜+ δ(qn) = (2n+ AK)π (173)
This is a transendental equation for the allowed qn's and we will solve them by iteration .
The onstant AK again determines the kind of boundary onditions (AK = 0/1 for P |AP
BC). To apply the Euler-MaLaurin formula (318) to evaluate the ground state energy
EK =
~m
2
M+∑
−M−
√
(
qn
l
)2 + 1
we have to know the addend as an expliit funtion of n. Therefore we have to resolve (173) to
get qn as an expliit funtion of n, at least up to suient orders in L and the mode number
uto M±. This is done by an iteration, where the seond step gives
qn =
(2n+ AK)π
L˜
− 1
L˜
δ(
(2n+ AK)π
L˜
) +O(
1
L˜2
). (174)
That this is a reasonable approximation is guaranteed by the Banah xed point theorem. The
sattering phase δ is bounded for all values of n (its maximum range is 4π as the dierene
of two angles (172)) and therefore the iteration (174) is a ontration if L˜ > δmax. This is of
ourse true sine we are interested in the limit L˜ → ∞. Next we do the expliit alulations
for the SG and φ4 model.
4.2.4 sine-Gordon-kink
From the asymptoti states (314) one obtains for the sattering phase
δ(q) = ϕ+(q)− ϕ−(q) = −2 arctan q + Cut
where Cut stands for branh ut position dependent onstants. The sattering phase varies in
range of 2π. Its branh ut dependent shape is given in g.10. With the position of the branh
ut also the disontinuity moves. At the disontinuity the phase jumps by 2π and this is also
the vertial distane between two neighboring straight lines (2n + AK)π − L˜qn whih must
interset the graph δ for qn being a solution of (173). Therefore in the ase of a disontinuous
phase always one mode has no solution and thus does not exist.
29
29
Note that at the disontinuity the phase takes only one value whih orresponds to the semi-open intervals
for the range of angles
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From the ontinuous version of the sattering phase one an obtain by Levinson's theorem the
number of disrete states as
δ(−∞)− δ(∞)
2π
= #discrete = 1.
This is exatly the translational zero mode of the SG kink, whih ounts as a full mode.30
Therefore the ontinuous spetrum in the kink setor is shifted down by one mode relative
to the vauum setor. For a disontinuous phase it is a low lying mode (in the sense that
M± → ∞) whih has no solution, whereas the phase goes asymptotially to zero (δ(±∞) =
0). For a ontinuous phase one has to omit one of the high modes, but now the phase
takes asymptotially the nite value 2π. This interplay between the asymptoti values of the
sattering phase and the omitted modes explains that even though a mode at the threshold of
the ontinuum states beomes a bound state it is possible to subtrat a high or a low mode
of the ontinuum. These are the general rules whih apply in all onsidered ases, also for
fermions.
We alulate the kink mass for the disontinuous phase with the branh ut at R+, so that
the phase jumps at q = 0 and is symmetri.31 For a more general branh ut position the
alulation is quite analogous but one has to write a little bit more. The ase of a ontinuous
phase will be onsidered in the φ4 model. We leave the ombination of boundary onditions
of the two setors arbitrary. For the sum over ontinuous kink mode energies we make a
symmetri ansatz
N∑
−(N+AK), 6=0
ωKn .
Therefore the ontinuous mode numbers are given as follows
vauum : #V = 2N + 1 + AV (175)
kink : #K = 2N + AK . (176)
Now independent of the BC one must have #V − #K = 1 due to the disrete zero mode in
the kink setor. For equal BC (AV = AK) one an see that this is already fullled. In the
ase of dierent BC one has to add (AK = 0 and AV = 1) or subtrat (AK = 1 and AV = 0)
in addition one of the high modes. So dierent BC ompensate the eet of the disontinuity
of the sattering phase. Thus for the kink modes we have
N∑
−(N+AK), 6=0
√
q2n + 1 + (AV − AK)m
√
Λ2 + 1.
For the additional high mode we have already taken the limit L→∞, but a detailed alula-
tion shows that the result is independent of the sequene of the limits L → ∞ and Λ → ∞.
Inserting the iterative solution (174) and using the Euler-MaLaurin formula we get with the
30
This is not as obvious as it seems. This will beome lear in the ase of fermions.
31
We hoose the semi-open interval for angles so that the phase takes the negative value at q = 0. Therefore
in both ases P/AP BC the mode n = 0 has no solution.
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variable transformation z = (2n+AK)π
Lm
N∑
−(N+AK), 6=0
ωKn = mAK + 2
N∑
1
ωKn + (AV − AK)m
√
Λ2 + 1
= mAK + 2m
Λ+
AKpi
Lm∫
(2+AK )pi
Lm
dz
2π
Lm
√(
z − 1
Lm
δ(z)
)2
+ 1
+m
(
1 +
√
Λ2 + 1
)
+ (AV − AK)m
√
Λ2 + 1
In the surfae term we have already arried out the limit L→∞ . As a next step we expand
the root
√
z2 − 2z
Lm
δ(z) +O( 1
L2
) + 1, where 2z
Lm
δ(z) is, for all z, a small quantity if L is large
enough, sine δ goes to zero suiently fast. But for branh ut positions where the phase
takes nite asymptoti values one has to take are at this point. Let us onsider suh an
example for the φ4 model. Putting all together we get with (168) and (156) for the kink mass
M = Mcl +
~m
2
(AK − (1−AV )) + ~m


Λ+
AKpi
Lm∫
(2+AK )pi
Lm
−
Λ+
AV pi
Lm∫
(2−AV )pi
Lm

 dz2πLm
√
z2 + 1
+
~m
2
(AV −AK)
√
Λ2 + 1− ~m
(∫ Λ
0
dz
2π
zδ(z)√
z2 + 1
+
∫ Λ
0
dz
π
1√
z2 + 1
)
+O(
1
L
) +O(~2)
In the seond line we have already arried out L→∞ sine the integrand is independent of L.
The surfae terms of the Euler-MaLaurin formula have aneled eah other. This is always
the ase, so we do not write them down in the further alulations. Doing the integrals and
taking the limit L→∞ one obtains
Mcl +
~m
2
(
AK + AV − 1− (AK + AV ) + (AK −AV )
√
Λ2 + 1 + (AV −AK)
√
Λ2 + 1
)
−~m 1
2π
(2− π).
So the divergenes anel eah other niely and we nally obtain for the kink mass
MK = Mcl − ~m
π
+O(~2)
We have been so expliit to show that even in the ase of dierent BC the orret mode
ounting gives the orret and nite result. The alulations for the ontinuous sattering
phase are quite analogous and give exatly the same result.
4.2.5 φ4-kink
In the φ4 model everything is straightforward, but more involved sine φ4 - kink is one degree
higher than the SG - kink32. From the asymptoti states (315) one obtains for the sattering
32SG- and φ4- kink are two speial ases of a lass of kinks whose zero mode is of the form ∼ 1
coshl z
[43℄. In
this sense SG/φ4 is of degree l = 1/2.
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Figure 11: The φ4 sattering phase for dierent branh uts: (a) cut = R−, arg(z) ∈ [−π, π). (b)
cut 6= R− ∨R+, arg(z) ∈ [α,α+2π). () cut = R+, arg(z) ∈ [0, 2π). With the position of the branh
ut the disontinuities are moving.
phase
δ(q) = −2 arctan
(
3q
2− q2
)
+ Cut (177)
Cut again stands for branh ut dependent ontributions. The sattering phase (177) takes
its values always in the semi open interval [−2π, 2π) (if the upper or lower interval bound is
the open one depends on the onvention). For dierent branh ut positions the phase has
the form as shown in g.11. For disontinuous phases two modes do not have a solution and
therefore do not our in the sum over mode energies. The information on the disrete modes
is again enoded in its asymptoti values. Levinson's theorem gives for the number of disrete
states
δ(−∞)− δ(∞)
2π
= #discrete = 2
These are the zero mode and the exited bound state of the φ4 kink (315). Therefore the
ontinuous spetrum of the kink shifts down by two modes relative to the vauum.
We now alulate the kink mass using the ontinuous phase to show how to deal with the
non-zero asymptoti values of the phase. We again do not x the BC ombination of the
two setors to show that there is no need to use the same BC in the two setors. The above
onsideration (176) showed that the subtlety in mode ounting only depends on the use of
dierent or equal BC. Thus, to redue the notational osts, we hoose periodi BC for the
vauum and let the BC in the kink setor unspeied. For the sum over ontinuous kink
mode energies we again make a symmetri ansatz
N−1∑
−(N−1+AK)
ωKn
Therefore the ontinuum mode numbers are given as follows
vauum : #V = 2N + 1
kink : #K = 2N − 1 + AK
Now independently of the BC in the kink setor one must have two ontinuum modes less than
in the vauum setor, i.e. #V −#K = 2. In the ase of equal BC (here periodi, i.e. AK = 0)
this is already fullled. For dierent BC, i.e antiperiodi BC in the kink setor (AK = 1) one
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has to subtrat in addition one of the high modes. Therefore with the use of (315) we get for
the kink sum
∑
ωKn = −(1 −AK)m+m
(
2
N−1∑
0
√
(
qn
2
)2 + 1− AK
√
(
qN
2
)2 + 1
)
(178)
The (dimensionless) momenta qn are given by the iterative solution (174) and therefore the
root in (178) an be written as (L˜ = m
2
L)
√(
(2n+ AK)π
Lm
− 1
Lm
δ(2
(2n+ AK)π
Lm
)
)2
+ 1
=
√(
(2n+ 2 + AK)π
Lm
− 1
Lm
[δ(2
(2n+ AK)π
Lm
) + 2π]
)2
+ 1,
where we have shifted
2π
Lm
from the phase term to the rst term. The reason for this is that
now one an onsistently expand the root in the following integral sine
z[δ+2π]
Lm
is even for
z →∞ a small quantity. Without this shift by 2π the approximation would break down and
result in a divergene.
Putting all together (156),(167),(315) and inserting in the Euler-MaLaurin formula one gets
with the variable transformation z = (2n+2+AK)π
Lm
:
MK = Mcl + ~m
√
3
4
+
~m
2
(AK − 1)− ~m
2
+ ~m


Λ+
AKpi
Lm∫
(2+AK )pi
Lm
−
Λ∫
2pi
Lm

 dz2πLm
√
z2 + 1
−~m
2
AK
√
Λ2 + 1− ~m
(∫ Λ
0
dz
2π
z[δ(2z) + 2π]√
z2 + 1
+ 3
∫ Λ
0
dz
2π
1√
z2 + 1
)
+O(
1
L
) +O(~2)
In the seond line we have already arried out L→∞ sine the integrand is independent of L.
The surfae terms of Euler-MaLaurin formula have aneled eah other. Doing the integrals
and taking the limit L→∞ one obtains
MK = Mcl + ~m
√
3
4
+
~m
2
(
AK − 1− 1− AK + AK
√
Λ2 + 1− AK
√
Λ2 + 1
)
−~m 1
2π
(3− 2π)− ~m 1
2
√
3
So again the divergenes anel eah other by orret mode ounting, and one obtains, inde-
pendently of the BC-ombination, for the kink mass
MK = Mcl + ~m
(
1
4
√
3
− 3
2π
)
+O(~2)
Similarly, other hoies of the branh ut positions lead to exatly the same result. This is as
it should be, sine the hoie of a ertain branh ut position is ompletely unphysial and a
purely mathematial onvention. So no alulations and results should depend on it.
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4.3 Hilbert spae of the soliton setor
Sine we now know the spetrum of the soliton setor (up to order ~) we an onsider the
partile ontent of this setor. The energy spetrum in the kink setor is of the form
33
E[{νl}] = MK + ωdνd +
∑
n
ωnνn,
where, in ontrast to (108), MK is the one-loop quantum mass of the kink. Thus these are the
exitations of the kink at rest. For the φ4 there also exists a disrete mode (the zero mode is
not inluded). This is the spetrum if the kink is at rest. Like in the vauum setor, to eah
mode {d, n} and their multiple exitation a state in the Hilbert (Fok) spae is assoiated.
Single exitations (νn = 1) orrespond to the fundamental quanta (in the presene of the
kink) or even to new partiles (νd = 1 or the kink itself). This states are dierent from the
vauum states, as we will show. Thus in addition to the vauum Hilbert spae (vauum and
multi meson states) there exists a kink setor Hilbert spae. In the vauum setor, besides the
vauum state |0〉 only ontinuum states (plane wave eigen-funtions) |k1, . . . kn〉 exists, whih
orrespond to the fundamental quanta of the theory. To perform loalized (normalizable)
partile states one has to built up wave pakets of these states. In the kink setor besides
the ontinuum modes there exists the kink, whih has a loalized energy density, and also a
disrete mode (for φ4), whih is normalizable. Thus the kink setor Hilbert spae onsists of
the following elements (partile states)
1. The lowest state is the kink partile |P 〉 with the momentum P and the energy E =√
P 2 +M2K (see (112)).
2. The exited state of the kink |P ∗〉 (only for φ4) of momentum P and energy E =√
P 2 + (MK + ωd)2.
3. The sattering states |P, k1, . . . , kn〉 onsisting of the kink partile and n mesons sat-
tering of the kink with asymptoti momenta P, k1, . . . kn.
4. The sattering states |P ∗, k1, . . . , kn〉 onsisting of the exited kink and n mesons of
asymptoti momenta P, k1, . . . kn.
For the state |P ∗〉 one disrete mode ω1 = m
√
3
2
is exited (see appendix). Higher exitations
of this mode (ν1 > 1) will be unstable against deay into kink and meson sine its energy
ν1ω1 = ν1m
√
3
2
lie for ν1 > 1 above the meson mass m. Note that with the zero mode no
new state is assoiated, sine it reets only the olletive motion of the kink and is therefore
ontained in the energy-momentum relation of the kink in point 1.
We have already seen that the kinks are stable under small perturbations (all eigen-values of
the stability equation are positive) and that the stability or the existene of non-dissipative
solutions, respetively, is onneted with the existene of a topologial onservation law (there
also exist loalized nite energy solutions whose stability arises from ordinary onservation
laws. These solutions are neessarily time-dependent, like the sine-Gordon breather [41℄). We
have also seen, that the dierent topologial setors are not onneted. We show that this is
33
In this setion we use units so that ~ = 1.
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also true in the quantized theory. In terms of Hilbert spae this is expressed by the following
two postulates [40℄, [3℄:
I. The kink setor Hilbert spae is orthogonal to the vauum Hilbert spae, i.e. for all ampli-
tudes
〈kink sector|vacuum sector〉 = 0.
This an be shown as follows: The topologial harge operator
34
Q =
∫
dxJ0 = c
[
φˆ(∞, t)− φˆ(−∞, t)
]
, (179)
is onserved in time sine J0 is the zero omponent of the onserved urrent
J µ = εµν∂ν φˆ with ∂µJ µ = 0.
Sine φˆ is hermitian also Q is a hermitian operator and thus its eigen-states are orthogonal.
In addition Q is onserved in time and translationally invariant (see (179)) , i.e. it ommutes
with the energy-momentum operator Pµ. Thus, independent of the onsidered setor there
exists a basis in the Hilbert spae so that Pµ and Q have ommon eigenstates. Therefore
the eigenvalues of Q are good quantum numbers and eah state in the Hilbert spae an be
haraterized by them. Thus the existene of onserved topologial harge Q has, due to the
existene of a onserved urrent, analogous onsequenes as usual Noether harges, following
from ontinuous symmetries. Now the ation of the eld operator on vauum states are of the
form
φˆ(x, t) |k1, . . . kn〉 = φV + ηˆV (x, t) |k1, . . . kn〉 −→
x→±∞
φV + rapidly osillating terms.
The rapidly osillating terms do not ontribute to the harge Q (see (29)), so that for all states
of the vauum setor the topologial quantum number Q = 0. Whereas the ation on kink
setor states is of the form [40℄
φˆ(x, t) |P, k1, . . . kn〉 = φK(x, t) + ηˆK(x, t) |P, k1, . . . kn〉 −→
x→±∞
φK(±∞, t) + rapidly osillating terms.
The rapidly osillating terms in the kink setor are the same as in the vauum setor, up to
linear ombinations (see appendix), and therefore also do not ontribute to the harge. But
the kink funtion φK gives a non-trivial ontribution, so that all states in the kink setor have
the topologial harge Q = 1. Sine states with dierent topologial harge are orthonormal
one obtains for the amplitudes
〈kink sector|vacuum sector〉 = 〈Q = 1|Q = 0〉 = 0.
Sine Q is a onserved operator the kink and the vauum setor are not only orthogonal
but annot evolve into one another. Thus, despite all kink setor states, built around the
loal minimum φK , have higher energy (in the weak oupling limit, sine Mcl = O(
1
λ
)) than
any vauum setor state, they do not deay into the vauum vetor states, built around the
lower minimum, as expeted a priori, purely from energetis. In the quantized theory this is
apparently due to the existene of the onserved topologial harge.
34c is a normalization onstant, see (26).
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II. The dierent topologial Hilbert spae setors are not onneted by any loalized operator.
Consider any loalized physial observable A(t). That is, let
A(t) =
∫
dxaˆ(x, t),
where aˆ(x, t) is a loal funtion of the eld and its derivatives with nite spatial support at
any given time t. Then the equal time ommutator
[A(t),Q(t)] = lim
L→∞
c
{
[A(t), φˆ(L, t)]− [A(t), φˆ(−L, t)]
}
= 0
beause of the ausality ondition, i.e. that all ommutators of spae-like separated operators
vanish. Thus, any suh operator A annot onnet setors with dierent topologial harges
Q. This suggests that Q is something like a super-seletion quantum number, separating the
kink setor from the vauum setor.
4.4 Continuum alulation (EMC) for bosoni kinks
In [39℄ it was shown that the widely used (see e.g. [5, 6℄) ommon strit energy-momentum-
uto regularization (EMC) leads to results for the kink masses whih dier from that obtained
by a mode regularization. In [39℄ the EMC were identied as inorret by omparing the
alulated masses with exat results known for the SG breather solution. In reent works
([34℄,[35℄) a remedy has been suggested using an analogy to the Casimir eet, whih in
any physially realisti situation has a natural UV uto. There are however several reasons
why we think that this solution is not satisfying: (i) In a disretized alulation this would
impose the (as we have seen) unneessary requirement of idential boundary onditions in
the topologially distint setors; (ii) It also depends in a ruial way on the position of the
branh ut of the sattering phase whih is ompletely unphysial. The proedure works only
for disontinuous phases whih go asymptotially to zero. However, as we shall see, in the
supersymmetri ase this is impossible beause of the presene of half-bound states.
In our opinion, the deeper question behind this whole issue whih has to be solved is how
to regularize/renormalize two dierent topologial setors (setors with trivial and non-trivial
bakground) in a onsistent way. Therefore one needs a priniple that tells one how to regu-
larize two setors in the same way so that one an ompare them in a onsistent manner (the
presription of a ommon energy uto evidently does not ahieve this). The priniple must
determine in partiular how to relate regularization parameters (utos) in the two setors.
In a mode regularization sheme this is done by mode ounting, i.e by the requirement that
both setors below a ertain energy/momentum have the same dimension in eld-onguration
spae. In a ontinuum alulation, the dimension an be measured by the spetral density.
But these spetral densities are the quantities to be determined. So one needs an independent
priniple whih relates the uto in the kink setor to the uto in the vauum setor. We
show that the requirement that the regularized units in the two setors an be mathed will
ahieve this.
Required auray
In the disrete ase one has two approximation parameters L and Λ whih an be used in
alulations. In the ontinuum alulation the only regularization parameter is the uto Λ.
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This uto is xed in the vauum setor and by renormalization, i.e. the ounter-terms dened
by renormalization onditions. The important thing is, that the theory should be renormalized
only one to be onsistent. Therefore all other regularization quantities espeially in the
nontrivial setor must be given by Λ in a unique way. These relations and other approximations
must be aurate to suiently high orders, so that no nite ontributions are lost and nite
errors survive. For alulating the energy they are given as follows:
Cutos: The integration boundaries in the soliton setor, must be orret up to order O( 1
Λ2
)
sine the mode energies, i.e the integrand are of order O(Λ) for high momenta and therefore
orders O( 1
Λ
) in the uto give nite ontributions even in the limit Λ→∞.
Spetral densities: The spetral density ρ = ρkink − ρvac measures the (dierene of the)
number of states in the ontinuum. Sine in the kink setor, there are also disrete states, its
integral should give the negative number of these disrete states. The integral of the spetral
density must give the orret number of disrete states up to order O( 1
Λ2
) so that the error in
the number of ontinuum states does not ontribute to the energy. An error of order O( 1
Λ
)
would result in a nite error in the energy sine the wrongly ounted modes are multiplied
with the mode energies whih are at the high end of order O(Λ). This is the analogue of mode
ounting in the disrete ase where it is of ourse muh simpler.
4.4.1 Vauum
To alulate the ground state energy of the vauum utuations one has to path-integrate the
the quadrati part of the ation
1
2~
∫
TxR
dtdx η(x, t)
δ2S
δφ2
|φV η(x, t) (180)
Therefore one diagonalizes the operator in (180) as follows (z = mx
l
, l = 1, 2 for SG, φ4)
(−∂2z + l2)ξV (k, z) = ω2V (k)ξV (k, z) (181)
ξV (k, z) =
1√
2π
e
ikz ω2(k) = k2 + l2 (182)
The energy of a mode is then given as
EV (k) =
~m
2l
ω(k) =
~m
2l
√
k2 + l2 (183)
To diagonalize the quadrati part of the ation one has to expand the quantum utuations
η(z, t) aording to the eigen-funtions (182). Here the uto regularization takes plae as
follows
η(z, t) =
∫
dkΘ(Λ− |k|)ξV (k, z)α(k, t) (184)
After spatial integration in (180) the quadrati part of the ation is a ontinuous set of har-
moni osillators α(k, t) with the energies (183). The ontinuous set is stritly ut o at the
momentum |k| = Λ. This uto haraterizes the set of utuations whih are onsidered in
the path integration (159). In this sense regularization means to restrit the path integration
on a subset of the ontinuous funtions
PID = {C[RxT ] | η(x, t′) = η(x, t′′) = ηa(x)} −→ PIDReg
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The regularized subset of the onsidered funtions is haraterized by the eigen-funtions whih
are taken into aount in (184). The subset PIDReg is obtained by the ation of a projetion
operator in the whole spae PID whih is the identity in PIDreg and we therefore all the
regularized unit :
δˆV (z − z′) =
∫
dkΘ(Λ− |k|)ξ∗V (k, z′)ξV (k, z) =
1
2π
∫ Λ
−Λ
dkeik(z−z
′) =
1
π
sin[Λ(z − z′)]
(z − z′) (185)
The proof that this is a projetor and it is the unit in PIDReg is straightforward
δˆ2V =
∫
dyδˆV (z − y)δˆ(y − z′) = δˆV (z − z′) = δˆV
δˆV η =
∫
dz′δˆV (z − z′)η(z′, t) = η,
where in the seond line we have inserted (184) for η. There are two interesting limits of (185)
lim
Λ→∞
δˆV (z − z′) = δ(z − z′) (186)
lim
z′→z
δˆV (z − z′) = Λ
π
(187)
The rst line is obvious sine in this limit (185) is a representation of the Dira delta-
distribution; the seond limit provides the diagonal elements whih will be needed later.
4.4.2 Kink setor
In the nontrivial setor the quadrati part of the ation is given by
1
2~
∫
TxR
dtdx η(x, t)
δ2S
δφ2
|φKη(x, t)
The operator
δ2S
δφ2
|φKwhih must be diagonalized is the stability operator. Its spetrum is given
in the appendix (314, 315). The mode energies are given as in the vauum (182) by
EK(k) =
~m
2l
ωK(k) =
~m
2l
√
k2 + l2 (188)
The dierene to the vauum is given by the dierent eigen and ontinuum states whih will
lead to a spetral density whih diers from that in the vauum setor. The spetral density for
the ontinuous spetrum of a dierential operator relative to its free part, i. e. the assoiated
vauum operator is given by the diagonal elements of their density matries ([44℄,[45℄):
ρ(k) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dz [ξ∗K(k, z)ξK(k, z)− ξ∗V (k, z)ξV (k, z)] (189)
This spetral density without uto regularization is usually used for zeta-funtion regular-
ization [42℄. Setting up the same strit uto in both setors, i.e. multiplying (189) with a
ommon step-funtion, one obtains the same spetral density as in [39℄
ρcom(k) = Θ(Λ− |k|)δ
′(k)
2π
(190)
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Usual this spetral density is alulated by starting from a mode regularization (see [39℄ and
referenes therein). Also in [34℄ this detour has been taken. This is the reason why one
gets problems with the BC and the branh ut position, sine the modiations in [34℄ only
lead to a ertain mode number uto sheme (ertain BC and branh ut position). Other
ombinations annot be produed by the Casimir trik.
In the next setions we alulate the orretion to (190) appropriate for an EMC sheme.
First we onstrut the analogue to the regularized unit (185) in the kink setor assuming a
dierent uto ΛK . The requirement of a onsistent regularization will dene ΛK as a funtion
of the given uto Λ, dened by the vauum. The onsisteny of the regularization is given
by the requirement that the path integration over quantum utuations must be restrited in
both setors to the same subset PIDreg (regularized path integration domain). To make this
notion more onrete is the subjet of the following setions.
4.4.3 Sine-Gordon
For the sine-Gordon model the normalized eigen states are given by
ξ0 =
1√
2
1
cosh z
(191)
ξ(k, z) =
eikz√
2π
tanh z − ik√
k2 + 1
(192)
The regularized unit is given as
δˆK(z, z
′) =
1
2
1
cosh z cosh z′
+
∫
dkΘ(ΛK − |k|)e
ik(z−z′)
2π
(tanh z′ + ik)(tanh z − ik)
k2 + 1
(193)
Beause the eigen-values (314) are symmetri (degenerated) in k we made a symmetri ansatz
for the uto ΛK , i.e. we hoose the same for positive and negative momenta. For the
alulation of the spetral density we only need the diagonal elements of the density matrix
ξ∗(k′, z′)ξ(k, z). Therefore it is suient to know ΛK at the point z′ → z:
lim
z′→z
δˆK(z, z
′) =
1
2 cosh2 z
+
∫ ΛK
−ΛK
dk
2π
tanh2 z + k2
k2 + 1
(194)
The integration is easily performed and one obtains
δˆK(z, z) =
ΛK
π
+
1
cosh2 z
(
π − 2 arctanΛK
2π
)
=
ΛK
π
+
1
2π
1
cosh2 z
δ(ΛK) (195)
It is interesting that the sattering phase arises here. In the disrete alulation the sattering
phase δ omes in by setting up boundary onditions on the asymptoti states. And indeed
as shown in [39℄ the shift in the uto is onneted with the sattering phase. Note that the
funtion δ(ΛK) = π− 2 arctanΛK is uniquely given by the integration (194). Thus there is no
ambiguity in hoosing a ertain branh ut position.
To determine the uto ΛK we require that the regularized subset PIDReg of paths in the
kink setor is in a ertain sense the same as in the vauum. To establish this we require
that the two projetors δˆV and δˆK must oinide (in the sense of distributions). Sine for the
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spetral density we need only the diagonal elements it is suient to use (195) and (185).
The requirement of the equivalene of the o diagonal elements an be understood as an
equivalene of the two operators in higher orders of O( 1
Λ
), whih however is not needed for
our purpose. Thus we get
δˆK
!
= δˆV =⇒ ΛK + 1
cosh z2
δ(ΛK)
2
!
= Λ (196)
This is an impliitly given funtion for ΛK sine the uto Λ is given and dened by the vauum
and renormalization. Therefore we have to solve (196) for ΛK . This we do by appliation of
the Banah xed point theorem in an iteration up to suient order in Λ. After the rst
iteration we are at suient order
ΛK = Λ− 1
2 cosh2 z
δ(Λ) +O([
1
2 cosh2 z
]2,
1
Λ3
) (197)
In (197) both fators
1
2 cosh2 z
and
1
Λ
are smaller than one (if Λ > 1) and therefore one has
independently of z a ontration so that the Banah xed point theorem is appliable and
(197) is a reasonable approximation. In the limit Λ → ∞ the unit dened in the kink setor
(193) and the kink uto ΛK (197) onverge to the vauum quantities as
lim
Λ→∞
ΛK = Λ+O(
1
Λ
)
lim
Λ→∞
δˆK(z, z
′)→ δ(z − z′)
Thus the kink uto ΛK approahes Λ as
1
Λ
and therefore this dierene an never be ne-
gleted (see setion 4.4). The seond relation is nothing else than the ompleteness relation
for the spetrum of the self adjoint stability operator. Relation (196) is the analogue of the
requirement of equal number of modes in the disrete ase. This ensures that the onsidered
subset of paths has in both ases the same dimension.
We are now in the position to alulate the uto-regularized spetral densities. First we
dene some notational abbreviation to keep the alulations readable.
ΘΛ(|k|) := Θ(Λ− |k|)
δ := δ(Λ)
ΘΛK(|k|) := Θ
(
Λ− 1
cosh2 z
δ
2
− |k|
)
Θ(Λ− 1
2
δ,Λ)(|k|) = 1 for k ∈ (Λ−
1
2
δ,Λ) ; else 0
Respeting the dierent utos one gets the spetral density in an analogous way to (189) as
ρ(k) =
∫
dz [ΘΛK(|k|)ξ∗KξK −ΘΛ(|k|)ξ∗V ξV ](k,z) (198)
= ΘΛ(|k|)
∫
dz [ξ∗KξK − ξ∗V ξV ] +
∫
dz [ΘΛK(|k|)−ΘΛ(|k|)] ξ∗KξK (199)
=: ρcom(k) + ∆ρ(k), (200)
where we have split the spetral density into the onventional part obtained by a strit ommon
ut o ρcom and the orretion ∆ρ. The integration for ρcom is elementary and give the well
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known result
ρcom(k) = ΘΛ(|k|)
∫
dz
2π
[
tanh2 z + k2
k2 + 1
− 1] = (201)
= ΘΛ(|k|) 1
2π
−2
k2 + 1
= ΘΛ(|k|) 1
2π
δ′(k). (202)
To show that the spetral density ρcom is not orret at the order of interest we integrate (202)
over k, whih gives ∫
dkρcom = −2
π
arctanΛ = −1 + 2
π
1
Λ
+O(
1
Λ2
) (203)
In the last step we have expanded arctanΛ around Λ =∞. From (203) one an see that the
onventional spetral density gives the orret (negative) number of disrete states (1 in the
sine-Gordon model) only up to errors of order O( 1
Λ
). Next we alulate the orretion ∆ρ to
the spetral density ρcom. It is symmetri in z and therefore we an restrit the onsiderations
to positive z with a fator two. With (192), (200) one obtains
∆ρ(k) =
1
π
∫ ∞
0
dz [ΘΛK (|k|)−ΘΛ(|k|)]
tanh2 z + k2
k2 + 1
(204)
With a variable transformation x = cosh z (204) an be written as
∆ρ(k) =
1
π
1
k2 + 1
∫ ∞
1
dx
[
Θ(Λ− 1
2x2
δ − |k|)−Θ(Λ− |k|)
](√
x2 − 1
x2
+
k2√
x2 − 1
)
(205)
Beause of the step funtions in (205) the integral is only unequal zero if |k| < Λ. In this ase
the rst braket in (205) takes the values
0 . . .Λ− |k| − δ
2x2
> 0 (206)
−1 . . .Λ− |k| − δ
2x2
< 0 (207)
Therefore the integration in (205) is restrited to values
x2 <
δ(Λ)
2(Λ− |k|) (208)
The smallest possible value of x is the lower integration boundary in (205), i.e. x = 1. This
leads to a onstraint for the possible k values (else ∆ρ = 0)
1 <
δ(Λ)
2(Λ− |k|) ⇒ |k| > Λ−
δ(Λ)
2
Therefore the orretion is only nonzero if |k| ∈ (Λ− δ
Λ
,Λ). With (208) and (207) we get
∆ρ(k) = −Θ(Λ− δ
2
,Λ)(|k|)
1
π
1
k2 + 1
∫ √ δ
2(Λ−|k|)
1
dx
(√
x2 − 1
x2
+
k2√
x2 − 1
)
(209)
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Figure 12: The spetral density orretion ∆ρ(k) for the values Λ = 10, Λ = 100 and Λ = 1000 of
the dimensionless vauum uto.
The integration in (209) an be arried out exatly. The nal result for the orretion is using
the abbreviation αΛ(k) :=
δ(Λ)
2(Λ−|k|) :
∆ρ(k) = −Θ(Λ− δ
2
,Λ)(|k|)
1
π
(
ln[
√
αΛ(k) +
√
αΛ(k)− 1]− 1
k2 + 1
√
1− 1
αΛ(k)
)
(210)
Although this expression is rather ompliated it is not exat. When solving the impliit given
funtion for ΛK (196) after Λ we had to approximate the solution up to order O(
1
Λ3
) (197).
The orretion is a smooth funtion of k and its graph is shown in g. 12 for dierent utos
Λ. Let us now verify that the approximate solution (197) is suiently aurate. As a test
we show that the integral of the spetral density gives the orret number of bound states at
least to the suient order O( 1
Λ2
):∫
dk∆ρ(k) = 2
∫ ∞
0
dk∆ρ(k) (211)
= −2
π
∫ Λ
Λ− δ
2
dk
(
ln[
√
αΛ(k) +
√
αΛ(k)− 1]− 1
k2 + 1
√
1− 1
αΛ(k)
)
(212)
The logarithm an be integrated exatly by a variable transformation z = 2(Λ−k)
δ(Λ)
and gives
−δ(Λ)
π
∫ 1
0
dz[ln(1 +
√
1− z)− ln√z] = −δ(Λ)
π
(213)
The seond term in (212) we an only estimate as follows
2
π
∫ Λ
Λ− δ
2
dk
1
k2 + 1
√
1− 1
αΛ(k)
<
2
π
∫ Λ
Λ− δ
2
dk
1
k2 + 1
= (214)
=
2
π
[arctanΛ− arctan(Λ− δ
2
)] =
2
π
1
Λ3
+O(
1
Λ5
) (215)
Therefore we an neglet this ontribution to the spetral density test sine it is of order O( 1
Λ3
)
and so does not ontribute as disussed in setion 4.4. Thus we have for the omplete spetral
density integral the following result (202),(213)∫
dk(ρcom +∆ρ) = −2
π
arctanΛ− 1
π
(π − 2 arctanΛ) +O( 1
Λ3
) = −1 +O( 1
Λ3
) (216)
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Thus the integral of the orreted spetral density gives the orret number of disrete states
up to the suient order O( 1
Λ3
). The remaining error is only due to our eort to express
ΛK through the the regularization/renormalization dening vauum uto Λ. Therefore we
had to solve (196) in a reasonable approximation. Setting up ΛK as the fundamental uto
and expressing Λ as a funtion of it one obtains a slightly dierent orretion to the spetral
density ρcom (ρ = ρcom − ∆˜ρ(k)):
∆˜ρ(k) =
∫
dz
[
Θ(ΛK +
1
2 cosh2 z
δ(ΛK)− |k|)−Θ(ΛK − |k|)
]
ξ∗V (k, z)ξV (k, z)
An analogous (and simpler) alulation as above gives
∆˜ρ(k) =
1
π
Θ(ΛK ,ΛK+ 12 δ(ΛK ))
(|k|) ln
[√
δ(ΛK)
2(|k| − ΛK +
√
δ(ΛK)
2(|k| − ΛK) − 1
]
The integral of the spetral density gives now∫
dkρ(k) =
1
2π
(−2 arctanΛK)− 1 + 1
π
arctanΛK = −1
This is indeed the exat (negative) number of disrete states. Thus, a omplete mathing of
the diagonal elements of the regularized units gives even an exat result for the sum rule to
be satised by the spetral density.
4.4.4 Quantum mass of the kink
The orretion ∆ρ results in a additional ontribution to quantum mass of the kink ompared
to the mass alulated with the spetral density with a strit ommon uto ρcom. With (183)
and (188) one obtains
∆M =
~m
2
∫
dk
√
k2 + 1∆ρ(k) (217)
= ~m(
−1
π
)
∫ Λ
Λ− δ
2
dk
√
k2 + 1
(
ln[
√
αΛ(k) +
√
αΛ(k)− 1]− 1
k2 + 1
√
1− 1
αΛ(k)
)
.(218)
The seond term in (218) an be estimated as follows
~m
π
∫ Λ
Λ− δ
2
dk
1√
k2 + 1
√
1− 1
αΛ(k)
<
~m
π
∫ Λ
Λ− δ
2
dk
1√
k2 + 1
=
~m
π
(arsinhΛ− arsinh(Λ− δ(Λ)
2
)
Λ→∞−→ 0.
To integrate the logarithm we transform to the variable z = 2(Λ−k)
δ
. This gives
−~m
π
δ(Λ)
2
∫ 1
0
dz
√
(Λ− δ
2
z)2 + 1
(
ln(1 +
√
1− z)− ln√z)
Expanding the root and with
∫ 1
0
dz(ln(1+
√
1− z)− ln√z) = 1 one obtains for the orretion
∆M = −~m 1
2π
δ(Λ)Λ +O(
1
Λ2
)
Λ→∞−→ −~m
π
(219)
This is exatly the missing ontribution in the strit ommon uto alulation [39℄.
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4.4.5 The large Λ limit and omparison with the results of [34℄
We want to demonstrate that the orretion to the spetral density obtained by [34℄ whih is
sharply loated at |k| = Λ an be obtained by a large Λ limit keeping the neessary orders.
Therefore one must respet that the orretion ∆ρ (210) for varying Λ is a sequene of dis-
tributions ating on test-funtions like the mode energy (183)is one. So we investigate the
ation of ∆ρ on test-funtions in the large Λ limit. As test-funtions we use smooth symmetri
funtions ϕ(k) = ϕ(−k) like the mode energy (183) is one, whih grow at most linearly with
k and for |k| > Λ we an assume that they vanish fast enough to be a test-funtion, sine we
are onsidering large but still nite Λ. This symmetry is not really neessary but so we don't
have to treat the k < 0-domain separately. Thus we onsider the following expression for large
Λ:
l∆ρ(ϕ) =
∫
dk∆ρ(k)ϕ(k) = 2
∫ Λ
0
dkϕ(k)∆ρ(k) (220)
First we alulate the logarithmi part of (220). With (210) and a variable transformation
z = 2(Λ−k)
δ
we get
−δ(Λ)
π
∫ 1
0
dzϕ(Λ− δ
2
z)[ln(1 +
√
1− z)− ln√z] (221)
= −δ(Λ)
π
∫ 1
0
dz[ϕ(Λ)− ϕ′(Λ)δ(Λ)
2
z +O(δ2, z2)][ln(1 +
√
1− z)− ln√z] (222)
= −δ(Λ)
π
[ϕ(Λ) +
1
3
ϕ′(Λ)
δ(Λ)
2
+O(
1
Λ2
)] = −δ(Λ)
π
ϕ(Λ) +O(
1
Λ2
). (223)
The ation of the seond part of (210) we estimate as follows
2
π
∫ Λ
Λ− δ
2
ϕ(k)
1
k2 + 1
√
1− 2(Λ− k)
δ
<
2
π
|ϕ(Λ)|
∫ Λ
Λ− δ
2
1
k2 + 1
(224)
=
2
π
|ϕ(Λ)| 1
Λ3
+O(
1
Λ6
) (225)
Therefore get for (220) with (223),(225)
l∆ρ(ϕ) = −δ(Λ)
π
ϕ(Λ) +O(
1
Λ2
)
Thus in the large Λ limit the distribution ∆ρ approahes
∆ρ(k)→ −δ(Λ)
π
δD(Λ− |k|) = −1
π
δ(k)δD(Λ− |k|)
This is exatly the additional term in the spetral density obtained by [34℄ using an analogy to
the Casimir eet. Therefore we understand the results of [34℄ as a large Λ limit of the smooth
orretion ∆ρ (210). But the alulation in [34℄ suers from the problem that it works only
for ertain branh ut positions of the sattering phase. Other branh ut positions lead to a
divergent result for the kink mass. This ambiguity annot be xed without the use of mode
number uto onsiderations. In our ase the ourrene of the funtion π−2 arctanΛ, whih
equals the sattering phase δ(Λ) with a ertain branh ut position, in (195) is ompletely
unique. It simply omes from a uniquely dened integral.
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4.4.6 Robustness of the proedure
We now investigate the z-dependene and the stability of the relation between the utos ΛK ,
Λ (197) and the spetral density orretion ∆ρ (204). For this purpose we approximate the
fator cosh−2 z by a retangle of width 2b and high a whih is also symmetri around z = 0.
The area under cosh−2 z is given as
∫
dz cosh−2 z = 2; nevertheless we shall leave the area of
the retangle unspeied for now. Therefore (197) hanges to
cosh−2 z → aΘ(b− |z|) (226)
ΛK = Λ− aΘ(b− |z|)δ(Λ)
2
(227)
Here we must require that
a
2
≤ 1 to ensure that (197) is still a ontration for nite Λ and the
Banah xed point theorem is still appliable. With this the orretion (204) hanges to
∆ρ(k) = −Θ(Λ− a
2
δ,Λ)(|k|)
∫ b
−b
dz
2π
−aΘ(b− |z|) + k2 + 1
k2 + 1
(228)
= −Θ(Λ− a
2
δ,Λ)(|k|) 1
π
[b− ab
k2 + 1
] (229)
The integral of the spetral density orretion is now given by
∫
dk∆ρ = −1
π
2
∫ Λ
Λ− a
2
δ
dk[b− ab
k2 + 1
] (230)
= −1
π
ab[δ(Λ)− 2[arctanΛ− arctan(Λ− aδ
2
)] (231)
= −1
π
[abδ(Λ)− 2ab a
Λ3
+O(
a2
Λ5
)] (232)
In the last step we have expanded the seond term around Λ =∞. The rst term in the braket
orresponds to (213) and the seond term to (215). This oinides with the undeformed result
(213) if and only if ab = 1 and thus when the area of the retangle 2ab = 2 equals the area
under the funtion cosh−2 z. Analogously, the orretion to the quantum mass of the kink
does not hange if ab = 1. The analogue of (218) using (229) reads:
∆M =
~m
2
∫
dk
√
k2 + 1∆ρ(k) = −~m
π
∫ Λ
Λ− a
2
δ
dk
(
b
√
k2 + 1− ab√
k2 + 1
)
(233)
= −~m
π
(
b
2
[Λ
√
Λ2 + 1− Λ
√
(Λ− aδ
2
)2 + 1] + ab
δ(Λ)
4
√
(Λ− aδ
2
)2 + 1 (234)
+
b
2
[arsinhΛ− arsinh(Λ− aδ
2
)]− ab[arsinhΛ− arsinh(Λ− aδ
2
)]) (235)
Λ→∞−→ −~m
π
ab(
1
2
+
1
2
+ 0 + 0) = −~m
π
ab (236)
This gives again the orret result (219) if and only if the area of the retangle equals the area
of cosh−2 z, i.e. if ab = 1. It seems to be arbitrary where to loate spatially the modiation
of the kink spetrum as long as the average is the same. Therefore the equality between the
two projetors (196) does not have to be a strong relation, i.e. a identity between operators,
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but rather a weak relation, i.e. an identity between their ation on states, that is, a relation
between distributions.
All the above onsiderations work in full analogy for the φ4 model and give also the orret
results.
Disussion
In onlusion we an say that we have a working priniple that relates the regularization
parameter of the nontrivial ΛK to that of the trivial setor Λ in a way that both setors are
regularized in a onsistent way, i.e. so that one an really ompare them with eah other.
This is the main point in our opinion: to nd suh a relation so that one an regularize the
nontrivial setor onsistent with the vauum setor, in whih also the renormalization is xed
and denes the physial parameters (mass, oupling,..) of the theory. Again the big advantage
of our priniple is, besides that it gives the orret results in a onsistent way, that it is not
restrited to two dimensions or supersymmetri theories. It is to expet that it also works for
fermions. This work is in progress.
Nevertheless further investigations are in order. Espeially the identiation of the regularized
units has to be investigated from a mathematial point of view. For the o diagonal term
these are very ompliated integral equations, similar to Fredholm equations, for the unknown
funtion ΛK(Λ). It would be worth to investigate this further to nd out under what onditions
a solution for ΛK(Λ) exists. It is oneivable that in general a strit uto-funtion (step
funtion) as used in our ansatz does not solve this problem.
5 Fermions
Until now we have only onsidered bosoni elds and treated them in the path integral as
lassial funtions. The nature (physis) of fermioni elds is ompletely dierent. While
lassial Bose elds are found in nature (e.g. eletromagneti waves, gravitational elds, et.)
lassial Fermi elds are not, at least not in the same sense. From the quantum-point of view
a olletion of a very large number of bosons in more or less the same quantum state, i.e.
a oherent state, an be desribed by a lassial (on-shell) eld and also observed as suh
elds, if one does not look too losely. The same annot happen for fermioni elds sine the
Pauli exlusion priniple forbids more than one fermion per state. This strange behavior is
respeted in desription of lassial (not operators) fermioni elds by a strange algebra
of the fermioni degrees of freedom, namely Grassmann algebras. Heuristially this an be
obtained by the formal limit ~→ 0 in the antiommutation relations of Dira elds:
{ψα(x, t), ψ†β(x′, t)} = ~δαβδ(x− x′)
{ψα(x, t), ψβ(x′, t)} = {ψ†α(x, t), ψ†β(x′, t)} = 0.
By this point of view lassial fermioni elds are funtions over the spae-time, parametrized
by (x, t) whih have their values in a Grassmann algebra. This limit does not desribe the
physial world in an approximative sense as mentioned above. To desribe the (quantum)
dynamis of a system we not only need the funtional dependene of the degrees of freedom
(DOF) on the the spae-time parameters but we also need the dependene of dynamial
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quantities like the ation or the Hamiltonian on the elds (oordinates for nite systems). Sine
fermioni DOF are elements of a Grassmann algebra we need a generalization of operations like
variation and path-integration to funtions on a Grassmann algebra. For this we onsider
some basi properties.
5.1 Grassmann alulus
5.1.1 Grassmann algebras.
A nite dimensional Grassmann algebra GN(K) over the eld 35 K an be onstruted from a
set of N elements {a1, . . . , aN}, alled generators whih fulll the following algebra:
{ai, aj} = 0 ∀i, j = 1, . . . , N.
This relation is invariant under general linear transformations ai → Gijaj , where the matrix
entries Gij ∈ K. The whole algebra is a 2N dimensional vetor spae in whih the ordered
produts
1
{ai|i = 1 . . . N}
{aiaj |i < j; i, j = 1 . . .N}
{aiajak|i < j < k; i, j, k = 1 . . . N}
.
.
.
a1a2 . . . aN ,
form a basis. Conrete realizations of this algebra are for example the exterior algebra of forms
over a N-dimensional vetor spae or the algebra of N fermioni exitation operators ating
on a Fok spae. The algebra is the diret sum of an even and an odd part,
G = G+ ⊕ G−,
and thus a Grassmann algebra is a Z2 graduated algebra. The even part onsists of all linear
ombinations of basis-elements whih onsists of an even number of generators and analogously
the odd part is the linear hull of basis-elements onsisting of an odd number of generators.
Both, G±, have speial features.
The even part G+ is a ommutative sub algebra, i.e.
for f+, g+ ∈ G+ ⇒ f+g+ ∈ G+
[f+, g+] = 0.
Therefore one an dene funtions on G+ and multiply and add them in the usual way. For
example an element of degree two
W =
N∑
i,j=1,i<j
∆ijaiaj ,
35K will be mostly equal to C
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where the oeients ∆ij ∈ K are ordinary numbers and antisymmetri in the indies i, j, one
an dene an exponential funtion, e.g.
eiW =
∑
m≥0
(i)m
m
Wm ∈ G+, (237)
whereW 0 := 1 per denition. For a nite dimensional Grassmann algebra this series trunates
at 2m ≥ N . Also usual funtion-equations like
eSeT = eS+T for S, T ∈ G+ (238)
are meaningful. Only the existene of an inverse element is not guaranteed in general. But
for the exponential (237) even the inverse exists, i.e.
eiW e−iW = 1.
The dynamial quantities like the ation (Lagrangian) will be suh even funtions, so that we
an work with them in the usual way.
The odd part G− whereas is not losed under multipliation (the produt of two odd numbers
an be even) but the elements of G− are nilpotent, i.e
ψ ∈ G− ⇒ (ψ)2 = ψψ = 0
The above onsiderations are also valid for the innite dimensional ase N → ∞ and this is
the ase of interest for quantized fermioni degrees of freedom. For pure lassial (on shell)
onsiderations one an desribe a system of N fermioni DOF within the framework of Grass-
mann mehanis (pseudo-lassial mehanis) as elements of an N-dimensional Grassmann
algebra ([19℄,[17℄). This is not possible for quantum onsiderations within the path integral,
where the fermioni DOF do not beome operators, even for nite degrees of freedom (not
eld theory) as we will see. To desribe the evolution of a system we are of ourse interested
in Grassmann valued funtions, i.e. objets of the form
f : B → G∞
x→ f(x),
where B is the parameter domain. With regard to path integral quantization we have already
hosen an innite dimensional Grassmann algebra. For a N-dimensional (pseudo) mehanial
system thus one has to onsider funtions of the form
qi(t) =
∑
k
f ik(t)ak,
where {f ik} form a omplete set in a innite dimensional funtion spae. The use of the sum is
a priori a symboli notation, but will oinide with onrete expressions due to regularization.
Analogously one obtains for fermioni elds
ψ(x, t) =
∑
k
ψk(x, t)ak,
where again the the funtions {ψk(x, t)} form a omplete set in an innite dimensional funtion
spae. The index set {k} in the ase of elds is of ourse larger than for nite DOF. Of
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partiular interest are spinor elds ψα(x, t) on a D-dimensional Minkowski spae, so that the
underlying funtion spae is the set of square integrable funtions ψ :MD → C2[D/2] in whih
the omponents {ψα,k(x, t)} form a omplete set. The hermitian adjoint eld writes as
ψ†(x, t) =
∑
k
ψ†k(x, t)a¯k,
where the {a¯k} are independent of the {ak}, so that the algebra G∞ is generated by the
innite set of generators {ak, a¯k|k = 1, . . . }. By this the elds ψ and ψ† are treated as
independent degrees of freedom. Usually one deomposes the spinors ψk into positive and
negative frequeny parts as well as aording to dierent spin. This is absorbed in the master
index k. When one studies the Dira equation in the sense of rst quantization, i.e. a one
partile wave equation, one solves the Dira equation for the omponents ψk(x, t). These
solution, as for example for hydrogen-like atoms, are in the sense of path integral quantization
lassial solutions of the system. Thus seond quantization is the path integration of
quantum utuations around these lassial solutions.
5.1.2 Variation and integration
The Lagrangian of a theory is a omposite objet of the degrees of freedom. In the bosoni
ase thus it an be treated as an ordinary funtion depending on the elds or oordinates. To
adopt Lagrangian methods to Grassmann valued elds we have to onsider funtions dened
on the Grassmann algebra, i.e.
L : D(G)→ I(G)
g → L(g),
where D(G), I(G) are the domain and the image, respetively. In general eah analyti funtion
an be generalized to a super-analyti one [14℄. For a general Grassmann number of degree N ,
whih inludes L and g, whih are of the form (to make this expansion unique the oeients
have to be antisymmetri)
f = f0 + fiai +
1
2!
fijaiaj + · · ·+ 1
p!
fi1,...,ipai1 . . . aip, (239)
one an dene a norm || || as follows [14℄:
||f || = |f0|+
N∑
p=1
∑
i1<...ip
|fi1...ip|2.
Thus one has a topology on G and therefore the onept of being lose to. In the following
the Lagrangian L will exlusively be bilinear in fermioni DOF. Thus we restrit ourselves to
the onsideration of Lagrangians of the form
L(fα, f˙α, gα, g˙α) = fαDαβgβ,
where Dαβ is a matrix valued dierential operator and fα, gα are tuples (e.g. spinors) of
Grassmann valued funtions of the form
fα =
∑
i
(fα)iai , gα =
∑
i
(gα)ibi. (240)
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Thus the Grassmann algebra is generated by the set {ai, bi} where a priori all ai, bi are dierent.
Thus under a variation δfα =
∑
i
δ(fα)iai the Lagrangian hanges by
δL = δfαDαβgβ = −Dαβgβδfα,
and analogously for a variation of gα, where derivatives must be partially integrated in the
ation as usual. Thus the variational alulus is very similar to bosoni DOF, the only thing
one has to are for is the ordering of the DOF. One an also dene dierentiations w.r.t.
Grassmann variables, whih at as derivations on the algebra, but these are rather formal
operations, i.e. they are dened purely algebraially (see for example [18℄,[20℄). The reason
for this is that it is not possible to dene dierentiation as a limit of dierential quotients,
sine the inverse of a Grassmann number, espeially for Grassmann numbers like (240), is in
general not dened (the inverse exists only if the body f0 is unequal zero [14℄).
One an also dene a formal integration on the Grassmann algebra, whih like dierentiation
is purely algebrai. The so alled Berezin integral is dened by the following axioms ([18℄,
[20℄): On a N- dimensional Grassmann algebra GN , generated by {ai}, the linear funtionals∫
dai : G+ → K are dened as follows
1.
∫
dai(1) = 0
2.
∫
dai(ai) = 1
3. {dai, aj} = 0 for i 6= j
4. {dai, daj} = 0 for i 6= j
With this denitions one has for example∫
da1· · ·
∫
daNf :=
∫
da1 . . . daNf = f1,...,N ,
where f1,...,N is the highest omponent in the expansion analogous to (239) of f . Of partiular
interest are integrations of exponential funtions of the form∫
da1db1 . . . daNdbN e
−∑ λkakbk =
∫
da1db1 . . . daNdbN
N
Π
k=1
e−λkakbk (241)
=
N
Π
k=1
∫
dakdbk(1− λkakbk) (242)
=
N
Π
k=1
λk
∫
dakakdbkbk =
N
Π
k=1
λk. (243)
In the rst two lines we have used (238) and (237). In the last line we have applied the rules
1, 3 and 2.
5.2 The Grassmann osillator, fermioni boundary onditions
We onsider a hermitian fermioni osillator. Its Lagrangian is given by
L =
i
2
(
a†a˙− a˙†a)− ωa†a (244)
=
1
2
a†(i∂t − ω)a+ 1
2
a(i∂t + ω)a
†. (245)
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The fermioni DOF a†, a are elements of the innite dimensional Grassmann algebra G∞ whih
is generated by the innite set {ak, a¯k}. Thus a†(t), a(t) are of the form
a(t) =
∑
k
fk(t)ak , a
†(t) =
∑
k
f ∗k (t)a¯k. (246)
5.2.1 Variation priniple
There exists a fundamental dierene between fermioni and and bosoni DOF. Besides being
antiommuting fermioni DOF are rst order systems, i.e. the e.o.m are rst order dierential
equations. In the Lagrangian this is reeted in the fat that the veloities our linearly. In
the anonial formalism this leads to so alled onstraints. For the variation priniple this
results in the need of introduing surfae terms for the ation to be able to dene a onsistent
variation priniple [23℄. Variation priniples t perfetly to the priniples of quantum theory,
sine they x initial and nal positions (vanishing variation) rather than position and veloity
at the same time. Thus they lead to boundary value problems rather than to initial value
problems. But for rst order systems this is problemati, sine xing the initial and nal
values overonstrains a rst order dierential equation. For eld systems this generalizes to
spatial boundaries. Therefore one needs a modied variation priniple whih is onsistent with
rst order systems and leads to the lassial e.o.m. This is done by xing a linear ombination
of the boundary values rather than eah of them separately, for example
a(t′) + σa(t′′) = ξ = const ⇒ δ[a(t′) + σa(t′′)] = 0
a†(t′) + σa†(t′′) = ξ† = const ⇒ δ[a†(t′) + σa†(t′′)] = 0,
where ξ, ξ† are onstant Grassmann numbers. But for this variation priniple to give the
orret e.o.m. one has to introdue surfae terms in the ation. For the ation
S =
∫ t′′
t′
dtL+ σ
i
2
[a(t′)a†(t′′) + a†(t′)a(t′′)]
this variation priniple leads to following e.o.m.:
δa† : ia˙− ωa = 0 with BC a(t′) + σa(t′′) = ξ
δa : ia˙† + ωa† = 0 with BC a†(t′) + σa†(t′′) = ξ†.
As one an see for the lassial paths a, a† only the boundary term ontributes to the ation:
Scl =
i
2
[a(t′)ξ† + a†(t′)ξ]. (247)
For Dira elds this generalizes as follows: The variation priniple is dened as
ψ|B′′µ − Γ(µ)ψ|B′µ = ξBµ ⇒ δ
[
ψ|B′′µ − Γ(µ)ψ|B′µ
]
= 0
ψ†|B′′µ − Γ(µ)ψ†|B′µ = ξ†Bµ ⇒ δ
[
ψ†|B′′µ − Γ(µ)ψ†|B′µ
]
= 0,
where B′µ, B
′′
µ are the boundaries, spatial or of the time interval, and ξBµ , ξ
†
Bµ
are onstant
Grassmann spinors, for the partiular boundaries of the diretion Bµ. Γ(µ) are onstant ma-
tries
36
. It an be shown that for lassial elds, i.e. those fullling the lassial e.o.m., again
36
Depending on the expliit form of the Lagrangian the matries Γ(µ) have to fulll ertaint relations, so
that the above variation priniple give the e.o.m.
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only boundary terms ontribute to the ation and this ontribution are again proportional to
the onstant spinors, i.e.
Scl ∼ ξBµ , ξ†Bµ.
Thus the elds fullling homogeneous boundary onditions, i.e. ξ = 0 = ξ† give no boundary
ontributions to the ation., even if they do not fulll the e.o.m. For unbounded spae-time
regions one does not have to are about these things, sine beause of natural boundary
onditions all ontributions vanish at innity.
5.2.2 Spetral funtion and energy spetrum
As an be shown in the holomorphi representation of the Grassmann algebra of a, a†, the trae
of the time evolution operator and thus the spetral funtion is given by the path integral of
antiperiodi paths [24℄. Thus the boundary ontributions to the ation are zero and one
obtains for the osillator
Tr
[
e−
i
~
HT
]
= K(T )
∫
Da†Da
antiperiodic
e
i
~
∫
T dtL. (248)
The Lagrangian L is given by (245) and K(T ) is an appropriate measure onstant. To perform
the path integration we have to diagonalize the ation. For this we determine the oeient
funtions in (246) so that they solve the eigenvalue problem
37
(i∂t − ω)fk = ǫkfk , fk(t + T ) = −fk(t).
The solution is easily obtained and given by
fk(t) =
1√
T
eipkt with pk =
(2k + 1)π
T
, (249)
ǫk = −(pk + ω) , k = 0,±1,±2, . . . (250)
The omplex onjugate oeient funtion in (246) automatially fullls
(i∂t + ω)f
∗
k = −ǫkf ∗k ,
where ǫk is given by (250). Inserting this into the Lagrangian (245) the ation an be written
as
S =
∫
T
dtL =
∑
k
a¯kakǫk.
For regularization k takes only a nite number of values, i.e. k = −N, . . . , N . The measure is
dened as ∫
Da†Da := K(T )
N
Π
−N
∫
da¯kdak,
37
Sine the lassial solutions do not ontribute to the ation, this is equivalent to an expansion arround
around these lassial solutions.
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where K(T ) will be dened by a suitable normalization ondition. With (243) one obtains for
the trae (248)
K(T )
N
Π
−N
∫
da¯kdak
i
~
a¯kakǫk (251)
=
[
K(T )
N
Π
−N
i
~
T
(2k + 1)π
]
N
Π
−N
(
1 +
ωT
(2k + 1)π
)
(252)
−→
N→∞
lim
N→∞
[
K(T )
N
Π
−N
−i
~
T
(2k + 1)π
]
cos
ωT
2
. (253)
The losed formula for the seond produt in (252) is given in [27℄. As in the bosoni ase,
the measure onstant K(T ) is purely kineti and does not exist by itself. We normalize it as
follows
lim
N→∞
[
K(T )
N
Π
−N
i
~
T
(2k + 1)π
]
= 2.
Thus we get for the trae
Tr
[
e−
i
~
HT
]
=
∑
n
e−
i
~
En = ei
ωT
2 + e−i
ωT
2 . (254)
The spetrum of the fermioni osillator onsists only of two levels. From (254) one obtains
the ground state (lowest level)
E0 = −~ω
2
,
and it is same as for an bosoni osillator but with opposite sign.
5.3 Mode regularization inluding fermions
Now we onsider the supersymmetri extension of the SG and φ4 model, respetively. As
mentioned in the introdution we will not stress the supersymmetry of the system (up to some
fundamental properties) and mainly onentrate on the inuene of the nontrivial bakground
on fermions in the regularization/renormalization proedure.
5.3.1 Classial properties
The supersymmetri extension of Lagrangians of the form
L = 1
2
[(∂φ)2 − V 2(φ)] (255)
is given by
L = 1
2
[(∂φ)2 − V 2(φ)] + 1
2
ψ¯[i6∂ − V ′(φ)]ψ
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where ψ is a Majorana spinor eld and V (φ) is related to the original potential U(φ) via
V = 2
√
U . For SG and φ4 it is given by
Vφ(φ) =
√
λ
2
(φ2 − µ
2
λ
) (256)
VSG(φ) =
2µ√
γ
sin
√
γφ
2
(257)
The assoiated ation is invariant under the (rigid) SUSY transformations
φ→ φ+ δφ : δφ = ǫ¯ψ
ψ → ψ + δψ : δψ = [i6∂ − V (φ)]ǫ
where ǫ is a onstant Grassmann spinor. The lassial equations of motion are
φ+ V (φ)V ′(φ) +
1
2
ψ¯ψV ′′(φ) = 0
[i6∂ − V ′(φ)]ψ = 0
and there are the following lassial (kink) solutions
fermion vauum : φ = φKσ ψ = 0 (258)
fermioni zero−mode : φ = φKσ ψσ = −σφ′KσPσǫ (259)
where φKσ are the (anti)kinks (148). The seond solution an be obtained by a SUSY transfor-
mation of the rst one and was rst given by [46℄,[47℄. The projetor Pσ =
1
2
[1l−σiγ1] ats on
the onstant Grassmann spinor ǫ. From this one an see that the ground state {φKσ , ψ = 0}
is invariant under the half SUSY transformation with parameters Pσǫ = 0.
For the following alulations we hoose a Majorana representation γ0 = σ2 γ
1 = iσ1 of the
Cliord algebra. With this hoie we have γ⋆ := γ
0γ1 = −σ1. The intertwiners for spinors are
ψ¯ = ψ†γ0 ψc = ψ∗
The Majorana ondition therefore simply beomes ψ∗ = ψ.
5.3.2 Vauum setor and renormalization
The trivial (vauum) solutions are given as
SG : ψV = 0 φV = 0 (260)
φ4 : ψV = 0 φV =
m√
2λ
(261)
Expanding the ation around these solutions leads to standard perturbation theory (Feynman
graphs) and one obtains in a minimal renormalization sheme (m2 = m20 − (δm2)susy) the
following ounter-terms [39℄
SG : (δm2)susy = ~
γm2
8π
∫ Λ
0
dk√
k2 +m2
φ4 : (δm2)susy = ~
λ
2π
∫ Λ
0
dk√
k2 +m2
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The renormalization onditions are that the bosoni seagull loop for the fermioni two-point
funtion vanishes (SG) and the bosoni and fermioni tadpole do not ontribute (φ4), respe-
tively. Beause of the hange of δm2 also the ounter-term ontribution in the kink setor (156)
is dierent in the SUSY ase. In both ases one has δMsusy = ~m
∫ Λ
0
dz
2π
1√
z2+1
:= δMB + δMF
SG : δMF = −~m
∫ Λ
0
dz
2π
1√
z2+1
(262)
φ4 : δMF = −2~m
∫ Λ
0
dz
2π
1√
z2+1
(263)
The quadrati part of the expanded fermioni Lagrangian is given as
Lψ = 1
2
ψ¯[i6∂ − V ′(φV )]ψ +O(ψ¯ψη) (264)
In both models one has V ′(φV ) = m so that for SG and φ4 the quadrati fermioni Lagrangian
is given by
L(2)ψ =
1
2
ψ¯[i6∂ −m]ψ (265)
Boundary onditions
Applying our symmetry priniple on (261) we get with the ansatz (A = 0, 1)
ψ(−L/2) = (−)Aψ(L/2) (266)
for the hange of the quadrati Lagrangian when transported around the ompatied dimen-
sion
x→ x− L⇒ δL = 0
Therefore we have to use P/AP BC in the vauum setor so that the ation gets no boundary
ontribution. By ontrast, twisted (anti)periodi BC in the vauum setor as used in [33℄,
ψ(−L/2) = (−)Aγ⋆ψ(L/2), indue a boundary ontribution to the quadrati ation S(2)ψ =∫
TxL
dtdxL(2)ψ of the form ∼
∫
L
dxδL = ∫
L
dx2mψ¯ψ and therefore also to the energy.
All the following results do not depend on the hoie of our symmetry BC (266) as it should
be for BC that do not indue boundary ontributions. This is analogous to the bosoni ase.
5.3.3 Spetral funtion
In the ation expanded around the vauum (261), S(2)[η, ψ, ψ¯], no interation between the
bosoni and fermioni utuations ours. So we an alulate the fermioni ontribution to
the spetral funtion separately:
TrV e
− i
~
HT |ψ =
∫
Dψ¯Dψ
antiperiodic
e
i
~
∫
dt
LxT
dx 1
2
ψ¯[i 6∂−m]ψ
+O(~2) (267)
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Here one has to integrate over elds whih are antiperiodi in time [24℄. We diagonalize
the spatial part of the operator in the ation ψ†[i∂t + iγ⋆∂x − γ0m]ψ, whih gives (with our
representation of the γ′s) the following spetrum
ψ±(k, x) =
1√
2L
[
1
± 1
ω
(k − im)
]
eikx ω± = ±ω = ±
√
k2 +m2 (268)
The BC quantize the momenta as
ψ±(k, x+ L) = (−)Aψ±(k, x) → LkAn = (2n+ A)π (269)
so that a nite (symmetri) expansion gives for the fermioni eld
ψ(x, t) =
N∑
−(N−A)
(an(t)ψ+(kn, x) + bn(t)ψ−(kn, x)) (270)
whih now automatially fullls the BC (266), i.e. ψ(x + L, t) = (−)Aψ(x, t). The time
dependent oeients in (270) are Grassmann-valued funtions.
Majorana ondition
Now we have to set up the Majorana ondition ψ∗(x, t) = ψ(x, t). From (268) and (269) we
see that
ψ∗±(kn, x) = ψ∓(−kn, x)
−kAn = kA−(n+A)
So the Majorana ondition for (270) gives
a∗n(t)
!
= b−(n+A)(t)
b∗n(t)
!
= a−(n+A)(t)
These two onditions are ompatible and therefore the Majorana ondition for the eld is
fullled for all times
ψ(x, t) =
N∑
−(N−A)
(
an(t)ψ+(k
A
n , x) + a
∗
n(t)ψ
∗
+(kn, x)
)
Inserting this eld in the ation in (267) one obtains
S
(2)
ψ =
N∑
−(N−A)
∫
T
dt
[
i
2
(a∗na˙n + ana˙
∗
n) + ω(k
A
n )a
∗
nan
]
This is the sum of 2N + 1 +A Grassmann-osillators with the frequenies ωVF = ω(k
A
n ). Note
that a omplex onjugated pair forms one degree of freedom.
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Ground-state energy
The measure in (267) is
Dψ¯Dψ = (K(T ))nΠda∗ndan
and as in the bosoni ase independent of the onsidered topologial setor. And also as in
the bosoni ase there exists a subtlety due to zero modes in the nontrivial setor. But now
it weighs muh more as in the bosoni ase (see below). Performing the path integration one
an read o the ground state energy of the vauum:
ground− state energy : EV = −~m
2
N∑
−(N−A)
√(
(2n + A)π
Lm
)2
+ 1 (271)
mode number : #V = 2N + 1 + A (272)
energy uto : ΛA = k
A
N =
(2N + A)π
Lm
(273)
So one has up to the sign the same ground state energy as in the bosoni vauum setor, as
it would be expeted by supersymmetry.
5.3.4 Kink setor
The treatment of the kink setor is analogous to the vauum setor, but more involved and
with some additional subtleties. For the semi-lassial alulation (one loop) we expand the
Lagrangian around the stable kink ground state
38
{φ = φK , ψ = 0}
The inuene of the kink in the quadrati Lagrangian (264) is thus given by V ′(φK) whih
reads in our dimensionless variables z = mx
l
for both models (l = 1, 2 for SG, φ4)
Vl
′(φlK) = m tanh z (274)
Therefore the fermioni quadrati ation is given by
S
(2)
ψ =
1
2
∫
T
dt
l
m
∫
L˜
dzψ†(z, t)[i∂t + iγ⋆∂z − γ0m tanh z]ψ(z, t) (275)
To perform the path integration (267), but now for the kink setor, we diagonalize the spatial
part of (275), where we normalize the eigen-states properly, so that the fator
l
m
in (275) is
aneled. The eigen value-problem to be solved is thus[
0 im
l
A†l
−im
l
Al 0
] [
ξ
ρ
]
= ω
[
ξ
ρ
]
(276)
with the operators
Al = ∂z + l tanh z
A†l = −∂z + l tanh z
38
If one expands the ation around the other lassial onguration where ψ = ψzero 6= 0 the fermioni and
bosoni utuations interat already in the quadrati ation.
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The operator in (276) is self adjoint w.r.t. the salar produt
< χ|ψ >=
∫
L˜
dzχ†ψ =
∫
L˜
dz(χ∗1ψ1 + χ
∗
2ψ2)
if the surfae term (χ∗1ψ1+χ
∗
2ψ2)L˜/2−(χ∗1ψ1+χ∗2ψ2)−L˜/2 vanishes. This is true for the following
spin strutures (anti/periodi and twisted anti/periodi, A = 0, 1)
(P/AP ) : ψ(−L/2) = (−)Aψ(L/2)→
[
ξ
ρ
]
(−L˜
2
) = (−)A
[
ξ
ρ
]
(
L˜
2
)
(TP/TAP ) : ψ(−L/2) = (−)Aγ⋆ψ(L/2)→
[
ξ
ρ
]
(−L˜
2
) = −(−)A
[
ρ
ξ
]
(
L˜
2
)
The extra minus for (TP/TAP ) is due to our metri signature (+,−). The oupled system
of dierential equations (276) an be deoupled by expressing the lower omponent ρ through
the upper omponent ξ. So one obtains
A†lAlξ =
l2
m2
ω2ξ =: E(l)ξ → eigen values ω± =: ±ω = ±m
l
√
E(l) (277)
ρ± =: ±ρ = ±( −i√
E(l)
Alξ) i E 6= 0 (278)
The dierential equation for ξ is the same as for the bosoni utuations and the lower ompo-
nent ρ is algebraially related to and thus uniquely determined by ξ. The ase E = 0 (the zero
mode) must be investigated separately and is given by the lassial solution (259). Therefore
in both models the eigen-funtions ome in pairs (exept for the zero mode)
ψ± =
[
ξ
±ρ
]
with ω± = ±m
l
√
E(l)
For periodi boundary ondition it is neessary to hange the eigen-basis and work with parity
eigen-funtions
ξg,u =
1
2
(ξ ± ξ∗) , ρg,u = ( −i√
E(l)
Alξ
g,u) i E 6= 0
whih form the pairs of solutions
u± =
[
ξg
±ρg
]
with ω± = ±ml
√
E(l)
φ± =
[
ξu
±ρu
]
with ω± = ±ml
√
E(l)
The expliit expressions for ψ± and u±, φ± are given in the appendix and will be needed to
determine the sattering phases. The disrete states fall o fast enough so that they t in all
onsidered spin strutures.
Boundary onditions and symmetry priniple
The inuene of the kink bakground on fermioni utuation V ′(φK) is now in both ases
an antisymmetri funtion (274) and lives therefore on a line bundle with the topology of a
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Möbius-strip (like the kink itself). Thus one obtains with an ansatz for ψ for a surrounding
of the ompatied dimension
x→ x+ L : V ′(φK)→ −V ′(φK)
ψ → (−)AΓψ
For the dierent spin strutures the Lagrangian, when transported around the ompatied
dimension, gets the additional ontributions
P/AP : Γ = 1 δL = V ′(φK)ψ¯ψ (279)
TP/TAP : Γ = γ⋆ δL = 0 (280)
So for the TP/TAP - spin strutures one does not pik up a BC-ontribution to the ation
integral. This reets the residual hiral symmetry of the quadrati part of the expanded
ation.
5.3.5 Sine Gordon
First we onsider the SG- model with the TAP - spin struture[
ψ1
ψ2
]
(−L/2) =
[
ψ2
ψ1
]
(L/2) (281)
(beause of the extra minus due to our metri onvention). But as we will see the TP - spin
struture is automatially also treated by TPA. By setting up the BC for the modes ψ± the
whole eld, expanded aording to this modes, automatially fullls the BC.
For the ψ+ modes (see appendix) one gets for the two omponents in (281)
− iei[kL˜+θ−] = 1 ⇒ k+L˜+ θ− = 2nπ + π
2
(282)
iei[kL˜+θ
+] = 1 ⇒ k+L˜+ θ+ = 2n′π − π
2
(283)
where θ± = arg(±1 − ik) are the arguments of the asymptoti ξ+(z → ±∞). One an also
absorb the fators ±i and the addend ±π
2
in (283) in the angles θ±, but this is pure onvention.
The two quantization onditions (283) are onsistent if θ+ + π
2
= −(θ− + π
2
) + 2πm in the
onsidered momentum regime.
The analogous expressions for the ψ− modes are given by
iei[kL˜+θ
−] = 1 ⇒ k−L˜+ θ− = 2nπ − π
2
(284)
−iei[kL˜+θ+] = 1 ⇒ k−L˜+ θ+ = 2n′π + π
2
(285)
The two quantization onditions are onsistent if θ+ − π
2
= −(θ− − π
2
) + 2πm for eah k.
Quantization phase
We hoose θ+ for our quantization onditions. Its graph is given in g.13. We onsider the
ontinuous phase (a) for whih θ− is also ontinuous and the onsistene equations for the
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Figure 13: The quantization phase θ+ for the branh ut positions: (a) cut = Im+, arg(z) ∈
[−3π/2, π/2]. Also plotted are the momenta-evens k+n (solid), k−n (dashed) with positive solution. (b)
cut = R+, arg(z) ∈ [0, 2π].
quantization are fullled for all momenta simultaneously whih makes mode ounting muh
simpler. The quantization ondition for the modes ψ± are
L˜k±n + θ
+(k±n ) = 2nπ ∓
π
2
beause of the symmetry of the ontinuous phase the momenta are related as
−k+n = k−−n (286)
This is the reason why we did not inlude the
π
2
into the phase, otherwise in this relation also
an index shift ours. The modes ψ± are related to eah other by omplex onjugation (see
appendix) so that with (286) one has
ψ∗±(k
±
n ) = ψ∓(k
∓
−n)
So we expand the full fermion eld as follows
ψ(z, t) = d0(t)ψ0(z) +
M+∑
k+n≥0
(
an(t)ψ+(k
+
n , z) + a
∗
n(t)ψ
∗
+(k
+
n , z)
)
(287)
+
M−∑
k−n≥0
(
bn(t)ψ−(k−n , z) + b
∗
n(t)ψ
∗
−(k
−
n , z)
)
. (288)
The rst term is the zero mode. Due to the Majorana-ondition its Grassmann oeient is
real. Even if we would omplexify ψ0 by a omplex normalization fator, d
∗
0 would depend
linearly on d0. By our hoie of the basis and Grassmann valued oeient funtions the
Majorana ondition ψ∗ = ψ is automatially fullled for all times.
Inserting (288) in the quadrati ation (275) one obtains
S
(2)
ψ =
∫
T
dt
[
i
2
d0d˙0 +
M+∑
1
{
i
2
(a∗na˙n + ana˙
∗
n) + ω(k
+
n )a
∗
nan
}
+
M−∑
0
{
i
2
(b∗nb˙n + bnb˙
∗
n) + ω(k
−
n )b
∗
nbn
}]
.
This is the sum of Grassmann osillators exept for the zero mode whih has to be treated
by olletive oordinates. The path integral measure is up to the zero mode the same as
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in the vauum setor if one takes equal numbers of modes. Negleting for the moment the
subtleties due to the zero mode one an read o of the spetral funtion the ground state
energy ontribution due to the fermions:
EKF = −
~m
2
M+∑
1
√
(k+n )
2 + 1− ~m
2
M−∑
0
√
(k−n )2 + 1 + δMF (289)
Let us now verify that TP BC give exatly the same result. For TP BC the l.h.s of (281) is
multiplied with −1. Therefore only the relations (283) and (285) are interhanged so that ψ+
has now the momenta from ψ− in (288) and vie versa so that in the energy (289) only the
names +,− are interhanged. To see this diretly was the reason why we used the somewhat
lengthy basis in (288), with another hoie, one sum over positive and negative momenta
does the same job.
Mode ounting
If we apply Levinson's theorem to the (ontinuous) phase one obtains for the number of bound
states
θ−(−∞)− θ−(∞)
2π
= #discrete =
1
2
(290)
Thus the fermioni zero mode is a half bound state. Note that this has nothing to do with
our onvention to not inlude the
π
2
in the denition of the sattering phase in (283) sine this
onstant anels in the dierene in (290). Therefore the ontinuous spetrum shifts down
only by a half mode relative to the vauum. This annot be ompensated by a disontinuous
phase, where an integer number of modes does not have a solution. This information an only
read o the asymptoti values of the sattering phase. For the ontinuous modes one has
vauum : #V = 2N + 1 + A
kink : #K = M+ +M− + 1
With the ansatz M+ +M− + 1 = 2N + 1 + A one has to subtrat in addition the energy of
one half high mode (note that the mode energies are negative). The fermioni ontribution to
the kink mass is therefore (using (271), (289),(263))
MF = E
K
F − EVF =
~m
2
N∑
−(N+A)
√(
(2n+ A)π
Lm
)2
+ 1− ~m
4
√
Λ2 + 1
−~m
2
M+∑
1
√
(k+n )
2 + 1− ~m
2
M−∑
0
√
(k−n )2 + 1 + δMF
For the alulation of the sums we use exatly the same tehniques as in the bosoni ase
(iterative solution for the kink momenta and Euler-MaLaurin). Independently of the splitting
of the modes M− and M+ and of the vauum BC (A = 0, 1) one obtains for the fermioni kink
mass
MF =
~m
2π
+O(~2) (291)
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This is the expeted and orret result. Note that if we would have ounted the zero mode
as a full mode the result would be divergent. Of ourse it is unsatisfatory that we have to,
fall bak on the Levinson theorem, like Graham and Jae [49℄, and annot produe this as
an impliit result of mode regularization whih validate the Levinson theorem. We think that
a proper treatment of both zero modes , bosoni and fermioni, with for example olletive
oordinates and the assoiated path integral measure will give the desired result and validate
the Levinson theorem. This is work in progress.
5.3.6 φ4-model
Next we onsider the φ4 model with the TP - spin struture. For the ψ+ modes (see appendix)
one gets for the two omponents in (281):
ei[kL˜+(α
+−ϕ−)] = −1 ⇒ k+L˜+ (α+ − ϕ−) = (2n + 1)π (292)
ei[kL˜+(ϕ
+−α−)] = −1 ⇒ k+L˜+ (ϕ+ − α−) = (2n′ + 1)π (293)
where α± = arg(−k ∓ i) and ϕ± = arg(2 − k2 ∓ 3ik) are the arguments of the asymptoti
state ρ+(z → ±∞) and ξ+(z → ±∞). The two quantization onditions (293) are onsistent
if (ϕ+ − α−) = (α+ − ϕ−) + 2πm in the onsidered momentum regime. Here again we must
be more areful with the hoie of the branh ut position as in the bosoni ase. Doing this
in a onsistent way (the same for all angles) one an see that it is not possible to hoose the
same phase at −L/2 for upper and lower omponents.
The analogous expressions for the ψ− modes are given by
ei[kL˜+(α
+−ϕ−)] = 1 ⇒ k−L˜+ (α+ − ϕ−) = 2nπ (294)
ei[kL˜+(ϕ
+−α+)] = 1 ⇒ k−L˜+ (ϕ+ − α−) = 2n′π (295)
The two quantization onditions are onsistent if (ϕ+ − α−) = (α+ − ϕ−) + 2πm. Again the
the TAP BC only interhange the two relations (293) and (295).
Phase shift
There are two branh ut positions for whih the onsisteny of the quantization ondition is
fullled for all momenta simultaneously with m = 0, i.e. (ϕ+ − α−) = (α+ − ϕ−) =: δS(k)
(S stands for SUSY to distinguish between the bosoni phase δ). This makes mode ounting
omfortable. Their graphs are given in g.14. We hoose the disontinuous phase. As one an
see for both momenta k± the mode n = 0 has no solution. For k → ∞ δS goes to zero but
for k → −∞ δS approahes the value π. It is not possible to hoose the branh ut so that
the phase is zero for k = ±∞ as in [33℄,[34℄. This an only be ahieved if one, inonsistently,
hooses dierent branh uts for the angles α and ϕ. This nite value at k → −∞ arries
the information of the half bound state as we will see. Beause of the symmetry of the
disontinuous phase and the quantization ondition one has for the momenta
L˜k+n + δS(k
+
n ) = (2n+ 1)π (296)
L˜k−n + δS(k
−
n ) = 2nπ (297)
−k+n = k−−n (298)
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Figure 14: The phase shift δS and the momenta evens of the quantization onditions (k
+
n solid and
k−n dashed lines) for dierent branh ut positions: (a) cut = R−, arg(z) ∈ [−π, π). (b) cut = R+,
arg(z) ∈ [0, 2π).
Proeeding as in the SG ase (ψ∗±(k) = ψ∓(−k) and Majorana ondition) we get for the full
quantum eld
ψ(z, t) = d0(t)ψ0(z) + d1(t)ψ1 + d
∗
1(t)ψ
∗
1(z) +
M+∑
−M−, 6=0
(
an(t)ψ+(k
+
n , z) + a
∗
n(t)ψ
∗
+(k
+
n , z)
)
(299)
where we have hosen a more onvenient representation than in the SG-ase sine we already
know that TP - BC give the same result. The quadrati ation is again the sum of harmoni
osillators and in full analogy to SG (also with respet to the subtleties onneted with the
zero mode) one obtains for the fermioni kink ground state energy
EKF = −
~m
2
√
3
2
− ~m
2
M+∑
−M−, 6=0
√
(
k+n
2
)2 + 1 + δMF
Mode ounting
Applying Levinson's theorem to the ontinuous phase in g.14 one obtains
δS(−∞)− δS(−∞)
2π
= #discrete = 1 +
1
2
Thus again the fermioni zero mode ounts as a half mode (bound state), the exited bound
state on the other hand ounts as a full mode. From (299) the dierene between these two
modes beomes lear sine the exited modes form a omplex onjugated pair of degree of
freedom (also in the ation), in ontrast to the zero mode.
The residual alulations are quite analogous to the SG-ase. For the fermioni φ4- kink mass
one obtains
MF = ~m
(
1
π
− 1
4
√
3
)
+O(~2)
Again this result is obtained independently of the ombination of the (allowed) BC for the
two setors.
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5.3.7 Anti/periodi spin strutures P/AP
Sine P/AP - BC indue an additional ontribution to the ation (279) they are unaeptable
for a regularization. But they an be of interest for a nontrivial topology of the universe. As it
is shown by [50℄ a nontrivial topology an violate the CPT symmetry but the derived eets
vanish in the large limit of the ompatied dimension and it is therefore questionable if suh
eets will be measurable. The alulation of the kink mass with P/AP on the other hand
gives a result that diers from that for TP/TAP BC by a half low-lying mode [39℄ even in
the limit L → ∞. The reason for this is that in the P/AP - spin struture the zero mode is
ounted as a full mode. For simpliity we onsider the SG- model but all onsiderations and
results are analogous for the φ4 model.
Quantization phases. The proessing is analogous to the TP/TAP alulation but for
P/AP BC one needs the parity eigen states u±, φ± (see appendix). The parity eigen-states
are of the form
u± =
[
ξg
±ρg
]
, φ± =
[
ξu
±ρu
]
,
where the omponents are given in the appendix. In u± the upper omponent ξg is an even
and the lower omponent ρg a odd funtion. For φ± the situation is reversed. Of interest are
their asymptoti forms whih are given by
u± : ξg(z → ±∞) = iNq(± sin qz − q cos qz)
ρg(z → ±∞) = Nq
√
q2 + 1 sin qz
φ± : ξu(z → ±∞) = Np(± cos pz + p sin pz)
ρu(z → ±∞) = −iNp
√
p2 + 1 cos pz.
Periodi BC gives no onstraints for the even omponents ξg and ρu. The odd omponents
must vanish at ±L/2. Thus we get from the asymptoti states:
periodi P : u±(−L/2) = u±(L/2) ⇒ qL˜
2
= nπ,
φ±(−L/2) = φ±(L/2) ⇒ tan pL˜
2
= −1
p
.
The seond quantization ondition an be resolved as
pL˜+ δP (p) = 2nπ with δP (p) = 2 arctan
1
p
.
Thus the eigen-states u± have freely quantized momenta. For antiperiodi BC the odd om-
ponents are not onstrained but the even omponents must vanish at ±L/2. This gives
antiperiodi AP : u±(−L/2) = −u±(L/2) ⇒ tan qL˜
2
= q,
φ±(−L/2) = φ±(L/2) ⇒ pL˜
2
=
(2n+ 1)π
2
.
Again we an resolve the nontrivial quantization ondition:
qL˜+ δAP (q) = 2nπ with δAP (q) = −2 arctan q.
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Figure 15: The quantization-phases for (anti)periodi BC. (a) For periodi BC the momenta of φ±
are quantized w.r.t. to a nontrivial sattering phase δP . (b) For antiperiodi BC only the momenta
of u± are quantized in a nontrivial way by δAP .
For both ases (P/AP ) the sattering (quantization) phase is given in g.15. The full Majorana-
fermion eld an be written as
ψ(z, t) = d0ψ0 +
Mu∑
1
(
an(t)u+(qn, z)− a∗n(t)u∗+(qn, z)
)
(300)
+
Mφ∑
1
(
αn(t)φ+(pn, z) + α
∗
n(t)φ
∗
+(pn, z)
)
. (301)
Beause of the linear dependene and the symmetry in the quantization onditions only the
positive modes our in the expansion. The modes n = 0 do not our sine the assoiated
momentum has no solution or the eigen-mode is the trivial solution. In both ases Levinson's
theorem gives one for the number of bound states. But here (301) only half of the ontinuum
modes ontribute to the bound state. Therefore it is not ompletely lear how to really ount
this mode. Nevertheless only the naive ounting of the zero mode as a full mode gives a nite
result. This result diers exatly by one half low lying mode from the values alulated above
(291) [39℄:
MKF = Mcl +
~m
2π
+
~m
4
This result is obtained independently of the ombination of vauum- and kink- BC, i.e.
(V ac|Kink) = (P,AP |P,AP ). This is evident sine the additional ontribution to the a-
tion (5.3.2) is in both ases (kink P,AP ) the same.
As we have made lear, the origin of this subtlety is tight up with the requirements of a
proper treatment of both, bosoni and fermioni zero modes. This suggest a onnetion to
the Atiyah-Singer index theorem for Dira-operators in a topologially nontrivial bakground
and dierent topologies of the spin struture.
5.4 Aspets of derivative regularization
In this setion we repeat the alulation of [38℄ for the SUSY-kink mass but in a more general
way. The derivative regularization sheme developed in [38℄ is a proper method for the al-
ulation of the kink mass. We will show now that it is indeed insensitive to the subtleties of
mode ounting enountered above and that it an therefore be used as a benhmark for other
regularization methods whih might be inevitable in the alulation of other quantities than
the soliton mass.
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Figure 16: The fermioni sattering phase δF of ref. [38℄ with the skipped modes n = −1, 0 (TP/TAP
solid/dashed lines). It orresponds to the branh ut at R+ and has a disontinuity at k = 0. The
phase jumps by 4π so that two modes do not have a solution and fall out.
Like [38℄ we shall onentrate on the SUSY-φ4 model. Sine the derivative regularization
involves the derivative w.r.t. the mass parameter m we re-introdue the physial momenta
whih are related to the dimensionless ones as kphys = mkdim.−less. We also make use of
supersymmetry so that the vauum energies anel eah other. Thus the SUSY- kink mass is
given by
Msusy = (E
K
B − EVB ) + (EKF − EVF ) = EKB + EKF
For the evaluation of the sums we again use the Euler-MaLaurin formula (318). For ease of
omparison with [38℄ we transform the integration variable n to the physial momentum k
aording to the quantization ondition (TP/TAP -BC)
Lk(n) + δ(k(n)) = (2n+ A)π
where the sattering phase δ is dierent for bosoni and fermioni utuations as will be
speied below. Sums are thus evaluated through
N∑
n=ν
f(n) =
∫ N
ν
dnf(n) =
2N+A
L
π− 1
L
δ(kN )∫
2ν+A
L
π− 1
L
δ(kν)
dk
2π
[L+ δ′(k)] f(k) (302)
We have omitted the surfae terms sine they always anel eah other. The integrand f(k) is
now, for both fermioni and bosoni utuations, given by the derivative of the mode energies
w.r.t. the mass m. Inluding the measure one has:
[L+ δ′(k)] f(k) =
d
dm
ωK(k) =
Lm√
k2 +m2
+
1
m
√
k2 +m2δ′(k) +O(
1
L
) (303)
In priniple the sattering phases for bosoni and fermioni utuations must be hosen in a
onsistent way, i.e. one has to selet in both ases the same branh ut position. In [38℄ for the
bosoni utuations phase () of g.11 where hosen, i.e. the branh ut position cut = R+.
For the fermioni sattering phase [38℄ used the phase shown in g.16. For negative k the
phase diers by 2π from the phase (b) in g.14, whih is also obtained for a branh ut at R+.
The dierene omes only from the fat that in [38℄ the lower omponent ρ of the spinor was
alulated with the asymptoti values of the upper omponent ξ in (278). Sine the dierene
is 2π this has no physial meaning and the phase used here also gives onsistent quantization
onditions like the phase in g.14.
The hoie of the sattering phase in [38℄ thus suggested that the fermioni zero mode has
to be ounted as full mode. We show now that the derivative regularization is ompletely
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independent of mode ounting arguments and therefore also onsistent with the half-ounting
fermioni zero mode.
For this we leave the magnitude of the disontinuity in the bosoni and fermioni sattering
phase arbitrary and assume that the modes ν ′B,F + 1, ...νB,F − 1 do not have a solution. Then
the derivative of the supersymmetri kink mass reads
dMsusy
dm
=
d(δMsusy)
dm
+
~
2

 NB+∑
NB− , 6=ν′B+1,...νB−1
dωKB
dm
−
NF+∑
NF− , 6=ν′F+1,...νF−1
dωKF
dm


(304)
From (303) one an see that the evaluation of the sums an be split in two parts. The seond
term in (303) is independent of L and only involves the derivative δ′ of the sattering phase
whih is  for all branh ut positions  the same ontinuous funtion. So for this part one an
perform the limit L→∞ in the integral in (302). Together with the ounter-term ontribution
this yields
d(δMsusy)
dm
+
~
2m
∫ Λ
−Λ
dk
2π
√
k2 +m2 (δB
′ − δF ′) (305)
= − ~
2π
+ ~
∫ Λ
0
dk
2π
1√
k2 +m2
+
~
2m
∫ Λ
−Λ
dk
2π
√
k2 +m2 (δB
′ − δF ′) →
Λ→∞
− ~
2π
(306)
This result is independent of the onsidered numbers of fermioni and bosoni modes as long
as the dierene between the mode numbers is small relative to the highest modes NB,F± so
that for L→∞ this dierene vanishes.
Now we have to show that also the L- proportional part of (303) is independent of mode
ounting arguments. First we investigate the required auray for our integration boundaries.
In the following we use the abbreviation Λ = 2Nπ
L
. Sine the integrand is of order O(L
k
) one
has to respet the integration boundaries in (302) up to and inluding order O( 1
L
). Therefore
we an use the following expressions for the sattering phase- ontribution to the boundaries
(we use the iterative solution for kn)
1
L
δ(kn) =
1
L
δ(
2n+ A
L
π) +O(
1
L2
)
For the dierent boundaries this gives
ν, ν ′ : 1
L
δ(2ν
(′)+A
L
π) = 1
L
δ(0±) +O( 1L2 ) (307)
NB,F± ≈ N : 1Lδ(
2N+cB,F±+A
L
π) = 1
L
δ(Λ) +O( 1
L2
) (308)
In the seond line all numbers NB,F±of (304) an dier by an arbitrary amount cB,F± as long
as it is not of the order of N , so that
cB,F±
L
is not of the order Λ. So the residual integral of
the dierene for bosoni and fermioni ontribution is of the form


 1LβB∫
−Λ+ 1
L
αB
+
Λ+ 1
L
bB∫
1
L
aB

−

 1LβF∫
−Λ+ 1
L
αF
+
Λ+ 1
L
bF∫
1
L
aF



 dk
2π
Lm√
k2+m2
(309)
→
Λ→∞
1
2π
(βB − aB + aF − βF ) (310)
The interesting thing is that in the limit Λ→∞ the integration boundary-dierenes 1
L
bB,F ,
1
L
αB,F do not ontribute beause of the derivative regularization and so the numbers cB,F±
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an really be hosen arbitrarily, not only for their phase-ontribution (308) but also for the
other part of the integration boundary in (302). Without the additional derivative of the mode
energies these terms would be of order O(Λ) instead O( 1
Λ
), and there would be potential linear
divergenes whih anel eah other exatly only by a orret mode ounting, espeially the
half ounting of the fermioni zero mode. It is this improvement of onvergene by derivative
regularization that makes this sheme so robust. But for a omplete proof of the independene
of mode ounting (not only at the high end) we also have to investigate the ontribution (310)
further. From (307) and (302) we have the following expressions
aB = (2νB + AB)π − δB(0+)
aF = (2νF + AF )π − δF (0+)
βB = (2ν
′
B + AB)π − δB(0−)
βF = (2ν
′
F + AF )π − δF (0−)
Independently of the ombination of BC for fermioni (AF ) and bosoni (AB) utuations we
obtain for (310)[
(νF − ν ′F )− δF (0+)− δF (0−)
2π
]
−
[
(νB − ν ′B)− δB(0+)− δB(0−)
2π
]
(311)
This expression vanishes independently of branh ut positions and disontinuities of the
sattering phase. This an be seen as follows: The jumps of the phases are always integer
multiples of 2π, sine dierent (onsistent) onventions an only dier by an amount 2π for
angles. So the phase terms in (311) is an integer number whih is equal to the number #omit
of the modes whih have no solution (for the two phases in g.14 it is 0 for the ontinuous and
1 for the disontinuous one, and for the phase in g.16 as used by [38℄ it is 2). On the other
hand the dierene of the mode numbers ν, ν ′, whih are the rst/last modes with a solution
at the disontinuity of the phase, gives one more than the omitted modes #omit. Thus for
(311) one obtains
(#Fomit + 1−#Fomit)− (#Bomit + 1−#Bomit) = 0
So also near zero-momentum the derivative sheme is ompletely independent of mode ounting
and therefore insensitive to the subtlety onneted with the half-bounded fermioni zero mode.
The only ontribution to (304) omes from (306), so that
dMsusy
dm
= − ~
2π
Integration w.r.t. m gives therefore the orret result for the SUSY-kink mass
Msusy = −~m
2π
+O(~2)
where the integration onstant is xed by the normalization M(m→ 0) = 0 [38℄.
5.5 Disussion
We have shown that the derivative regularization sheme is very insensitive to subtleties on-
neted with mode ounting. The reason for this is that the potential linear divergene in
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the dierene of the sums in the mode energies is by dierentiation onverted into vanishing
ontributions. Without the derivative this linear divergene is ontrolled by orret mode
ounting and the asymptoti values of the sattering phase whih is very sensitive on the
branh ut position. Also the information about half bounded states is enoded in the asymp-
toti values of the sattering phase and an as suh never be seen in derivative regularization,
beause only terms with the derivative of the sattering phases ontribute in this sheme. The
derivative δ′ is the same for all branh ut position. As an be seen from (306) it ontains the
logarithmi divergene whih ombines and anels with the ounter-term and the supersym-
metri part of the fermioni and bosoni kink mass ontribution. The non-supersymmetri
ontribution whih despite SUSY gives a orretion to the kink mass is ompletely given by
the the derivative of the ounter-term ontribution.
Beause this sheme is so stable against subtleties onneted with mode ounting it is a good
benhmark for regularization shemes that might be required to alulate quantum orretions
to other quantities then the kink mass.
6 Conlusion
We have seen that stable non-trivial lassial solution play an important role also in the
quantized theory. Of speial interest are stati topologial solutions, sine they beome new
partile states in the quantized theory. Their stability is guaranteed by the existene of a
topologial onservation law. Although we have onsidered only two-dimensional theories,
the onlusions are dimension independent. The existene of a topologial onserved urrent
is suient for the existene of a Hilbert spae setor, whih is independent of the usual
vauum setor. Of ourse it is muh more involved to nd non-trivial solutions in higher
dimensions and as mentioned (Derrik's theorem) it is not possible within a simple salar eld
theory but one needs gauge elds for a possible existene of topologial non-trivial solution.
Another important feature of solitoni solution is that they are non-perturbative results. That
is that they are proportional to the inverse oupling onstant and thus have an essential
singularity in the weak oupling limit. From this is lear that they are not traeable within a
standard perturbation theory. Thus they beome important in the strongly oupled regime,
where standard perturbation theory is not appliable. Espeially the possible duality between
ordinary quanta of the quantum eld theory and bound states of solitons make them very
interesting for perturbative quantum theoretial onsiderations in the strongly oupled regime.
The disussion of the last deade has shown that the quantization proedure in the presene
of a non-trivial bakground like solitons is a highly non-trivial issue. For the renormaliza-
tion/regularization proedure one has to ompare the trivial and non-trivial setor, respe-
tively. The rux is to nd a regularization sheme so that the two setors an be ompared in
a onsistent manner within the regularization proedure, i.e. one needs a onsisteny relation
between the utos of the two setors. We onsidered mode- energy uto- and derivative
regularization shemes. We exluded dimensional regularization sine the existene of our on-
sidered solitoni solutions depends on the dimension. Also we did not onsider zeta funtion
regularization, although it is proved to be working perfetly to regularize funtional determi-
nants, but it is inompatible with symmetry transformations inluding fermioni degrees of
freedom like supersymmetry [51℄.
One of the ruial points in mode regularization are the boundary onditions whih one sets
up in the two setors. As we have shown they an be derived from a very simple symmetry
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priniple. The power of this symmetry priniple, besides its simpliity, is its generality. It
is not restrited to two dimensions or supersymmetri theories. We were able to show that
all ombinations of boundary onditions, allowed by this priniple, give the unambiguous and
orret result for the quantum orretions of the kink masses. To ompare the two setors
onsistently one has to onsider an equal number of modes in the both setors. This is
equivalent to the requirement that the two regularized Hilbert spaes, or path integration
domains in funtional-language, have the same dimension and are thus isomorphi. There is a
profound subtlety onneted with the ourrene of zero modes and their ounting. Espeially
in the ase of fermions we ould resolve this with an additional knowledge gained by the
Levinson theorem. This is still an unsatisfatory state within the regularization proedure,
but the realization of the orret boundary onditions through our symmetry priniple and the
need of half ounting of the fermioni zero mode is an important step towards the omplete
resolution of this issue. There seems to be an attrative onnetion to index theorems of Dira
operators in a non-trivial bakground in onnetion with non-trivial spin strutures. This of
ourse has to be investigated further and an important point will be the proper treatment
of the fermioni zero mode within the framework of olletive oordinates and respeting the
onstraints, whih are always present for rst order systems like fermions.
For the energy-momentum uto sheme we have given a heuristi priniple to nd a relation
between the utos in the dierent setors. We think that also for the energy-momentum uto
regularization sheme the onsisteny between the two setors is given by the equal dimension
(isomorphy) of the dierent (regularized) Hilbert spaes or path integration domains, respe-
tively. It is impossible to set up in a onsistent way a ommon strit uto sine the presene
of the kink hanges in a nontrivial way the density of states whih determine the dimension
of the spae in the ontinuous ase. Our heuristi priniple of the equality of the regularized
units is of ourse only an idea of what really happens. Espeially the spae dependene of the
uto is somewhat strange. That the proedure nevertheless works well seems to be a result of
the deoupling of the infrared and UV modes. Also the stability against deformations of the
spae-dependene indiates that the spae dependene information is redundant and that a
more fundamental priniple should not inlude it. Nevertheless it is questionable weather it is
possible to base the energy-momentum ut o regularization on fundamental priniples whih
are ompletely independent of mode ounting arguments, at least for the disrete modes. A
more onstrutive approah, relying on the requirement of isomorphi Hilbert spaes, relates
the kink uto to the vauum ut o by setting the integrals over the dierene of the densities
equal to the number of disrete states, i.e.∫
dkρreg(k) =
∫
dk
∫ ∞
−∞
dz [θ(ΛK − |k|)ξ∗K(k, z)ξK(k, z)− θ(ΛV − |k|)ξ∗V (k, z)ξV (k, z)] != −#d.
But in spite of the still open problems in energy-momentum uto regularization we have
showed in an ontinuum alulation, i.e. independent of any boundary onditions, that there
is no possibility to set up a ommon strit uto in both setors.
In addition we have shown that the derivative regularization sheme, developed in [38℄, is
ompletely independent of mode ounting arguments. Most subtleties in the regularization
proedure are onneted with the potentially linearly divergent Casimir-like energy ontribu-
tions. This is ompletely irumvented by the derivative regularization. Thus this sheme
provides a very robust ross hek for other shemes and priniples. The disadvantage of the
derivative regularization sheme is that it is not appliable for anomaly onsiderations and
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thus, although very omfortable and onsistent, one has to use and onsistently formulate
other regularization shemes in addition.
Summarizing the results of this work we an say that the mode regularization sheme is the
one with the most advantages. The invention of the symmetry priniple to nd the orret
boundary onditions, the independene of the ombination of the allowed boundary onditions
and the realization of the half ounting fermioni zero mode are very enouraging results for
further investigations of the important issue of non-perturbative quantum eld theory
7 Appendix
7.1 Stability equation
The Sine-Gordon and φ4 kink are members of a family of kinks whose zero mode of the stability
equation is ηl,0(z) = φ
′
K(z) ∝ 1coshl z , where l = 1 orresponds to the SG- kink and l = 2 to the
φ4- kink [43℄. The stability equation for this family is given by [42℄
Olξ =
(
−∂2z −
l(l + 1)
cosh2 z
+ l2
)
ξ = Eξ
and an be solved using supersymmetri methods [42℄. The operator Ol an be fatorized into
Ol = A†lAl with
Al = ∂z + l tanh z , A
†
l = −∂z + l tanh z
The disrete spetrum (bound states) onsists of the zero mode
ξl,0(z) = Nl
1
coshl z
, E0 = 0
and a set {m = 1, . . . , l − 1} of exited states
ξl,m(z) = Nl,mA
†
l (z) . . . A
†
l−m+1(z)
[
1
coshl−m z
]
, El,m = l
2 − (l −m)2
The ontinuous spetrum has the form
ξl(q, z) = Nl(q)A
†
l (z)A
†
l−1(z) . . . A
†
1(z)
[
eiqz
2π
]
, El(q) = q
2 + l2 (312)
where the fators N are proper normalization onstants (
∫
dzξ∗(q, z)ξ(q′, z) = δ(q− q′)). The
eigen-funtions form a omplete set. The mode energies of the quantum utuations around
the kink are therefore given as
ωKl = m
√
El
For SG the expliit form of the spetrum is:
ωK0 = 0 ξ0(z) = N0
1
cosh z
(313)
ωK(q) = m
√
q2 + 1 ξ(q, z) = N(q) (tanh z − iq) eiqz (314)
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For the φ4 model the spetrum is:
ωK0 = 0 ξ0(z) = N0
1
cosh2 z
(315)
ωK1 = m
√
3
2
ξ1(z) = N1
sinh z
cosh2 z
(316)
ωK(q) = m
√
(
q
2
)2 + 1 ξ(q, z) = N(q)
(
3 tanh2 z − 1− q2 − i3q tanh z) eiqz (317)
7.2 Fermioni eigen modes
Complex waves ψ±:
SG−model ω = 0 ξ0(z) = N0 1
cosh z
ρ0 = 0
ω±(k) = ±m
√
k2 + 1 ξ((k, z) = Nk(tanh z − ik)eikz
ρ(k, z) = −iNk
√
k2 + 1eikz
φ4 −model ω = 0 ξ0(z) = N0 1
cosh2 z
ρ0 = 0
ω1,± = ±m
√
3
2
ξ1(z) = N1
sinh z
cosh2 z
ρ1(z) = −iN1 1√
3
1
cosh z
ω±(k) = ±m
√
(
k
2
)2 + 1 ξ(k, z) = Nk(3 tanh
2 z − 1− k2 − i3k tanh z)eikz
ρ(k, z) = −iNk
√
k2 + 4(tanh z − ik)eikz
Parity eigen-funtions u±, φ±(ontinuum states):
SG−model : u± : ξg(k, z) = iNk(tanh z sin kz − k cos kz) . . . even
ρg(k, z) = Nk
√
k2 + 1 sin kz . . . odd
φ± : ξu(k, z) = Nk(tanh z cos kz + k sin kz) . . . odd
ρu(k, z) = −iNk
√
k2 + 1 cos kz . . . even
φ4 −model : u± : ξg = Nk
[
(3 tanh2 z − 1− k2) cos kz + 3k tanh z sin kz]
ρg = −iNk
√
k2 + 4(tanh z cos kz + k sin kz)
φ± : ξu = iNk
[
(3 tanh2 z − 1− k2) sin kz − 3k tanh z cos kz]
ρu = Nk
√
k2 + 4(tanh z sin kz − k cos kz)
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7.3 Euler-MaLaurin formula
The Euler-MaLaurin formula is given by [9℄:
N∑
n=ν
f(n) =
∫ N
ν
dnf(n) +
1
2
(f(ν) + f(N)) + Sn (318)
with
Sn :=
B2
2!
f ′ +
B4
4!
f (3) + · · ·+ B2p
(2p)!
f (2p−1) |Nν +Rp, p = 2, 3, . . . ,
where Bk are the Bernoulli numbers and the rest is
Rp =
1
(2p+ 1)!
∫ N
ν
f (2p+1)(x)C2p+1(x)dx.
The funtions Ck(x) are the modied Bernoulli polynomials.
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